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About the time you've
picked up ©n all the
latest in tuner design,
some clever engineer
sneaks in a new twist.
That's where PTS comes
in . . . a tuner repair
service that s always a day
ahead of design changes.
And now PTS has entered the
module field, providing same -da
service for repair of Zenith, RCA,
Quasar and GE modules. Module
overhaul carries a one year warranty.
Only PTS-Bloomington handles module repair.
Mail units direct to Bloomington or ask cny PTS
service center to ship them for you. PTS the
world's larger- tuner repair service-has 35
company -owned service centers in the U.S. and Canada.
Module OverhaJI - $5.95 to $12.50.

.
111111111110S...N PR

BLOOMINGTON MODULE CENTER / P O. BOX 272 / BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401

Consult the white pages of your telephone directory for the address and number of your necrest PTS Service Center.
General Headquarters: Bloomington (IN' - Birmingham - Phoenix - Los Angeles - San Diego - Sacramento - Arvada (CO) -
Jacksonville - Tampa - Indianapolis - Kansas City (KS) - Metairie (LA) Silver Spring (MD) - Boston - Springfield (MA) -

Detro.t - Minneapo s - Si. Louis - E. Paterson íNJ) - Buffalo (NY) - Charlotte (NC) - Cincinnati - Columbus (OH) - Cleveland -
Oklahoma City - Porrfand (OR) - Pittsourgh - Philadelphia - Montreal - Memphis - Houston - Longview (TX) - Vorfolk -

Seattle - Milwaukee.

...or more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card



Break -through with
BREAKER!

The New Freedom Line of CB Mobile and Base Antennas
and Accessories made in the U.S.A. for communications be-
tween people.

A wide selection of "revolutionary" new CB High Efficiency
communications antennas o' superior strength, electronically
and physically, for al the talk power your CB rig will deliver
-coming a -c going it the 27 Megahertz frequency band.

Mobile Breaker antennas for cars, trucks, trailers, sports
cars, station wagons motorcycles, boats. Breaker base sta-
tion antennas to communicate with mobiles and hand helds
... all designed specifically for the outstanding transmission
and reception of CB signals.

The high quality and materials of the Breaker CB antennas
and accessories assure you the maximum in performance for
many years and at reasonable cost. Performance -tested
Breaker CB antennas offer you these advantages plus more:

* Easily adjust for lowest VSWR
* Long -life stainless steel and fiberglass whips
* Highest quality coaxial cable with solderless connections
* Innovative engineering designs
* Packaged for quick, easy installation to get you on the air

fast, compete wita cables and hardware

All Breaker antennas are American made in Arlington,
Texas. In keeping wit -1 the tradition of the Bi-Centennial they
are proudly named after our revolutionary heroes and places.
Red, white and blue are also the colors of Breaker. Chosen
because we too are very proud of our heritage and contribu-
tion to making exciting products for use by people com-
municating with people. Sea and buy the Freedom line of
Breaker antennas and accessories at your nearest electronic
distributor. Look for the red, white and blue packaging.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
West Coast Mirror Mount
Dual Trick, RV Antennas

Model 10-200
Weather resistant dual 57"
stainless steel whip anten-
nas with static arrestor tips.
Secure horizontal cr verb -
:a mounting to West Coast
side view truck type mir-
-ors. Twin arennas co -
phased or more directional
Dower and easily adjustable

I 'or fine tuning. Hermetical -
y sealed, white oversized
4BS seater loai. Dual 18'
ow -lose coaxial phasing

harnesses with solderless
connectors and quick dis-
connectPL-259 dugs. Com-
plete with corrosion resis-

irmoLnting hardware.

INDEPENDENCE
Gutter Mount Antema

Model 10-245
Low -profile 21"st9inless steel
whip antenna with static ar-
restor and flex-matic shcck
spring. Fits practically any
vehicle rain gutter. No inter-
ference with door opening or
passenger exit. Heavy-d.ity
molded clamp bracket insu-
lates and supports antenna.
Center loaded ABS load coil
for excellent transmission and
reception. 1L' coaxial cable
with solderless connector and
quick -disconnect PL -259 pl ig.
Complete wi:h corrosion re-
sistant mounting hardware

THE PATRIOT
Omni -directional
1/4 -Wave Base Antenna
Model 11-101
nigh in quality, perfor-
mance and efficiency,
ow in cost. Has three
108' quarter wave tubu-
ar aluminum radials
plus a quarter -wave ra-
diator (vertical element).
Heavy-duty U -clamp fits
nas: up to 15/E" diam-

eter. Built-in ',ightning
protector. SO -239 style
connector mount. Mates
with PL -259 plug. Shunt
Loaded coil. Heavy duty
nsu ated molded clamp
bracket. Easy to assem-
ble and dis-assemble.
Fixed construction.

i

See them All At PC

'76 in the Las Vegas

Hilton Bcoths

528-529-530!

PAUL REVERE
Roof Mount Antenna

Model 10-215
Special "power -plus" 42" base -
loaded roo' mount with long -
life stain ess steel whip, rugged
stainless steel shock spring
and high-gLality 16 -ft. shieded
coax cable and solderless con-
nec-ions for fast "on -the air"
installation. Named after the
famed communicator and nero
of revolutionary era.

'Ñ MINUTEM
Trunk Mount Antenna Model 10-230

Sturdy, durable, no -hole required in
trunk of vehicle. Suoer 44" stainless
steel whip,,base loaded low -profile an-
tenna with stainless shock absorbing
spring, chrome plated brass bell hous-
ing, 18 -foot shieldec coaxial cable and.
solde -less connections.

...for mere details circle 141 on Reader Seri ice Card
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The difference
in flybacks is
a hot subject

Ask your independent distributor for
your free THORDARSON Pocket

Replacement Guide or write to ...

THQRDARSON
Established 1895

THORDARSON MEISSNER INC.
A subsidiary of Components Corp. of America
Electronic Center Mount Carmel, IL 62863

Support your independent parts distributor

After liability
claims against electronics service
dealers, government regulations now
require flame retardant flybacks in all
new TVs. But most OEM replacement
flybacks for pre -regulation sets do not
meet those standards. Does it make
sense to install a part that would be
illegal in a new set today?

That's a risk THORDARSON believes
you shouldn't have to take. So every
color replacement flyback we make
meets today's fire retardance standards.

99% of THORDARSON replacements
sold are exact replacements, right down
to the mounting holes and wiring color
code.

And THORDARSON knows you can't
afford long waits for replacements ... so
your TM distributor stocks in depth. And
he can use our unique Rush Order
system for factory shipment of hard -to-

get parts directly to you!
It almost always costs less to specify

THORDARSON quality... and it could
keep you out of some very hot water.

we do! NEDA . ;, Associate Member

...for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Motorola, RCA, GE, Panasonic, Hitachi And Superscope Announce Entry Into CB

As anticipated by most people already directly involved in the booming CB market,
many of the "majors" in the consumer electronics industry, after biding their time and
taking a short but hard look at which direction the CB market might go, have decided
that it's solid enough to warrant a commitment and now, one by one, are throwing their
hats into the ring.

Motorola, already a leader in most other two-way communications markets, has
announced that it will have available "sometime in the second quarter" an initial CB
product line comprised of under -dash transceivers, antennas and other mobile acces-
sories as well as some base station units.

In -dash transceivers reportedly will be added to the Motorola CB line later in the year.
Motorola's CB products will be designed and built in the U.S. by its Communications

Products Division, with distribution and marketing handled by its Automotive Products
Division.

RCA, which also has a communications division that is experienced and successful in
other two-way markets, in January introduced its first offerings to the CB market: two
under -dash, solid-state, synthesized, 23 -channel, mobile transceivers, one priced at
$124.95 and the other at $159.95.

RCA citizen -band products are being marketed by the RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, Camden, New Jersey.

General Electric, another of the "major" consumer electronic manufacturers with a
long, successful background in two-way communications, also has announced its upcom-
ing entry into the CB market.

According to Paul Van Orden, general manager of the GE division which handles audio
and housewares products, the initial GE citizens -band product line will be ready for
marketing about mid -year and will include several mobile transceivers and at least one
base -station unit, all with phase -locked -loop (PLL) 23 -channel capability.

General Electric's CB units reportedly will be imported from Japan.
Panasonic's first entry into CB, announced in early January and displayed at the

Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago, is an in -dash, combination AM/FM
stereo FM radio and 23 -channel CB transceiver.

Clark Jones, national sales manager of Panasonic Auto Products, the division which is
marketing Panasonic CB products, said that the in -dash approach "will enhance"
Panasonic's position with both CB and new car dealers.

Featured in Panasonics first CB entry is a "standby monitor" which permits CB
reception while listening to standard AM or FM broadcasts.

Hitachi, already a manufacturer of private -label CB equipment, recently introduced a
line of CB units under its own label. The initial Hitachi CB line consists of three mobile
transceivers, with PLL 23 -channel capability and 4 watts output; a 23 -channel base
station; and a 69 -channel, single-sideband unit with 12 PEP watts output and a price of
$329.95.

Superscope, a familiar name in the audio entertainment electronics market, has
established an "Automotive Products Division" which will carry out research, develop-
ment and marketing of CB, and car stereo products and related accessories.

The new Superscope CB and automotive electronic products will be manufactured in
Superscope's facilities on Taiwan and in Tokyo, Japan.

Safety & Special Radio Bureau To Recommend Class D Channel Expansion.

Charles A. Higginbotham, chief of the FCC's Safety & Special Radio ServicesBureau,
at press time reportedly was preparing to recommend to the FCC expansion of the
number of Class D Citizen Radio Service channels.

A report in the February 22nd issue of ELECTRONIC NEWS stated that Higgin-
botham said he planned to make the expansion recommendation to the commission
within 30 to 60 days of that date but that no decision had been reached on the extent of
expansion his staff would recommend.

According to the Electronic News report, Higginbotham might recommend as many as
27 additional Class D channels, which would increase the present 23 -channel allocation
to 50.

Higginbotham reportedly believes that the FCC will approve some expansion of Class
D, but the final decision on the extent of the expansion will be up to the full commission.

Higginbotham, according to the report, is pessimistic about the adoption ofa Class E
Citizens Radio Service, for two principal reasons: 1) Canada is concerned about otect-
ing its radio amateurs from interference which might result if CB operations are ermit-
ted in the 220 -MHz region proposed for Class E-a portion of the spectrum which in the
Western Hemisphere now is reserved for radio amateur use. As a result, Canada proba-
bly would forbid use of 220 -MHz CB within its borders. 2) Preliminary analyses by the

continued on page 6
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In times like these,
why are so many people paying

a little more to get a Zenith?
The answer is value. Today it's more
important than ever. And Zenith value
is greater than ever, for a lot
of good reasons.
1. Best Picture. The heart of every
Zenith color TV is the patented
Chromacolor picture tube, with a

level of brightness,
contrast, and sharp detail
that set a new standard
for the TV industry.

It's not surprising,
then, that in the latest
opinion survey of
independent TV
service technicians,
Zenith was selected
again for best picture,
more than any other

Note: Answers total brand.
over 100% due to
multiple responses.

QUESTION: In gen-
eral, of the color TV
brands you are famil-
iar with, which would
you say has the best
overall picture?
ANSWERS:
ZENITH 36%
Brand A 20%
Brand B 10%
Brand C 7%
Brand D 6%
Brand E 3%
Brand F 2%
Brand G 2%
Brand H 2%
Brand I 1%
Other Brands 3%
About Equal 11%
Don't Know 4%

QUESTION: In gen-
eral, of the Color TV
brands you are famil-
iar with, which one
would you say
requires the fewest
repairs?
ANSWERS:
ZENITH 38%
Brand A 15%
Brand C 8%
Brand D 4%
Brand B 3%
Brand I 2%
Brand F 2%
Brand E 2%
Brand G 1%
Brand H 1%
Other Brands 4%
About Equal 14%
Don't Know 9%

2. Fewest repairs. In
the same nationwide
survey, Zenith was
selected as needing
fewest repairs. By
more than two -to -one
over the next best
brand (38% to 15%).
Whether you buy a
console or portable,
today's Zenith is
designed to bring you
years of dependable
viewing enjoyment.

3. Sharp picture performance year after
year from Zenith's Electronic

Video Guard Tuner.
With no moving

parts to wear out or
contacts to corrode,
your picture stays
sharp far longer than with

conventional mechanical tuners.
4. Zoom instant close-up. Another
Zenith exclusive. Just press the
Zoom button on a Zenith Space
Commandel 000 -and the Zoom
picture is 50% larger. While
Zoom is available on 19" and 25"

diagonal sets, every Zenith
Space Command lets you
change channels and turn
the set on or off from across
the room.
5. 100% Solid -State
reliability. Every Zenith
Chromacolor II has

a rugged, 100%
solid-state chassis
for greater
dependability,
cooler running,
and longer
life. Modular
chassis design
means easier
service if
needed.

EN/fNC_3-

6. Uses less power. Some older
sets actually use as much power
as it takes to light five 75 -watt
lightbulbs. But Zenith
Chromacolor II uses less power
than it takes to light two. That's
64% less power.
7. Protection against power surges.

Even small changes in
household voltage can
hurt picture perform-
ance. Larger changes
can even damage sets.
But every Zenith is

protected by the patented Power
Sentry system. It guards against
power surges you might not even
notice.
8. We built it. We back it. The
record speaks for itself. But if it
should ever happen that a Zenith
doesn't live up to your expecta-
tions-or if you'd like survey
details-write to: Vice President,

Consumer Affairs, Zenith
Radio Corporation,

1900 N. Austin Ave.,
Chicago, Il. 60639.

Pictured below: The Malaga
25" diagonal Model G4768P
and The Seabreeze 13" diagonal

Model G3420W. Simulated TV
pictures and wood finishes.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
continued from page 4

Spectrum Allocations Staff of the FCC's chief engineer indicate that CB operation in the
220 -MHz region would interfere with VHF TV Channels 11 (198-204 MHz) and 13
(210-216 MHz).

"Fair Trade" Dead Nationwide As Of March 11

On December 12, President Ford signed into law a bill which on March 11 revokes
those portions of the federal antitrust exemptions under which states were permitted to
adopt and enforce retail price maintenance agreements, or so-called "fair trade" laws.

At the time of the repeal bill's enactment, seven states still had fair trade statutes,
while 15 others, in anticipation of federal repeal, had abolished fair trade during their
1975 legislative sessions.

Pearce -Simpson Establishes West And East Coast Distribution/Repair Centers

Miami -based CB manufacturer Pearce -Simpson has set up two new distribution/
service facilities-one in Sun Valley, Calif., which will handle distribution and warranty
and nonwarranty servicing of its products for the Western States, including Hawaii and
Alaska, and another in Endicott, N.Y., which will handle distribution and repair for
Pearce -Simpson outlets in East Coast states.

RCA Quits Test Instrumepts, Sells Business To VIZ

RCA, which announced in December that it was quitting the electronic test instrument
business, has sold its test instrument inventory and related patents, designs and man-
ufacturing rights to VIZ Manufacturing Company, a privately -held firm headquartered
in Philadelphia.

VIZ, which has manufactured many test instruments for RCA since 1958, has taken
over the distribution of the present inventory of RCA test instruments and will continue
to manufacture and market under its own trade name these and other types of electronic
test instruments.

At the time RCA announced its retirement from the test instrument business, it was
manufacturing only about 5 to 10 percent of the test instruments marketed under its
name by the RCA Distributor & Special Products Division, with the remainder produced
under subcontract by VIZ and other private -label manufacturers.

First EIA-Sponsored Personal 2 -Way Radio Show In Las Vegas, March 30 -April 1

PC -76, the first annual tradeshow devoted exclusively to the personal two-way radio
communications industry, will be held at the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel in Las Vegas,
Nevada, March 30 -April 1.

Sponsored by the Citizens Radio Section of the Electronic Industries Association's
Communication's Division, PC -76 offers electronic distributors and dealers the unpre-
dented opportunity to analyze first hand the latest product lines ofover 150 manufactur-
ers and marketers of personal two-way communications equipment, including CB,
marine and amateur transceivers, antennas, scanners, and every type of accessory
available for use with personal two-way communications equipment. Equipment for
testing, adjusting and maintaining two-way communications also will be exhibited.

Seminars covering merchandising and FCC regulation of personal two-way communi-
cations will be held in conjunction with the trade show.

FCC Commissioner Rdbert E. Lee will be the keynote speaker at the PC -76 kick-off
banquet, scheduled for Monday evening, March 29.

Potpourri ..
EIA reports that final TV sales -to -dealer figures for 1975 indicate that total 1975 color

TV sales in 1975 were slightly less than 6.5 million, down 17.2 percent from 1974 sales,
while total 1975 monochrome TV sales fell short of 5 million, down 16.4 percent from 1974
sales ...Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., the parent firm of Toshiba, recently became the
sixth Japanese firm to acquire licensed rights to use RCA's video disk player technology . .

. The Missouri state highway patrol says that during August, September and October
1975-the first three months after patrol cars were equipped with CB-there were
22,489 CB radio contacts between patrolmen and citizens, with 17,277 of the contacts
involving requests for assistance or reports of dangerous road conditions, while 5,212 of
the contacts related to citizens reports of law violations, of which 1,307 led to arrests by
law officers and 1,006 resulted in the issuance of warnings ... Home Box Office, the pay
TV network which last year began transmitting its daily 12 -hour program schedule to
CATV affiliates via domestic satellite, began 1975 with 60,000 subscribers but by the
close of the year reportedly was serving 275,000 viewer homes through more than 100
cable TV systems, with new CATV affiliates in ten additional states.
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Speaker Application Chart lists
domestic and foreign cars and trucks
by make, model and year (1970-1976)
and shows which Audiovox speakers
are recommended for specific applica-
tion in each. Data provided includes
speaker diameter and speaker magnet
weight. Available free from Audiovox
Corp., 150 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge,
N.Y. 11787.

Official 10 -Code Signal List is a
pocket-size pamphlet which lists the
34 numerical radio communications
codes and their meanings adopted by
the Associated Public Safety Com-
municaitons Officers, Inc., plus the
phonetic alphabet and other radio
communications codes used by law en-
forcement agencies. Available free
from Siltronix, 269 Airport Rd.,
Oceanside, Calif. 92054.

Video -Taped Training Courses
Catalog lists video-taped courses on
electronics theory, test instrument op-
eration and maintenance and trouble-
shooting procedures for a broad range
of electronic products. The courses are
available on 1/2 -inch open reel and
3/4 -inch video cassettes from Hewlett-
Packard Video Products. The catalog
is available free from Hewlett-
Packard, Video Products, 1819 Page
Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.

CB Products Catalog describes the
line of UHF connectors, adapters,
cable assemblies and other CB -related
devices offered by AVA Electronics
Corp. Called "The CB Showcase," the
4 -page catalog is available free from
AVA Electronic Corp., 242 Pembroke
Ave., Lansdowne, Penn. 19050.

Security Equipment Catalog ex-
plains specifications, principles of op-
eration and applications of a variety of
electronic and nonelectronic security,
fire protection and signaling devices
and systems and lists over 500 intru-
sion and fire alarm products. Avail-
able free from Mountain West Alarm
Supply, 4215 N. 16th St., Phoenix,
Ariz. 85016.

Standard Transformers and In-
ductors is an illustrated 48 -page
catalog which lists by type of applica-
tion and Thordarson Meissner part
number the mechanical and electrical
specifications of standard audio,
transistor, power, filament, rectifier
and line adjusting transformers and
inductors offered by Thordarson
Meissner. Catalog No. 76 is available
free from TM parts distributors or

from Tho'rdrs ..eassner, Electronic
Center, r a! t armel, Ill. 62863.

Test Instruments is one of 55
categories of kit and assembled elec-
tronic products described in Heathkit
Catalog No. 807. Available free from
the Heath Company, Benton Harbor,
Mich. 49022.

Semiconductor Replacement
Guide cross-references universal re-
placement, registered, and domestic
and foreign electronic equipment
manufacturers' semiconductor part
numbers to Raytheon's RE line of re-
placement semiconductors for home
entertainment and commercial elec-
tronic products. Available free from
Raytheon Company, Distributor
Products Operation, 4th Ave., Bur-
lington, Mass. 01803.

Tape Recorder Clinic Procedures
Booklet outlines the tests and general
servicing procedures which should be
performed on reel-to-reel tape record-
ers during service clinics conducted by
audio sales and service dealers. Avail-
able free from Elpa Marketing Indus-
tries, Thorens & Atlantic Avenues,
New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.

Tape Player Parts Catalog is an il-
lustrated, make -and -model cross-
referenced listing of replacement
motors, belts, heads, transformers,
solenoids, semiconductors and drive
system parts available from PTS Elec-
tronics, Inc., for over 100 brands of car
and home eight -track and cassette
tape players and player/recorders.
Available for $2.00 from PTS Elec-
tronics, Inc., P.O. Box 272, 5233
Highway 37 South, Bloomington, Ind.
47401 or from PTS Electronics
branches throughout the U.S.

Solid -State Replacement Guide
cross references more than 112,000
domestic and foreign semiconductor
devices to RCA's SK -Series semicon-
ductor replacement line. Also included
are an index of SK -Series semiconduc-
tors and accessories and related
characteristic and application infor-
mation, line drawings showing di-
mensional outlines and terminal ar-
rangements, and a list of mounting
hardware. RCA Solid -State Replace-
ment Guide No. SPG-2025 is available
for $1.00 from local RCA distributors
or from RCA Distributor and Special
Products Div., P.O. Box 85, Run-
nemede, N.J. 08078.

Hand Tools, Tool Kits and Acces-
sories for electronic servicers are
listed in a catalog of products offered
by Techni-Tool. Catalog No. 20 is
available free from Techni-Tool, Inc.,
5 Apollo Rd., Plymouth Meeting,
Penn. 19462. 

jRROW
/! AUTOMATIC
STAPLE GUNS

CUT WIRE & CABLE
INSTALLATION COSTS

. . . without cutting into insulation!

SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation'

'4t
No. T-18-Fits wires up to

3/16" in diameter.
BELL,

TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,

INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low

voltage wiring.

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown
in 3/8" and 7/16" leg lengths.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18. -

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses 1-25 staples _

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32
3/ 8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths

NEW! Intermediate
-. No. T-37 -Fits wires and cables

up to 5/16" in diameter.
Same basic construction

as Nos. T-18 & 1.25.

c.

v?

Also used for
CATV and

DRIVE RINGS in
stringing wires.

Uses T-37 staples
with 5/16" round crown in 3/8",

1/2" and 9/16" leg lengths.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.
RADIANT HEAT

CABLE,
OF CABLE,

WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING e
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses T-75 staples with /2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8"
and 7/8" leg lengths.

1

RRROW FASTENER COMPANY INC

271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N J 07663

...for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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EDITOR'S MEMO

CB-Boom Or Bust?
A Perspective
 In the 16 -year period between
the FCC's establishment of
Class -D CB in 1958 and the start
of the present CB "boom" in late
1974, the FCC received less than 1
million applications for Class -D
station licenses. As of June 30,
1974, there were only 928,642
licensed CB stations, plus an esti-
mated equal number of stations
operated illegally without a
license. Based on a conservative
estimate of two units per station,
there probably were about 4 mil-
lion Class -D CB units in use as of
June 30, 1974.

Then, TV network and other
news coverage of long -haul truck-
ers' use of CB in their nation-wide
strike in late 1974 struck the fancy
of a segment of the public and they
began queuing up by the thou-
sands to buy it.

During the first 10 months of
1975, the FCC reportedly received
over 1 million Class -D license ap-
plications, and since then applica-
tions have been pouring into the
FCC at an average monthly rate of
about 300,000-with expectations
that by sometime this Spring the
aggregate total of Class -D applica-

tions received by the FCC would
approach 3 million.

Although there is no documen-
tation of the present number of
Class -D CB units in use, most reli-
able industry sources place the
figure at about 8-10 million.

The sudden popularity of CB
undoubtedly is attributable in
part to the same "pop -cult" mech-
anism that has prompted an end-
less number of nationwide fads, or
"crazes," most of which have fiz-
zled out as suddenly as they
emerged.

However, although psychologi-
cal mechanisms such as "novelty"
and "the desire to identify with the
independent, rebellious, free -as-

the -wind aura of long -haul truck-
ers" probably have played a large
roll in the meteoric popularity of
CB, its inherent potential capabil-
ity of fulfilling a practical as well
as psychological need seemingly
offers a reasonable probability
that CB can survive the "fad"
stage and become a well -
entrenched, utilitarian product-
if marketed properly.

There is inherent in a mobile
society such as ours a genuine need
for a reliable, easy -to -use, inex-
pensive, wireless system of mobile
two-way communications, for both
business and personal applica-
tions-and CB has achieved a
state of the art which makes it ide-
ally suited for such "general pub-
lic" applications.

Whether or not the present
popularity of CB spreads beyond
the cult -motivated "fadist" mar-
ket into the larger, broader spec-
trum of more practical -oriented
consumers, who buy principally on
the basis of recognized need, de-
pends to a large degree on how
quickly and how well manufactur-
ers, marketers and merchandisers
recognize the existence of practi-
cal -minded consumers and sell
them on the utilitarian value of

citizens band equipment.
Meanwhile, an ever-increasing

number of CB equipment man-
ufacturers and importer/market-
ers continue to rush head-on into
the present, but probably tempor-
ary, gap between supply and de-
mand, with most seemingly con-
cerned only with the short-range
goal of pumping as much product
into the market as possible. Many
seem to have cast aside even
the most fundamental marketing
principals which, in a more nor-
mal market environment, are con-
sidered essential for long-term
market development and growth.

Increasing numbers of dead -

on -arrival and improperly ad-
justed units, which are indicative
of short cuts in quality control and
inspection at the factory, are
neither conducive to good manu-
facturer -dealer and dealer -cus-
tomer relations, nor do they bol-
ster consumer confidence in the re-
liability and performance of CB in
general.

Emphasis on "volume sales"
through "volume" merchandis-
ers-whose sales clerks typically
do not have the product knowledge
needed to educate purchasers
about the proper installation, op-
eration and use of CB, or help
them select the right accesso-
ries-might maximize short-term
volume and profit, but it certainly
cannot be considered effective
long-term market development,
nor can failure to establish a
nationwide system of proficient,
convenient service centers, with
ready access to replacement parts
and service data.

Stop -gap measures like
through -the -mail factory service
with inherent one -and two-week
turnaround might satisfy the war-
ranty requirements of a fadist-
oriented market, but, as soon as
the production capacity of the CB
industry equals or exceeds the
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volume demand of the "fadist"
spectrum, CB producers and mar-
keters who want to survive will
find it necessary to begin seriously
cultivating a broader market
spectrum-a utilitarian -oriented
spectrum which, by nature, is
more sensitive about point -of -
purchase assistance and after -the
sale installation and service sup-
port than the present CB market
seems to be.

The successful establishment of
CB as a long-lived, utilitarian
product is also dependent on how
soon the FCC takes positive action
to relieve the congestion that
exists on Class -D channels in
many areas of the country.

Despite these and other self-
inflicted growing pains, CB prob-
ably will mature beyond the pres-
ent boom and become a well -
entrenched, utilitarian prod-
uct-one which is merchandised
best by product -wise, electronics
dealers who are able and willing to
provide knowledgeable advice and
assistance both before and after
the sale.

Recent surveys indicate that a
significant number of you are al-
ready into personal two-way
communications sales and servic-
ing, and large numbers of you who
aren't into it yet are at least seri-
ously considering it.

Because of your expressed in-
terest in the personal two-way
communications market, the en-
tire staff of ET/D will be attending
PC -76, the first national trade
show devoted exclusively to per-
sonal two-way communications, in
Las Vegas, March 29 -April 1.
Hopefully we will meet many of
you there. For those unable to at-
tend, we will publish in ET/D an
overview report of the significant
product and market developments
which emerge at PC -76.

J.W. Phipps

Triad.
Everything
from A -1X

to YT -116-2.
Whatever your transformer requirements, there's a Triad trans-
former to satisfy them exactly. Triad manufactures one of the most

complete lines in the industry - including power, audio
and filament transformers, filter chokes, width and
linearity coils, vertical outputs, blocking oscillators, deflec-
tion yokes, flybacks and more. And they're all available

worldwide. Write Triad today for your free catalog.

L1__I TRIAD-UTRAD
Litton Distributor Services

305 N. Briant St., Huntington, Indiana 46750

...for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

The "New Generation"
Flat -Rate Pricing...
is proving itself in thousands of shops from
coast to coast-it prices your work profitably
while creating customer good -will.

Fast tab indexing to 19 major repair
categories prices all bench, home and over-
the-counter repairs with authority.

tv &radio
tech's guide
to pricing

Plus, Computerized
Pocket -Size Parts
Catalog.
Customized to
your desired
parts profit.
Lists over 3500
most -used parts,
continually up -dated.
Can easily recover
initial investment in
less than 30 days...
$75.00 plus $10.00
per catalog.

Satellite Edition...
the same system described
above, only reduced to
shirt -pocket size for
outside service...
$16.95 ea. post pd.
Quantity prices available.

Professional
6 x 9 hard cover,
steel ring -bound
edition....
$18.95 ea. post pd.

P.O. Box 5234 NZ IN XI 111111111111Lincoln,

NE 68505

sporty tech inc.

Snle14te

_copies, Hardbound. _copies, Satellite
__copies, Parts Catalog. More information

Amount enclosed, check or money order.
(NE res. add sales tax)

NAME
CO.

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP

IM Zia mi MI al 1E1 Mi al MI MI Ell MI MI II
...for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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The Comm Bonanza...
by Don Mason, ET/D Managing Editor

What It Means to Comm Sales & Service Dealers

 The nationwide trucker's strike
two years ago provided the cata-
lyst for the current CB boom-and
now almost everyone is getting
into the sales act-from the small
part-time fix -it shop to the huge
national mass merchandiser.
Even truck stops have now become
outlets for CB equipment.

Because of this rapid prolifera-
tion of CB sales outlets, the editors
of ET/D decided to talk to the per-
son who would seem to be in the
best position to benefit from the
boom, the communications dealer
who already sells and services
two-way radio equipment. We
wanted to find out-"Does he sell
and service CB?"-"Is the boom af-
fecting his sales and service
volume?"-"Is selling and servic-
ing CB any different than for other
types of electronic products?"-
"What kind of advice could he offer
to our other ET/D readers who
might be thinking of getting into
CB sales and/or service?"

To find out, we called 19 com-
munications shops in all major re-
gions of the country. We picked
them on the basis of their tele-
phone directory listing indicating
they sold and serviced two-way
radio equipment. We found all of
them deeply involved in CB sales
and/or service, and well along in
the process of "sorting out the
market."

Not too many years ago, many
two-way communications special-
ists looked down on CB radio and
iX+ some cases would have nothing
tb do with it, either in sales or ser-
vicing. They felt the profit margin

with CB wasn't enough, volume
was too little, and their custom-
ers-mainly businesses or gov-
ernmental agencies-didn't want
to, or couldn't, share the air waves
with hobbyists and citizen com-
municators.

Today, of the 19 two-way spe-
cialists we interviewed, all but one
carry at least one brand of CB
radio, and that one specialist only
services CB equipment. Over 68%
of the dealers we interviewed sell
one to four different brands; 21%
sell from five to ten brands; and
11% sell ten or more.

When it came to servicing of CB
equipment, three of the 19 dealers
interviewed said they were only a
sales outlet for CB radios and did
some installation and little or no
service work. Of the 16 dealers
who service CB equipment, 63%
said they service 9 or more brands
(in most cases, their comment was
"we service any make or model
that comes in"), and 37% service
from 1 to 4 brands (the comment
here was generally "we service
only what we sell").

CB'S IMPACT

The question "What per cent of
total shop income comes from CB
sales and service?" brought forth
from the specialists we inter-
viewed the best indication of the
impact CB radio is having on
communications sales and service
dealers. Today, according to their
answers, 53%, or over half of the
dealers receive 40% or more of
their total annual income from the
sales and/or servicing of CB

100 %
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80%

70 %
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30%
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equipment. In fact, 35% of the
dealers are now receiving almost
all (90% or more) of their total an-
nual income from CB sales and
service.

Typical of a "boom" situation,
where supply is far behind the
consumer demand, the sale of CB
equipment provides the lion's
share of total sales and service in-
come. Over half (59%) of dealers in
our survey said that 75% of CB
income comes from sales and 25%
comes from service. Most dealers
agreed that that ratio will change
somewhat as the boom levels out,
supply catches up with demand,
and the millions of new CB'ers
learn that their best bet is to deal
with a two-way communications
shop that services what it sells.

That combination of "sales and
service" is naturally one of the
strongest points in favor of the
communications dealers as the
most reliable source for CB equip-
ment. Most of the dealers in the
survey feel strongly that to be
equipped and staffed for two-way
service is the key to getting the
best out of the CB boom-and in
keeping the customer satisfied.
Their answers to questions about
experience with CB and qualified
personnel indicate that they are
already equipped and staffed to
capitalize on CB's new, expanded
role.

Of the 19 dealers in the survey,
16 (84%) receive some income from
CB servicing, and all (100%)
employ one or more FCC -licensed
technicians. And as far as CB ex-
perience, the majority (72%) of
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NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
BRANDS SOLD

Number of
Brands
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Seven
Nine
Ten or Vlore
None

(Service CB Only)

Per Cent
of Dealers

in Survey (19)
16°°
16%
16%
21%

5%
5%
5%

11%

5%

dealers interviewed have worked
with CB radio for more than five
years, with 28% of the manager/
owners in the sample stating that
they had been in the business
from 14 to 17 years.

HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT CB

The attitude towards "CB sales
with service" was highlighted by
comments made by a number of
dealers during the interviews. A
Courier dealer in Wichita, Kan-
sas, Fred Howard, owner of How-
ard Electronics, said, "We know
Courier is a good line, but we feel
to a great extent we're the ones
who make Courier look good in
this part of the country. If you
have good technicians and you
constantly give good service you're
just naturally going to make al-
most any good rig look better."

We don't worry about competi-
tion," he continued, "because we
make sure everything about
Courier is like it should be, and we
guarantee satisfaction to the cus-
tomer. There's just no way you can
have problems when you operate
this way."

Problems with CB radio do
exist, however, for the two-way
communications dealers. During
the interviews we asked the deal-
ers to tell us what the most dif-
ficult aspect was in selling and
servicing. CB. With 50% of the
dealers it was the job of educating
the customer on use of the equip-
ment, FCC rules and regulations,
antenna systems, and frequency
or channel usage. A Kansas dealer
said: "Too many people want us to

NUMBER OF BRANDS
SERVICED

Number of
Brands
All brands
One
Two
Four
None

(Only sell CB)

Per Cent
of Dealers

in Survey (19)
53%
10%
16%
5%

16%

hide their antenna, mostly in the
trunk." And a Pittsburgh dealer
complained that "it's a job to ex-
plain to today's CB customer that
their antenna has to be hooked up
and matched before they use the
transmitter." A communications
dealer in Cleveland said, "Service
is both essential and profitable,
but it's also the largest source of
hang-ups because of customer ig-
norance and the over -selling of the
product by outlets that don't give a
hoot what happens after the guy
walks out of the store with the CB
radio under his arm. When we sell
a set, we encourage the customer
to come back for a free antenna
tuneup and for any other help and
information he needs."

Another complaint heard from
23% of the respondent dealers was
that the "product is being over-
sold, with too many brands and
models being put on the market
and too many outlets selling price
rather than quality." An Ohio
dealer said, "Too many customers
come into our shop expecting
magic from CB. When we demon-
strate a quality rig, the customer
goes down the street and buys a
cheapie from someone else. Some-
time later, because we offer ser-
vice, he comes to us with his grief.
What it amounts to," he con-
cluded, "is that you're asked to
correct problems for people who
you didn't make any money on in
the first place."

Another dealer, one in Pennsyl-
vania, put it another way: "People
see a nice low price on a CB rig at a
mass merchandiser or chain oper-
ation," he said, "but never stop to
think 'where will I get it serviced
after I buy it?' Sure, the radio has a
warranty but it's with the factory
and that takes time and is incon-

PER CENT OF ANNUAL
INCOME FROM CB
SALES & SERVICE

Per Cent of
Annual Income

Per Cent of
Dealers (17)

100% 34%
50% 12%
40% 6%
33% 6%
25% 12%
13% 6%
10% 12%

5% 12%

venient. We're the only CB outlet
in Pittsburgh that services what
we sell-and it pays off."

PARTS AVAILABILITY-
A PROBLEM

Problems with 'replacement
parts availability' also showed up
in 12% of the interviews with the
two-way specialists. A dealer in
Cincinnati said, "Parts supply is
the most insidious problem in the
whole CB industry, mainly with
imported items. Some of the firms
that import CB equipment make
no effort at all to stock renewal
and repair parts in any depth at
all, and", he continued, "they have
not yet established any kind of
component parts distribution sys-
tem for CB, and that includes a
number of American manufactur-
ers." A dealer in New York com-
plained that "unless you get into
repair parts in a big way, you've
got problems. It takes from 6
weeks to 3 months to get delivery
on some items-and then unless
you can provide 'loaner' equip-
ment to your customer, you've got
an exceedingly irate customer."

This problem of getting the
product, its accessories and re-
placement parts to market-in
other words, from the manufac-
turer to the consumer-occurs
naturally when the desire for the
product reaches boom proportions.
Before the boom, CB products, ac-
cessories and parts reached the
consumer usually through the
two-way communications dealer
or the open-door electronics dis-
tributor. In most cases, the supply
line was from manufacturer to
dealer to customer. In fact, with
the two-way dealers we ih'ter-
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SllhSi1L1tI

U.S.A.

ONLY

WITH CABLES

ONE YEAR ST
GUARANTEE

jelit ~rob

U.S.A.
ONLY

MAJOR PARTS
AND SHIPPING--- CHARGED

AT COST

FEATURES T

 A UHF Tuner with
70 channels which are
detented and indicated
just like VHF channels.

 A VHF Hi Gain
Solid -State Tuner

 AC Powered

 90 -Day Warranty

Demonstrate the to
your customers and show improved
reception with their TV sets.

You may place your order through
any of the Centers listed below.

TSC

J

WATCH US
GFOW

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91601
BURLINGAME, CALIF. 94010
MODESTO, CALIF. 95351

FLORIDA TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33315

IAMI, FLORIDA 33150
... ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30310

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 61820
DOLTON, ILLINOIS 60419
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076

INDIAN ¡ INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 462E4
KENTUC LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40205 . ..
LOUISIAN.. . SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 71104 ..
MAR '-'Jí. BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21215
MAS ETTS
MISSOURI
NEVADA 11AS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 07307 ...

NEW YORK ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14615 ..
NO. CAROLINA GREENSBORO, NO. CAROLINA 27405
OHIO CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216

,-CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109 ,

OREGON f -PORTLAND, OREGON 972101
PENNSYLVANIA PITTSBURGH, PA. 15209
TENNESSEE MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38111
TEXAS DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
VIRGINIA NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23513
CANADA ST. LAURENT, QUEBEC H4N-2L7

CALGARY, ALBERTA T2H-OL1

Tel. 812-334-0411
Tel. 602-791-9243

10654 Magnolia Boulevard Tel. 213-769-2720
1324 Marsten Road Tel. 415-347-5728
123 Phoenix Avenue Tel. 209-521-8051
1505 Cypress Street Tel. 813-253-0324
104 S.W. 23rd ay 16 Tel. 305-524.0914
7641 N. 7th 1141.305-754-1352
646 Evans tr I. 404-758-2232
405 East Un Tel. 217-356-64001507-09 E. 142nd. Tel. 312-841-4444
5110 West Brown et Tel 312-675-0230

PROVIDES YOU WITH A COMPLETE SERVICE
FOR ALL YOUR TELEVISION TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

VHF OR UHF ANY TYPE IU S.A. ONLY) S 9.95
UHF/VHF COMBINATION U s A ONLY) $15.00

Major Parts and Shipping Charged at Cost.

Fast, efficient service at our conveniently located
Service Centers.

 All tuners are ultrasonically cleaned, repaired,
realigned, and air tested.

REPLACE
UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT TUNER $12.95 (U.S.A. only)

 This price buys you a complete new tuner built spe-
cifically by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. for this purpose.

AII shafts have a maximum length of 101/2" which
can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series 450 mA.
or 600 mA.

CUSTOM IZE
 Customized tuners are available at a cost of only

$15.95. With trade-in $13.95. (U.S A. only)

Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes
to any of the centers listed below.

F NOW AVAILABLE_ TUNER SERVICE PARTS CATALOG OF ALL
L SARKES TARZIAN VHF AND UHF TUNERS, INCLUDING EXPLODED VIEW
A DRAWINGS. OYER 200 PAGES. ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY. SEND $2.50

WITH ORDER TO BLOOMINGTON HEAD OFFICE.H
HEADQUARTERS BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401 537 South Walnut StreetARIZONA TUCSON, ARIZONA 85713 1528 S. 6th Avenue
CALIFORNIA

GEORGIA ..
ILLINOIS

NEW JERSEY

... 112 West St. Clai

... 2244 Taytorsville
3025 Highland Av
5505 Reisterstown R

PRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01108 .. 405 Dickinson Strad
% T. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63132 10530 Page Avenue ..

1412 Western Avenue
1139 Pennsylvania v.

.. 547-49 Tonnele Av
37 Pullman Ave. .

2914 E. Market S
7450 Vine Street ....
4525 Pearl Road

..r!. ttel. 317.632-3493
... Tel. 502-452-1191

318-221-3027
1-358-1186
3-788-8206
4-429-0633

el. 702-384-4235
Tel. 609-393-0999

.. Tal. 201-792-3730
... Tel. 716-647-9180

el. 919-273-6276
.. Tel. 513-821-5080

Tel. 216-741-2314
1732 N.W. 25th Ave P O. Box 10141 Tel. 503-222-9059
5031/2 Grant Avenue ...... .. Tel. 412-821-4004
3158 Barron Ave ,Te1.901-458-2355
11540 Garland Roa 1 Tel. 214-327-8413
3295 Santos Street el. 804-855-2518

Tel. 514-748-8803
448 42nd Avenue 5.E Tel. 403-243-0971
P.O. Box 5823, Stn. "A"

305 Decarie Boulevard

IF YOU WANT TO BRANCH OUT INTO THE TV TUNER REPAIR BUSINESS.
WRITE TO THE BLOOMINGTON HEADOIJARTFRS ABOUT A FRANCHISE.
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viewed, that supply line is still in
effect. The majority of dealers,
89%, said they buy direct from the
manufacturer.

MORE TWO-STEP DISTRIBUTION
ON THE WAY?

As the range of CB outlets has
expanded to include the mass mer-
chandisers and huge discount
chains, however, a nationwide
movement is underway to develop
a stronger two-step distribution
system for CB units, parts and ac-
cessories. The guiding force for
this movement is the newly
formed Communication Equip-
ment Distributors Association
(CEDA), with headquarters in
Carbondale, Ill. A description of
the new organization was pro-
vided in a recent report in Radio &
Television Weekly by one of
CEDA's founders, Harry Weiss.
"We are joining together to combat
the bastardizing of the mar-
ketplace by manufacturers who
are selling to discount chains and
mass merchandising operators di-
rect instead of remaining loyal to
their distributor system," Weiss
explained. "With a multi -million
dollar market forecast for 1976, we
are going to make our buying
power count," Weiss continued,
explaining that "the organization
(CEDA) controls roughly 65 per
cent of the market distribution
strength of CB and ham radio
equipment in the U.S. right now,
so we are going to have some say
on how the industry grows in the
future."

Incidentally, Mr. Weiss, who is
president of Wren House Elec-
tronics, Inc., in Downers Grove,
Ill., recently announced that his
firm, "reaffirming its commitment
to two-step distribution for CB and
other personal communications
products," has sold its retail out-
let, and has adopted a `wholesale
only' sales policy. "We've prided

SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR
CB UNITS & ACCESSORIES

From Manufacturer
From Distributor

Per Cent of
Dealers (19)

89°i°
11%

ourselves on the service we pro-
vide to the Citizens' Band radio
dealer," Mr. Weiss said, "and it be-
came obvious that we couldn't give
him the service he deserved if we
were in competition with him."

SALES & SERVICE
VOLUME CLIMI3ING

Problems with the availability
of CB radios, accessories and parts
were also mentioned when we
asked the dealers in our survey "in

INSTALLATION OF MOBILE
CB UNITS

What's the ratio of mobile units to base
stations sold?

84% reported ratios of from
99/1 to 75/25, in favor of mobiles.

Of the mobiles you sell, what percent-
age do you install?

Fer Cent
Percentage of Dealers

installed Responding
99% 5%
90% 5%
75% 5% .

60% 5%
50% 22%
25% 17%
20% 17%
10% 6%
9% 6%
5% 6%
1% 6%

Do you charge extra for mobile unit
installation?

100% of comm dealers
responding said YES

How much do you charge for mobile
unit installation?

Per Cent o
Charge Comm dealers
$40.00 11%
$35.00 6%
$30.00 22%
$25.00 38%
S23.00 6%
$20.00 11%
S 8.00 6%

Of the mobile units you install, what
percentage is purchased by the
customer from some other retail
outlet?

Per Cent from Per Cent of
Other Outlet Respondents

75 to 100% 16%
50 to 75% 17%
20 to 25% 15%
10 to 19% 21%

1 to 5% 10%
None 21%

which direction have your CB
sales gone during the past year?"
While 76% said CB sales had in-
creased, 12% said their sales had
decreased, but only because "we
couldn't get enough product." In
fact, 55% of the dealers reported
increases of 75% or more, with two
reporting increases of 300% and
500%-and most of them said the
increase in sales would have been
gréater if product had been avail-
able.

When asked about the increase
or decrease in the volume of CB
service during the past year, 63%
of the dealers reported increases of
over 100% and no one reported a
decrease in service volume. How-
ever, 25% said their service vol-
ume hadn't changed much in the
past year, mainly because so many
new sets were still under war-
ranty.

Where did their roughest com-
petition for CB business come
from? When we asked that ques-
tion, most of the answers we got
didn't surprise us. The discount
chain store, a relative newcomer
to CB sales, was the biggest com-
petitor for 38% of the dealers, with
other local electronic service shops
in second place with 21%. One
surprising answer, by 21% of the
dealers, was: "I have no competi-
tion." One Los Angeles communi-
cations dealer put it this way,
"Mass merchandisers are spewing
out the CB equipment in large
amounts, but that doesn't bother
us much because our customers
are interested in the better
equipment-and in service to back
it up."

MOST VOLUME FROM MOBILES

Although it's natural that
mobile units produced by far the
most CB sales volume -especially
since the FCC changed the rules as
to who a CB'er could talk to with
his rig-we wanted to find out
from the established two-way
communications dealers if their
experience was similar. When
asked about the ratio between
mobile and base unit sales, 11% of
the dealers said the ratio is 70/30
in favor of mobile units, and 5'%
said they sell only mobile units,
while the remaining 84% reported
ratios of 99/1 to 75/25, all in favor
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of mobile units. A Seattle two-way
dealer predicted, however, that
"base station sales should increase
as more mobile CB owners dis-
cover that it would be handy to
have a base station in their homes
for better utilization of their
mobile unit."

Installation of the mobile CB
units also adds to the income that
a communications dealer can gain
from CB sales, and it can help to
prevent costly repairs resulting
from improper antenna installa-
tion by the customer. When asked
'of the mobile units you sell, what
percent is installed by you?', 61%
of the dealers said that they install
25% or more of the mobiles they
sell. However, one Wisconsin
dealer said that "lots of our cus-
tomers install their own mobiles
but come back to us to have the
SWR checked."

All of the 18 dealers selling CB
said they charge extra for installa-
tion of the units they sell. When
asked what their installation
charge was, 78% said between $20
and $30. Although the range of
charges was from $8 to $40, the
average charge was $25.00.

COMMUNICATIONS DEALER IN
UNIQUE POSITION

The ability to provide highly
professional two-way communica-
tions service and the existence of
at least one FCC -licensed techni-
cian on the staff would seem to put
the average personal communica-
tions dealer/servicer in a unique
position during the CB boom. As
the whole industry wrestles to
catch up with demand and to set
up efficient methods of distribu-
tion, the communications dealer
should be the one that manufac-
turers and even the mass mer-
chandisers and discount chains
look to for that necessary service
back-up to the product. Most cer-
tainly, the end-user-the CB'er-
is going to have to turn to the
two-way communications dealer
sooner or later if he wants to stay
on the air with his new-found
communications device.

We asked the dealers in our sur-
vey, first, what percentage, if any,
of the mobile CB units they install
are purchased by the consumer
from some other retail outlet-and
secondly-if other CB retail out-

lets in their area refer customers
to them for installation and servic-
ing. Although it might look like
the same question asked two dif-

XPERIEfV

How long have you
servicing CB?

Number of
Years
1 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to 15 years

ars

been selling and or

Per Cent of
Comm Dealers

28°-
33°.
28°°
11°°

CB SALES IN 1975

Per Cent of
Comm Dealers

Sales Increased 76%
Sales Decreased 12%
No Change in Sales 12%

PER CENT OF
INCREASE IN PAST

YEAR

Per Cent of
Comm Dealers

500% 9

300% 9%
100% 28%

75% 9%
65% 9%
50% 9%
35% 18%
30% 9%

11117:7=-1197

Service Volume
Increased

Service Volume
Unchanged

Per Cent of
Comm Dealers

75'.

25°°

PER CENT OF SERVICE
INCREASE IN PAST

YEAR

Per Cent of
Comm Dealers

300% 25
100% 38
50% 12°a

35% 25°°

ferent ways, the first question re-
fers to those customers who proba-
bly bought a mobile CB unit from a
mass merchandiser or discount
chain outlet and then, after the
purchase, discovered they needed
help with the installation, particu-
larly with antenna selection,
mounting and matching. The sec-
ond question was asked to find out
to what extent CB retail outlets
without service were prearrang-
ing with communications dealers
for installation and service for
their customers.

In answer to the first question,
63% of the dealers said that 20% or
less of the installations they per-
form were of units purchased at
another retail outlet. Several deal-
ers said that they discouraged this
kind of business because "too often
you end up trying to repair cheap
equipment for which replacement
parts and service information are
just not available."

However, when asked if other
CB outlets refer business to them
by some prearranged agreement,
81% said "yes", and several deal-
ers indicated that in their areas all
the dealers "work together."

IS CB DIFFERENT?

The preceding statistics provide
insight into how communications
specialists are handling the cur-
rent boom in CB sales. And when
you add to those statistics the
comments made by the specialists
during the interviews, one funda-
mental fact emerges. Selling CB
equipment is something special.
It's not like selling TV sets or
stereos. Anyone involved, or plan-
ning to get involved, should re-
member that it requires people
with special expertise-people
with more knowledge about CB
than the customer-people who
can educate the customer on the
proper use of the equipment-and
then it requires a solid backup by
the selling organization of expert
service and replacement parts.

If we become overawed by CB's
current "boom" condition, if it's
sold mainly to make a fast buck,
or, if you will, as a "loss leader"-
with no thought of what happens
to the customer after he walks out
of the store with a new CB rig
under his arm-we're all in
trouble! 
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Troubleshooting Synthesized CB
By David F. Norman, ET/D Communications Editor

Those of us who broke into CB
servicing during the early days
were a little worried by the advent
of synthesized oscillator circuits.
Some of us even felt that 'if God
had wanted us to talk on 23 -
channel radios, he would have
seen to it that they all had 46 crys-
tals'. But someone found a way to
make a dozen or so crystals do the
job of 46-and technicians have
had to cope with synthesized cir-
cuits ever since.

Actually, synthesized circuits,
like any other part of a modern CB
transceiver, are not really com-
plex when they are separated from
the rest of the circuit. The real
problem lies in trying to describe
the operation of a typical synthe-
sized circuit. Because there are so
many different crystal combina-
tions used by the various man-
ufacturers, there really is no 'typi-
cal' synthesized circuit. For this
reason, the example we will use is
not typical, but is more of a com-
posite ofthe different possibilities.

The block diagram of the oscil-
lator circuits of a possible 23 -
channel transceiver is shown in
Fig. 1. It has been simplified by
leaving out the channel switching
circuitry and is intended to show
only the relationships between the
various stages. The switch at the
right-hand side of Fig. 1 is part of
the microphone push -to -talk
switch, and is shown in the RE-
CEIVE position.

The only factor which might
seem confusing is the diode
switching. Because very few units
now in production use relay
switching, I felt that the diodes
should be shown. They are as im-
portant to the circuit as any of the
stages used to generate or mix the
various signals.

HOW THE SYNTHESIZER WORKS

In the RECEIVE mode, B+ is
fed to the receiver circuits. (In our
illustration, B+ (RECEIVE) is
shown going only to the receive
oscillator and to the transmit
"kill" line.) At the same time that

the receiver oscillator is turned on,
the diode between the synthesizer
mixer (which is common to both
RECEIVE and TRANSMIT) is
back -biased. This effectively
blocks unwanted RF from enter-
ing the transmit mixer and being
passed on to the antenna. Some
transceivers are designed so that
the buffer stage in the transmitter
is "hot" all the time and only needs
drive to begin amplifying. You can
imagine how likely it would be for
the receiver to overload if a super-
strong signal of the same fre-
quency as that normally supplied
to the receiver mixer was running
around loose. It could even be
radiated from the antenna and re-
ally cause interference problems
in the neighborhood.

In our example, the 13.455 -MHz
signal from the receive oscillator
is mixed with the 40.00 -MHz sig-
nal from the local oscillator by the
synthesizer mixer. The resultant
difference frequency is coupled to
the receiver mixer, where it beats
with the incoming 27.000 -MHz

signal from the antenna via the
RF amplifier. The output of the re-
ceiver mixer is tuned to 0.455 MHz
and coupled to the IF amps.

When the mike is switched to
TRANSMIT, the B+ is removed
from the receiver oscillator and
the transmit "kill" line, and fed to
the transmit oscillator and the re-
ceive "kill" line. Not only is the
receiver mixer blocked from get-
ting output from the synthesizer
mixer, but input to the RF
amplifier is also blocked. If this
blocking did not occur, the re-
ceiver would be apt to respond to
the strong RF from the transmit-
ter and break into self -oscillation
or audio feedback.

The output of the transmit oscil-
lator at 13.00 MHz is mixed with
the 40.000 -MHz output of the local
oscillator by the synthesizer
mixer, and the difference fre-
quency (27.00 MHz) is coupled to
the transmit buffer and thus to the
power amplifiers.

As you can see, this is a single -
conversion receiver. When dou-
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Fig. 1 -Simplified diagram of synthesized trans-
ceiver using electronic (diode) switching.
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ble-conversion is used, the circuit
is a little more complex, but usu-
ally the only difference is another
crystal and its oscillator.

TROUBLESHOOTING THE
SYNTHESIZER

Now -with the synthesizer
function outlined -let's talk about
troubleshooting the synthesizer
oscillator circuits themselves.

Table 1 is an example of the
crystal chart which is usually in-
cluded in the service data. This
table shows which frequencies are
controlled by which crystals. (This
particular chart is one used for
most E.F. Johnson transceivers,
and although it wouldn't necessar-
ily apply to other units, the princi-
ple is exactly the same.)

By referring to the crystal chart
and carefully checking out the
unit to determine 'iich channels
are receiving and transmitting
properly, you can usually, quickly
pin down the problem.

For example (referring to Fig.
2), assume that you find the trans-
ceiver operating normally on all
channels (both receive and trans-
mit) except channels 1 through 4.
By looking to see which crystal is
common to all four inoperative
channels, you determine that the
32.700 -MHz crystal is at fault.

At this point, do not jump to con-
clusions and decide that the crys-
tal itself is defective. The problem
could just as easily be an open con-
nection, a broken wire, or a poor
contact on the channel selector.

The crystal or tuning circuitry
could also have aged and might
merely need "re -tweaking". If this
appears to be the case, be certain
to check the frequency of the
transmitter's output -and make
sure that tweaking the oscillator
doesn't cause some of the other
channels to quit. The oscillator
sections of some units are very
critical and won't stand much
tweaking.

Any time you deal with high -
frequency RF, you should expect
strange things to happen. Most os-
cillators, in CB units at least, have
tuned output circuits. In conjunc-
tion with a crystal, you have a
tuned-input/tuned-output oscil-
lator. Additionally, the oscillators
are usually biased so that they
have a relatively high output of
around 50 to several hundred mil -

TABLE
Typical Crystal Frequency Chart

For Synthesized CB Transceivers
SYNTHESIZER SCHEME

CHANNEL HF CRYSTAL
RECEIVE

LF CRYSTAL
RECEIVE

OUTPUT
TRANSMIT

LF CRYSTAL
TRANSMIT

OUTPUT

1 32.700 6.190 26.510 5.735 26.965
2 32.700 6.180 26.520 5.725 26.975
3 32.700 6.170 26.530 5.715 26.985
4 32.700 6.150 26.550 5.695 27.005

5 32.750 6.190 26.560 5.735 27.015
6 32.750 6.t80 26.570 5.725 27.025
7 32.750 6.170 26.580 5.715 27.035
8 32.750 6.150 26.600 5.695 27.055

9 32.800 6.190 26.610 5.735 27.065
10 32.800 6.180 26.620 5.725 27.075
11 32.800 6.170 26.630 5.715 27.085
12 32.800 6.150 26.650 5.695 27.105

13 32.850 6.190 26.660 5.735 27.115
14 32.850 6.180 26.670 5.725 27.125
15 32.850 6.170 26.680 5.715 27.135
16 32.850 6.150 26.700 5.695 27.155

17 32.900 6.190 26.710 5.735 27.165
18 32.900 6.180 26.720 5.725 27.175
19 32.900 6.170 26.730 5.715 27.185
20 32.900 6.150 26.750 5.695 27.205

21 32.950 6.190 26.760 5.735 27.215
22 32.950 6.180 26.770 5.725 27.225
23 32.950 6.150 26.800 5.695 27.255

NOTE: All frequencies in MHz
*Chart Shown here is for E. F. Johnson

Model 123A CB Transceiver.

liwatts. Under these conditions,
even if the crystal is dead or not
properly connected, the oscillator
"wants" to keep oscillating, and
without the crystal to stabilize it,
strange things might begin to
happen. For example, you might
have normal or near normal out-
put on the transmitter and plenty
of "squelch noise" on the receiver,
yet the transmitter still doesn't
"talk" on any channels although
the receiver does function properly
on all channels.

Under the same conditions
(crystal dead or not properly con-
nected), you might find duplica-
tion of channels on receive, trans-
mit or both. These mysteries are
easily solved.

In the first case, the affected os-
cillator probably is operating all
by itself. To verify that this condi-
tion exists, perform a frequency
check to determine if the fre-
quency of the oscillator is wander-

ing all over the band.
Duplication of channels also can

occur if an oscillator is dead and
the tuned circuits between it and
the mixer are tuned just right. In
such an instance, the mixer has
become a tune-input/tuned-output
oscillator. As a rule, this would
occur only if the unit has been se-
verely mistuned (as can happen
when the unit is tuned up on the
basis of nothing more than a
wattmeter). Another cause might
be a leaky mixer transistor.

Duplication of channels, with
the proper crystals installed and
operating, can also be caused by
one crystal "taking over" for
another. A few picofarads of stray
capacitance or a slightly conduc-
tive insulator on a switch, when
combined with an itchy, over-
eager oscillator, provides the per-
fect setup for a takeover. Restor-
ing crystal operation usually cures
the problem.
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Crystals seldom operate in
pairs; as a rule there is too much
capacitance, and one or both are
swamped out. This is usually the
case if switching diodes are faulty.
Front -to -back diode checks will
pinpoint this problem.

If corrosion is suspected on a
switch or crystal board, use a sen-
sitive ohmmeter to check for it.
This condition may be indicated by
failure of an oscillator to function
even when a crystal known to be
good is installed.

You will notice that little has
been said so far about trouble-
shooting the actual oscillator
transistors and associated cir-
cuitry. There is little need to waste
space discussing the obvious. One
transistor amplifier is very much
like another, and oscillators are no
exception. Simple voltage checks
will usually pinpont a defective
transistor.

Another problem rare enough to
give you a fit when it does occur is
a faulty coupling capacitor or
transformer. Again, voltage and
continuity checks usually isolate
the problem.

If you encounter a problem that
defies shortcut solutions, start at
each oscillator and make stage-
by -stage RF checks. Some techni-
cians like to use a scope to make
these checks because it can dis-
criminate between various fre-
quencies. A scope is useful in
the low -impedance, high -output
stages, but almost worthless
elsewhere. Most scopes are insen-
sitive at high frequencies and
nearly all of them have too much.
probe capacitance and very low
input impedance. They simply
swamp the circuit and prevent os-
cillation.

Other technicians prefer to use a
high -impedance RF probe on an
electronic voltmeter. My prefer-
ence is the Hewlett/Packard 410B;
of course, there are other elec-
tronic voltmeters that will work as
well. Remember, though, that the
voltmeter probe has the disadvan-
tage of being blind to frequency
differences.

Another stage -by -stage method
is that of loosely coupling a fre-
quency meter to the circuit. Tune
the meter to the specified fre-
quency of the oscillator output and
make sure that the output is pres-
ent and on frequency. Then use the

RF probe to check the amplitude of
the oscillator output. In my opin-
ion, this is the best method, al-
though, admittedly, it requires ac-
curate and versatile test equip-
ment.

The loose -coupling is accom-
plished by winding a few turns of
wire into the form of a coil. Keep
the turns parallel, because scram-
bled coils tend to be self -canceling
at RF frequencies.

The pickup coil is then placed
close to the oscillator in question,
and the heterodyne beat in the
speaker and the frequency meter
readout tells you exactly what the
output frequency of the oscillator
is. Best of all, the oscillator circuit
is not loaded by a directly con-
nected probe.

If the problem is malfunction on
only one channel on either receive,
transmit, or both modes, or on
more than one channel with no re-
lationship between them, the
problem is likely to be a dirty, bro-
ken or bent channel selector
switch contact. Try cleaning the
switch with tuner cleaner. If that
doesn't help, make a close visual
inspection. Sometimes a switch
can be realigned to restore normal
operation. Remember: The only
thing unique to any one channel
on a synthesized unit is that par-
ticular position on the channel
selector.

Severe "downward modula-
tion"-indicated when the watt-
meter reading drops 25 per cent or
more when modulation is ap-
plied-might indicate an oscilla-
tor problem. Some oscillators
tend to "drop out" when they are
peaked for maximum output. The
solution is to back off to the gentle
slope of the peak.

Downward modulation can also
be caused by poor voltage regula-
tion in the oscillator power supply.
This would indicate a problem
with a zener regulator, the B+
supply, or transmitter tuning.

If you find an open or leaky
zener regulator, remember that it
might have damaged the dropping
resistor that supplies the B+.
Monitoring of the regulated line
while applying modulation will
reveal this condition.

Downward modulation, how-
ever, is more likely caused by
either an inadequate B+ supply
(not enough current capability) or

a transmitter tuning problem
(over -coupling). The B+ supply
problem can be checked by placing
a voltmeter across the supply line
and noting the voltage drop under
modulation. The second condition
can be remedied by slightly retun-
ing the final amplifier.

Some units are designed (by ac-
cident, I hope) so that they show
downward modulation at any de-
cent output level. In this case,
forget it-you can't make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear.

RESTORING XTAL ACTIVITY

If you have determined that
your problem is a dead or inactive
crystal, and you can see a long
wait ahead for parts, don't despair.
There is a fairly simple procedure
that will give you about a 50/50
chance of restoring crystal activ-
ity.

Remove the crystal from the
unit and hold it between your
thumb and forefinger. Apply heat
from a soldering iron directly to
the pins or wire leads of the crys-
tal. Hold the heat there until the
crystal is too hot to hold comfort-
ably and then remove the heat.
Don't drop the crystal at this point,
or all is lost. Allow it to cool for 15
to 20 seconds before you set it
down. Then check for restored ac-
tivity. What you have done, if it
works, is resoldered the plates on
either side of the tiny piece of
quartz to their respective leads.

I have restored the activity of
dozens of crystals in this manner.
Some of the repairs outlasted the
radio; some failed after a few hours
of operation. You can't guarantee
this repair, obviously. Often when
you tell the customer that, he'll
tell you to go ahead anyway and
order a new crystal. In either casei n1
you have little to lose. -itc3f,n

When a crystal repair is made in
the above manner, always check
the frequency. I have never seen ' fl
this procedure drastically change }biur7
the operating frequency, but there 'jiV9b
is a first time for everything.

If you doubt this procedure- J q 11
and most people do at first- rfl9m
experiment with some of the dead pe
crystals in your "junk" parts in- u0yventory. It also works on crystals
used in equipment other than CB. I0 f!I
I learned it out of desperation. You
have the advantage now of doing it 917n
at your leisure".
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Until now,the-4(
toughest part of CB
servicing was
getting the part.
Sylvania's ECG'" semiconductor replacement
line has 138 devices for the transistors,
diodes, rectifiers, integrated circuits and
modules you need for Citizen's Band repairs.

And they're all at your Sylvania Distributor.
That means you can spend your time in the s

instead of in search of the right parts house. It can
also make the difference between turning away a
potential customer, and turning out a profitable
repair job.

The latest ECG Semiconductor Replacement
Guide and Supplement cross-references CB
devices by original manufacturer's part numbers.
In practically all cases, you'll find a direct replace-
ment, not a part that's "something like" the original.

So don't waste valuable time hunting for parts wh
you can have ECG's electronics supermarket right
in your own shop.

We're helping you make it.

® SYLVAN IA



Schedule of Events
PC -76

Personal Communications
2 -way Radio Show

Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada
March 29 -April 1, 1976

Sponsored By: Citizens Radio Section,
Communications Division, Electronic Industries

Association (EIA)

MONDAY, MARCH 29
 7:00 PM -8:00 PM-Cocktails/Reception
 8:00 PM-PC-76 Kick -Off Banquet
 Keynote Speaker-Robert E. Lee, Commissioner,

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
 Keynote Theme-"Overview of Communications"

TUESDAY, MARCH 30
 9:30 AM -11:30 AM-Seminar:* Government

Regulations and Attitudes -How They Affect Your
Business, Moderated by John Sodolski,
vice president, Communications Division, EIA

 Personal Communications An Overview From the
Executive Office

Thomas Keller, General Counsel,
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President

 FCC Rules -The Current Structure, and A Look
at the Future

Charles Higginbotham, Chief,
Safety and Special Radio Service Bureau,
Federal Communications Commission

 Technical Rules and Regulations -How Do You
Comply?

Raymond E. Spence, Jr.,
Chief Engineer,
Federal Communications Commission

 The Free Market and Regulation -
A Contradiction?

Richard L. Brown,
Communications Attorney,
Washington, D.C.

11:00 AM -5:00 PM Trade Show Exhibits Open**

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31
 9:30 AM -11:30 AM-Seminar:* Personal

Communications -A Different Marketplace,
moderated by William Thomas, Pathcom, Inc.,
chairman, Citizens Radio Section, EIA

 The Different Market -User Regulation
Gus Wirth, Kris, Inc.

 Product Regulations -Standards and Type
Acceptance

John Chase, Royce Inc.
 Installation and Service in a Regulated Market

Dave Bradley, E. F. Johnson Co.
 Personal Communications Requires Different

Display and Advertising
Ed Walsh, Craig Corp.

 The Different Distribution -Specialized VS.
Mass Merchandising

Joe Haskins, Pathcom, Inc.

 11:00 AM -5:00 PM-Trade Show Exhibits Open**

THURSDAY, APRIL 1
 11:00 AM -5:00 PM-Trade Show Exhibits Open*"

$7.50 registration fee for two-day Seminar
Series.

No fee required for registering to attend Trade
Show Exhibits. 
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Service Sells Comm
and Marine Electronics

By David Norman and J.W. Phipps

How one sales & service dealer
on Florida's Northwest coast has faced up

to the decisions which today confront
most electronic businesses that offer

both product and service

 Although still a relatively
young marine and communica-
tions electronic sales and service
firm, Destin Electronics, in Des -
tin, Florida, is already popular
with a surprisingly large percent-
age of the charter boat operators,
commercial fishermen and plea-
sure boat owners along the 120
miles or so of Northwest Florida
coastline between Pensacola, to
the west of Destin, and Panama
City, to the east.

There are a number of reasons
for Destin Electronic's popularity
and ilésultant prosperity, but, as is
true of any successful, single-
proprietgr business, regardless of
which reason you analyze, you al-
ways can trace its origin back to
thellyinflamental business princi-
ples and philosophies of the

owner/operator-in this case,
Kenny Mauldin, an electronics
technician -turned -businessman.

Mauldin, who operated Destin
Electronics on a part-time basis
from his home before going full
time in December 1973, has had to
face up to the same dilemmas and
decisions which today confront all
owners of businesses which offer
both product and service.
Determining Which Generic
Types of Products You Should
Sell And Service-"You've got to
be prepared to meet as many of the
related product and service needs
of your customer as is profitably
possible."

Mauldin has focused his busi-
ness on the electronic -related
needs of commercial fishermen
and charter and pleasure boat

owners. A large part of Mauldin's
annual gross revenue of $225,000
is from sales, installation and ser-

vicing of the electronic equipment
which commercial and sports
fishermen use to pinpoint favor-
able fishing spots and locate fish
around them. He also receives a
súbstantial portion of his total
revenue from sales, installation
and servicing of two-way com-
munications equipment such as
CB, VHF marine and long-range,
single-sideband transceivers. In
addition, he also handles a few
marine radar units each year and
does a relatively small amount of
electronic repair under contracts
with the U.S. Air Force (Eglin Air
Force Base is near Destin).

Mauldin admits that profit po-
-tential and compatability to his
operation are two prime factors in
his selection of the generic types of
electronic products he sells and
services, but he also points out
that an electronics sales and ser-
vice business must be capable of
meeting as many of the related
product and service needs of its
customers as is realistically possi-
ble, particularly if these needs are
essential to a customer's business
or principal form of recreation.

"Business owners in particu-
lar," says Mauldin, "don't have the
time or inclination to shop around
for either product or service, and
they prefer to get service from the
same source from which they buy
the product. Before you decide to
sell an electronic product which
inherently requires installation
and/or periodic servicing, you'd
better be prepared to offer after -
the -sale support of the product."
Adapting Your Business To
The Changing Needs Of Your
Customers-"Recognizing new
needs and responding to them are
necessary for survival and sus-
tained growth."

Specialization in the marine
and communications segments of
the electronics market seemingly
has worked for Mauldin. As he
puts it: "I've recognized a void and
I've focused my business on that
void."

"But," as Mauldin points out,
"once you commit yourself to a
particular segment of the market,
you'd better keep attuned to its
changing needs or you might find
yourself bypassed."

Citing one example of how the
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need for a product and related ser-
vice emerged in his own market,
Mauldin explains:

"A few years ago, submerged
reefs or wrecks within sight of
shore made loran (Long Range
Navigation) and fishfinding gear
unnecessary. However, as fishing
increased, the close -in holes were
cleaned out. No longer could a
charter boat captain rely on bear-
ings from landmarks to find his
spots. He simply was too far from
shore to see them. When he found
a new spot-or made one by dump-
ing enough debris to start his own
artificial reef-he had to be able to
locate it again with precision.

"Following a compass course
from the harbor, and watching his
fathometer was not precise
enough, and he might waste hours
trying to find the right spot. How-
ever, now he can use two loran
fixes to put him within a hundred
feet or so of his spot, and use his
high -resolution depth recorder to
determine if the fish are home.

"As a result of this need for lo-
ran, we now do a significant vol-
ume of loran sales, installation
and servicing, and it's profitable."
Adapting The Business To
Meet The Volume Needs Of The
Market-"If the business volume
is there, you'd better expand to ac-
comodate it or someone else will fill
the gap -and that increases your
competition now and in the future."

When Mauldin made the deci-
sion to go into business on a full-
time basis, he weighed the poten-
tial of his market and optimisti-
cally decided to build a facility
three times larger than he needed
at the time. He then rented the
excess space to other businesses.
(Finding tenants was not difficult,
because the cost of commercial
real estate along the bustling
Northwest coast of Florida was
then, and still is, at a premium.)

This assured him room for fu-
ture expansion and the rent from
tenants helped ease his overhead
costs.

In recent months, Mauldin's
foresight has begun paying off as
an increasing backlog of repairs
and installations have forced him
to expand his shop facilities and
hire additional help.

Mauldin's present payroll con-
sists of himself, a full-time sec-
retary/receptionist and two full-
time and two part-time techni-

Kenny Mauldin, owner/operator of Destin Elec-
tronics, Destin, Florida-"Communications and
marine electronics are definetely growth mar-
kets, but you'd better be prepared to back up
sales with proficient installation and servicing if
you expect to be in the business five years from
now."

Counter display of three of the communications
and marine electronics products sold, installed
and serviced by Destin Electronics-CB trans-
ceivers, lorans and depth finders. In background
are large marine communications antennas.

cians. The two part-time techni-
cians work on what Mauldin calls
"a loose contractural basis"-one
handles most of the repair busi-
ness the shop receives from Air
Force contracts, and the other
(myself, Dave Norman) handles
most of the CB and marine VHF
servicing.

Mauldin estimates that his
newly expanded workforce and
shop facilities will accommodate
30 to 40 percent more annual
business, but, because of Destin
Electronic's present high rate of
growth, Mauldin is already plan-
ning the next step in what appears
to be an inevitable need for further
expansion. He is considering open-
ing a branch operation in either
Pensacola (about 50 miles west of
Destin) or Panama City (about 50

A partial view of one of Destin Electronics' bench
service areas. Unit on wheeled cart immediately
above scope in foreground is a commercial
fathometer.

Communications and marine electronics servic-
ing requires accurate test instruments. Shown
here is a frequency counter being calibrated in
Destin Electronics "digital instrument lab."

miles east of Destin) but hasn't yet
reached a decision about the
feasability of such "remotely -
controlled" operations.
Meeting The Challenge of Sea-
sonal Fluctuations In Work-
load-"Getting customers attuned
to the idea of anticipating some of
their needs has helped us smooth
out some of our workload."

Because many of Mauldin's cus-
tomers are charter boat operators
who cater to the tourist trade, his
business volume increases in the
Spring as they start getting their
boats and related electronic
equipment ready for the approach-
ing tourist season. Consequently,
despite the recent expansion of his
workforce and shop facilities and
the built-in flexibility of his two
"contract technicians," Mauldin
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Destin Electronics employs four electronic technicians. three of whom are shown here. Two of the
techs are employed on a toll -time basis and two work part time on a contract labor basis, giving
owner/operator Mauldin the work force flexibility he feels he needs to cope with the fluctuating nature
of his market's servicing needs.

still is not certain that he will be
able to easily handle what he calls
"the perennial Spring rush."

However, he has been able to
ease the problem somewhat by
getting his customers into the
habit of anticipating at least some
of their product and service needs,
thereby permitting him to spread
a larger portion of the workload
over several months instead of a
few weeks.

"In a way," he says, "the season-
al jamup was partly my fault.
When I started the business, I
tried to do everything at once.
When you only have a dozen cus-
tomers, you can do it. Then, as
business steadily increased, I
found that I had to start looking
ahead several months. I no longer
could sell a new piece of gear and
install it the same day; I had to fit
the installation into the shop
schedule where I could."

"As I learned what each of my
customer's needs were, and what
they needed to do to upgrade their
equipment, I began to start work-
ing with them to plan ahead. For
example, one of my customers
owns several boats, some of them
with equipment so old or obselete
that replacement is inevitable."

"When he came into the store on
another matter, I merely asked
him if it wasn't about time to start
thinking about doing some up-
grading. He agreed, but told me
that the boat was too busy at pres-
ent to shut down and that his
money would be a little tight for
the next few months."

"So we picked a time that would
be after the peak season was over,
and I made a note to order what he
needed so that it would get in just
when we were ready-both time -

wise and moneywise."
"Actually, I usually try to order

equipment a little earlier than I
need it. Old equipment has a way
of going bad before the customer
expects it to, and the customer
may have to make an emergency
shutdown, whether he wants to or
not."
Deciding How Many Brands To
Carry-"Carrying more brands
than are required to meet your cus-
tomer's needs not only increases
your costs and reduces profits but it
also dilutes your position with dis-
tributors and manufacturers."

While many electronic sales and
service dealers seem to take on as
many different lines as they can
get their hands on, Mauldin's
philosophy is to carry only as
many different brands as he be-
lieves is necessary to cover his cus-
tomer's needs.

He carries the complete line of
one "major" brand of CB equip-
ment, and when one of his custom-
ers needs or demands a unit or fea-
ture not available in that line-for
example, a 32 -volt unit-he orders
it from another brand line.

Mauldin handles Konel/Furuno
depth recorders and radars for
more sophisticated boats, and
Raytheon depth recorders and
flashers for primary use on small-
er vessels and as standby, or back-
up, units on more sophisticated
boats.

He prefers SRD lorans because
their modular construction makes
possible quicker repair, thus
minimizing downtime for the cus-
tomer.

To cover the VHF FM marine
radio needs of his customers,
Mauldin stocks Motorola Triton
units. (He believes that the new
55 -channel units will become as
popular among marine radio users
as 23 -channel units recently have
become among CB'ers.)

Mauldin carries three "major"
brands of communications anten-
nas plus a few "special purpose"
types not available from the par-
ticular major brand lines he
stocks.

One of Mauldin's biggest inven-
tory problems is keeping enough
antennas on hand to cover his cus-
tomer's needs. There is a heavy at-
trition of antennas on the boats
that ply the waters along Florida's
Northwest coast, principally be-
cause of the violent storms which
occasionally strike that part of the
Gulf. To meet his customer's needs
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FROM FORD: THE BIGGEST
PARCEL VAN EVER BUILT

14 -ft. body
is largest of any parcel
delivery van. 8 ft. wide,
6'2" headroom. Ford also
offers 12 -ft. body.

Power choice
includes 300 Six standard,
351 and 460 V -8's optional.

Ford Parcel Delivery Vans not
only take on big jobs, they make
the driver's job easy.

The engine's forward out of the
way. There's more room to get in,
more room to drive in. You can
step right across the cab or into
the load area. Cruise-O-Matic and
power front discs are standard.
See what's new in vans; see your
local Ford Dealer.

40% more cube
than Fo-d's previous largest
body to take on bigger jobs.

Wide doors
and forward axle location
make it easy to step into
the roomy cab interior.

2,400 lbs. more
weight rating than older
Fords. GVW's now go to
10,725 lbs.

Separate frame
provides strong support for
the longer body. No other
parcel van is built this way.

Dual rear tires
can take heavy weight,
keep load floor low.

FORD MEANS DURABILITY
93 out of 100 of all Ford trucks built
in the last 12 years are still on the
job (R.L. Polk & Co. figures).

FORD
ECONOLINE

VANS
FORD DIVISION

...for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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A service delay because a part or accessory is not immediately available usually means only
inconvenience to the customers of home entertainment electronic businesses. But because most of
the communications and marine electronics equipment which Mauldin sells, installs and services is
essential to his customers' businesses, delay to them means not only inconvenience but also loss of
profit. For this reason, Mauldin carries a relatively broad range of parts and accessories, some of
which are shown here.

in the aftermath of hurricane
Eloise, Mauldin even removed and
sold his own shop's antennas. If
the peak tourist season hadn't
been over, some of his customers
who operate charter boats would
have had to shut down anyway be-
cause Mauldin couldn't get the an-
tennas they needed-everyone
had them backordered.
Drawing the Line On The
Amount Of Service Offered
"Free" To Support Sales-
"Although service can be an effec-

tive sales tool, you can afford to
'give it away' only to those custom-
ers from whom you have received,
or realistically can expect to re-
ceive, sufficient sales profit to make
your cost of the 'free' service rela-
tively inconsequential."

Like most other sucessful elec-
tronic sales and service dealers,
Mauldin recognizes that his most
effective sales tool is the quality
and quantity of after -the -sale sup-
port he offers on the products he
sells.

Unlike some other sales and
service dealers, however, Mauldin
also recognizes that it is inherent
in the nature of most humans to
want "a little something extra,"
and that this human characteris-
tic, when combined with other
factors-such as warranty policies
which fail to adequately compen-
sate him for after -the -sale servic-
ing required as a result of sloppy
quality control and/or poor
design-can quickly make after-

the -sale product support more of a
profit eater than a profit -
producing sales tool.

"Nevertheless," says Mauldin,
"I would have to be a fool to refuse
to make an unprofitable service
call on the equipment of a com-
pany which has purchased several
marine radars from me for $4000
each and is building another boat.
Within the context of this type of
equipment and customer, and the
present and future profit involved,
there realistically is no such thing
as an `unprofitable' service call."

"However," continues Mauldin,
"not all of my customers and not
all of the types of equipment I sell
represent this level of actual or po-
tential sales profit. It's realistic to
'give up' all or part of the profit in a
$50 service call for an established
customer who contributed $2000
to your sales profit in the past
year, but it's anything but realis-
tic to write off the same service
profit or costs for a service call on a
$125 CB unit purchased by a cus-
tomer you never saw before and
probably will not see again-and
you probably are better off not
seeing him again if he demands
$50 worth of free service on a $125
product. The only way you
economically can do that kind of
business is to force your profit -
producing customers to subsidize
the nonprofitable ones, and when
you start doing that, you're going
to end up with a guilty conscience,
no profit -producing customers and
an empty bank account."
The Need For Putting Most
Servicing On A Profitable
Basis-"Because of the direct im-
pact that service labor rates have on
sales volume, I've been reluctant to
increase labor rates, but increased
costs and narrowing profit mar-
gins now demand it."

Until recently, Mauldin found it
possible, and in some ways advan-
tageous, to operate the service
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Automatic in -circuit tests:
 All bipolar transistors

 Monolithic and hybrid Darlingtons
 FET's  SCR's

MODEL 510 TRANSISTOR TESTE

$90.00

Light -weight, battery -operated

automatic in -circuit
semiconductor tester

The new Model 510 combines the Dynapeakl'
in -circuit semiconductor testing method with
the new HI/LO power drive. In LO drive, a
"good" power indication also automatically
and positively identifies all three transistor
leads-base, emitter, and collector. In HI, the
Model 510 provides a positive GOOD/BAD indi-
cation in circuits with shunt resistance as low
as 10 It and shunt capacitance up to 25 mfd.
The instrument requires a minimum of control
manipulation, so a complete transistor test
takes less than ten seconds. Just connect the
test clips in any order to the
device and turn the tester to
LO. Move the six -position
test switch until either the
NPN-OK or PNP-OK indicator
lamp lights. The test switch
position identifies the device
leads to which each test clip is

connected. Out -of -circuit tests are equally
fast using the test clips or the convenient plug-
in test socket.

The Model 510 measures 6-5/8" x 3-3/4" x
1-3/4" and weighs but a single pound, less
batteries. The tester uses four "AA" cells for
hundreds of hours of service. A flashing test
light reminds you to turn the tester off when
not in use. The instrument is supplied com-
plete with three test clips and leather carrying
case.

Ask your local distributor for a demonstration
of the Model 510 Transistor Tester. Or write
for our full color brochure that explains the
operating ease and convenience that will
speed up your solid state testing and service.

:1(PRECISION
PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue
Chicago, IL 60613, 312/525-3990
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Efficient use of his shop facilities is one factor
which has enabled Mauldin to cope with a steadi-
ly increasing volume of business. As shown
here, Mauldin even uses hallways for storage.
The striped poles are marine antennas, most of
which will be sold during the rush which Destin
Electronics experiences each Spring as charter
boat operators gear up for the tourist season.

I
. :. ,r,.

A large assortment of wire and cable is required
in communications and marine electronics in-
stallation and servicing. Shown here is Destin
Electronics' method of storing and despensing
some of the hundreds of feet of wire and cable
used each year.

Typical Service Labor Charges & Rates
Destin Electronics

Type Of Service
Accessory Repair (mike connectors, speakers, etc.)
CB Checkout (preliminary diagnosis & adj.)
CB Checkout (complete)
CB Installation (simple)
Hourly Service Labor Rate (bench& field)
Complex Installations
Bench Service (diagnosis, repair & checkout)
* Depends on type of equipment

Charge/Rate
$ 5.00

5.00
12.50
25.00
16.00/Hr.
Hrly Rate
35.00+

part of his business at the break-
even point or even at a slight loss.

"Now," says Mauldin, "the com-
bined effects of inflation and re-
cession have changed things. Be-
fore, I felt that the service labor
rates of many electronic sales and
service dealers were too high and
that many customers were being
ripped off by some dealers. Re-
cently, however, I began to take a
closer look at the total amount of
revenue coming into my own busi-
ness and weighed it against what
I'm paying out. I realized that the
profit margin was narrowing and
that, as a result, I had no choice
but to make some rate increases. It
is not possible to pay good techni-
cians what they are worth and
need and still continue to bill out

labor at $12.00 per hour."
"Being selective about what you ac-
cept for repair can help increase
service profits and also head off
many customer relations prob-
lems."

One other way by which Maul-
din is attempting to put servicing
on a more profitable basis is, as he
puts it, ."to be a bit more choosy
about what we accept for repair."

Mauldin doesn't mean that he
won't accept units that other deal-
ers have sold. "After all," points
out Mauldin, "if you adopt that
kind of exclusionary policy, you'll
be defeating the advantage that
you have as a servicing dealer."

However, he has come to realize
that he isn't doing either the cus-
tomer or himself a favor when he

accepts for repair a piece of
"fatigued" equipment which
economically isn't worth repair-
ing, particularly if there is a
chance that he will have to take a
loss on the repair just to keep the
price at a level that is acceptable to
the customer. And he also realizes
that, even if he might profit from
the initial repair of such equip-
ment, there is still the higher -
than -acceptable risk that the
equipment will break down again
sooner than the customer consid-
ers reasonable-and then, profit
or no profit, he automatically will
have a customer relations problem
that will be both costly and dif-
ficult to resolve satisfactorily.
Coping With Need For Ex-
changing The Service Bench
For A Desk-"The role of a busi-
ness manager isn't as appealing to
me as that of a technician, but I
know that it's essential that I devote
more time to managing."

As his business has grown,
Mauldin, who holds an FCC First
Class License and has spent more
years than he "likes to admit" ser-
vicing a variety of electronic
equipment, has had to gradually
divorce himself from the service
bench and now 'must spend much
of his time behind a desk, perform-
ing such "managerial" duties as
scheduling work and ordering
equipment and parts.

His full-time secretary/recep-
tionist assists him with schedul-
ing, ordering, and billing. Once a
month, either Mauldin, his secre-
tary/receptionist or both meet
with Mauldin's accountant -cum -
tax expert. This is the part of the
business that Mauldin likes least.
Says Mauldin: "It was much sim-
pler when all that I had to do was
to work on something that was
broken and collect for it on a COD
basis when I repaired it. Now,
however, I find myself being forced
to spend more and more time on
such matters as balancing the ac-
counts receivable against the ac-
counts payable and making sure
we have enough operating cash
left to make payrolls, buy new in-
ventory and keep the business
growing."

"But," Mauldin adds, philosoph-
ically, "so far it's all been worth
it."Z
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Presenting-
[

1__ .  Lr

A special gold-plated
microphone
commemorating our
nation's bicentennial.
Limited production
Model T-UG9-D104

The Astatic Corporation, a püoneer in microphone
manufacturing, is proud to introduce this very special
product. A close companion of hams since 1933,
Astatic's famous D104 microphone is now combined
with a transistorized 6 wire grip -to -talk stand to provide
a universal base station microphone. The complete
assembly is 20K gold plated and includes a removable
plate which can be returned to Astatic for engraving
call letters.
PERFORMANCE FEATURES  Amplified for
transistorized CB and ham transceivers.  Controlled
frequency response for maximum intelligibility. 
Screwdriver adjustable volume control, prevents
accidental change.  6 wires ;5 conductors, 1 shielded)
for universal application with almost all known CB
transceivers.  Includes 9 volt battery.

THE ASIATIC CORPORATION

American Eagle Insignia
Engraved on Back Plate

CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030
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Class -D CB Rules
& Regs A Guide
A subject reference guide to
and relevant extracts from sections
of Part 95 of the FCC Rules
and Regulations which pertain
specifically to Class -D of the
Citizens Radio Service

 The use, operation, installation, testing, adjust-
ment, and specified operating characteristics of
equipment authorized by the FCC for use in the Citi-
zens Radio Service are stipulated in Volume VI, Part
95 of the Federal Communication Commission's
(FCC) Rules and Regulations.

The following alphabetical listing of the various
subject areas and related extracts of sections of Part
95 which pertain to Class D CB is intended only as a
familiarization guide for electronic technicians and
electronic dealers who service, install and/or sell
Class D CB equipment. It is not intended to be used in
lieu of the complete and current copy of Part 95 stipu-
lated by the FCC in Section 95.105 of the Rules and
Regulations.

ANTENNA RESTRICTIONS (Subpart B, 95.37)

(1) All antennas, both receiving and transmitting,
and supporting structures associated or used in con-
junction with a Class C or D citizens radio station
operated from a fixed location must comply with at
least one of the following:

(1) The antenna and its supporting structure does
not exceed 20 feet in height above ground level; or

(2) The antenna and its supporting structure does
not exceed by more than 20 feet the height of any
natural formation, tree or man-made structure on
which it is mounted; or

(3) The antenna is mounted on the transmitting
antenna structure of another authorized radio sta-
tion and exceeds neither 60 feet above ground level
nor the height of the antenna supporting structure of
the other station; or

(4) The antenna is mounted on and does not exceed
the height of the antenna structure otherwise used
solely for receiving purposes, which structure itself
complies with subparagraph (1) or (2) of this para-
graph.

(5) The antenna is omnidirectional and the highest
point of the antenna and its supporting structure does
not exceed 60 feet above ground level and the highest

point also does not exceed one foot in height above the
established airport elevation for each 100 feet of hori-
zontal distance from the nearest point of the nearest
airport runway.

COMPLIANCE WITH TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
(Subpart C, 95.53)

(a) Upon receipt of notification from the Commis-
sion of a deviation from the technical requirements of
the rules in this part, the radiations of the transmit-
ter involved shall be suspended immediately, except
for necessary tests and adjustments, and shall not be
resumed until such deviation has been corrected.

(b) When any citizens radio station licensee re-
ceives a notice of violation indicating that the station
has been operated contrary to any of the provisions
contained in Subpart C of this part, or where it
otherwise appears that operation of a station in this
service may not be in accordance with -applicable
technical standards, the Commission may require
the licensee to conduct such tests as may be necessary
to determine whether the equipment is capable of
meeting these standards and to make such adjust-
ments as may be necessary to assure compliance
therewith. A licensee who is notified that he is re-
quired to conduct such tests and/or make adjustments
must, within the time limit specified in the notice,
report to the Commission the results thereof.

(c) All tests and adjustments which may be re-
quired in accordance with paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion shall be made by, or under the immediate super-
vision of, a person holding a first- or second-class
commercial operator license, either radiotelephone
or radio telegraph as may be appropriate for the type
of emission employed. In each case, the report which
is submitted to the Commission shall be signed by the
licensed commercial operator. Such report shall de-
scribe the results of the tests and adjustments, the
test equipment and procedures used, and shall state
the type, class, and serial number of the operator's
license. A copy of this report shall also be kept with
the station records.

EMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Types Permitted (Subpart C, 95.47)
(d) Transmitters used at Class D stations in this

service are authorized to use amplitude voice mod-
ulation, either single or double sideband. Tone sig-
nals or signalling devices may be used only to actuate
receiver circuits, such as tone operated squelch or
selective calling circuits, the primary function of
which is to establish or maintain voice communica-
tions. The use of any signals solely to attract atten-
tion or for the control of remote objects or devices is
prohibited.
Limitations (Subpart C, 95.49)

(c) The authorized bandwidth of the emission of
any transmitter employing amplitude modulation
shall be 8 kHz for double sideband, 4 kHz for single
sideband and the authorized bandwidth of the emis-
sion of transmitters employing frequency or phase
modulation (Class F2 or F3) shall be 20 kHz. The use
of Class F2 and F3 emissions in the frequency band
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26.96-27.28 MHz is not authorized.

EXTERNAL RF POWER AMPS PROHIBITION (Subpart C, 95.44)

No external radio frequency power amplifier shall
be used or attached, by connection, coupling attach-
ment or in any other way at any Class D station.

NOTE: An external radio frequency power
amplifier at a Class D station will be presumed to
have been used where it is in the operator's posses-
sion or on his premises and there is extrinsic evidence
of any operation of such Class D station in excess of
power limitations provided under this rule part un-
less the operator of such equipment holds a station
license in another radio service under which license
the use of the said amplifier at its maximum rate
output power is permitted.

FREQUENCIES AND THEIR USAGE (Subpart C. 95.41)

General -
(d) The frequencies listed in the following tables

are available for use by Class D mobile stations
employing radiotelephony only, on a shared basis
with other stations in the Citizens Radio Service, and
subject to no protection from interference due to the
operation of industrial, scientific, or medical devices
within the 26.96-27.28 MHz band.
Normal Communications Channels-

(1) The following frequencies, commonly known as
channels, may be used for communication between
units of the same station (intrastation) or different.
stations (interstation):

MHz Channel MHz Channel
26.965 1 27.125 14
26.975 2 27.135 15
26.985 3 27.155 16
27.005 4 27.165 17
27.015 5 27.175 18
27.025 6 27.185 19
27.035 7 27.205 20
27.055 8 27.215 21
27.075 10 27.225 22
27.105 12 27.255 23
27.115 13

Emergency Communications (Channel 9)-
The frequency 27.065 MHz (Channel 9) shall be

used solely for:
(i) Emergency communications involving the im-

mediate safety of life of individuals or the immediate
protection of property or

(ii) Communications necessary to render assis-
tance to a motorist.
Calling (Channel 11)-

(3) The frequency 27.085 MHz (Channel 11) shall
be used only as a calling frequency for the sole pur-
pose of establishing communications and moving to
another frequency (channel) to conduct communica-
tions.

FREQUENCY TOLERANCE (Accuracy) (Subpart C, 95.45)

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b)* and (cY' of
this section, the carrier frequency of a transmitter in
this service shall be maintained within the following
percentage of the authorized frequency:

Frequency tolerance

Class of station Fixed and base

D

Mobile

.005

*Paragraphs (b) and (c) pertain solely to Class C and A, respec-
tively, and therefore have no relevancy to Class D operations.

GEOGRAPHICAL OPERATING LOCATIONS PERMITTED (Subpart C,
95.117)

(c) A Class C or Class D mobile station may be used
or operated anywhere in the United States Subject to
the provisions of paragraph (d) of this section.

(d) A mobile station authorized in this service may
be used or operated on any vessel, aircraft, or vehicle
of the United States: Provided, That when such ves-
sel, aircraft, or vehicle is outside the territorial limits
of the United States, the station, its operation, and its
operator shall be subject to the governing provisions
of any treaty concerning telecommunications to
which the United States is a party, and when within
the territorial limits of any foreign country, the sta-
tion shall be subject also to such laws and regulations
of that country as may be applicable.

MODIFICATION PROHIBITIONS (Subpart B, 95.35)

(d) Transmitting equipment type accepted for use
in Class D stations shall not be modified by the user.
Changes which are specifically prohibited include:

(1) Internal or external connection or addition of
any part, device or accessory not included by the
manufacturer with the transmitter for its type accep-
tance. This shall not prohibit the external connection
of antennas or antenna transmission lines, antenna
switches, passive networks for coupling transmission
lines or antennas to transmitters, or replacement of
microphones.

(2) Modification in any way not specified by the
transmitter manufacturer and not approved by the
Commission.

(3) Replacement of any transmitter part by a part
having different electrical characteristics and rat-
ings from that replaced unless such part is specified
as a replacement by the transmitter manufacturer.

(4) Substitution or addition of any transmitter os-
cillator crystal unless the crystal manufacturer or
transmitter manufacturer has made an express de-
termination that the crystal type, as installed in the
specific transmitter type, will provide that transmit-
ter type with the capability of operating within the
frequency tolerance specified in Section 95.45 (a).

(5) Addition or substitution of any component,
crystal or combination of crystals, or any other alter-
ation to enable transmission on any frequency not
authorized for use by the licensee.

(e) Only the manufacturer of the particular unit of
equipment type accepted for use in Class D stations
may make the permissive changes allowed under the
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
This

GIANT
405 -page
Appliance
Servicing
Library

for a limited time only you can obtain

Small Appliance Repair Guide -Vol. 2 for 99;(

Home Appliance Clinic only WITH
TRIAL

MEMBER-
SHIP

May we send you this 2 -volume
Appliance Servicing Library as

described on the facing page as part
of an unusual offer of a Trial Member-
ship in Electronics Book Club ?

These are quality hardbound vol-
umes, especially designed to help you
increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members ... impor-
tant books to read and keep ... vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit from Club Membership
This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take this 2 -vol.
APPLIANCE SERVICING LIBRARY

. publisher's list price $15.90 ... for
only 990 with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered. All books are of-
fered at low Member prices (plus a
small shipping charge).
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative,
new books on all phases of electronics.

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-
tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You from Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE News gives
you advance notice of important new
books . books vital to your con-
tinued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to through your own ex-

perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours ... that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ..
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works
Forthcoming selections are described

in the FREE Club News, published
thirteen times a year. Thus, you are
among the first to know about, and to
own if you desire, significant new
books. You choose only the main or
alternate selection you want (or ad-
vise if you wish no book at all) by
means of a handy form and return
envelope enclosed with the News. As
part of your Trial Membership, you
need purchase as few as four books
during the coming 12 months. You
would probably buy at least this many
anyway . without the substantial
savings offered through Club Member-
ship.

Limited Time Offer!
Here, then, is an interesting oppor-

tunity to enroll on a trial basis ... to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and

mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive this 2 -vol. AP-
PLIANCE SERVICING LIBRARY
for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return the books within 10
days and your Trial Membership will
be cancelled without cost or obliga-
tion. Electronics Book Club, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Microprocessor/Microprograming Handbk.
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

Master Handbk. Elec. Cir.
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

Central Heating/Air Cond. Repair Guide
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Aviation Electronics Handbook
List Price $11.95; Club Price $7.95

Small -Screen TV Servicing Manual
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Step -by -Step Guide: Carburetor Tuneup
and Overhaul

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Electronic Music Circuit Guidebook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Pratt. CB Radio Troubleshooting & Repair

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Electronic Conversions, Symbols &
Formulas

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Color TV Case Histories Illustrated

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
The Complete Auto Electric Handbook

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Computer Programming Handbook

List Price $12.95; Club Price $8.95
Transistor Theory for Tech. & Engineers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Adv. Applications for Pocket Calculators

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Integrated Circuits Guidebook

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Auto Electronics Simplified

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
The Complete FM 2 -Way Radio Handbook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
RCA Color TV Service Manual -Vol. 3 & 4

List Price $17.90; Club Price $8.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Basic Digital Electronics

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Auto Stereo Service & Installation

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Effec. Troubleshooting with EVM & Scope

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Modern Communications Switching Sys.

List Price $17.95; Club Price $13.95
Pract. Circuit Design for the Experimenter

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing TV & FM Antennas

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!y



GIANT 2 - volume

SMALL APPLIANCEE

REPAIRUIRE4,i,

2 Volumes
BOTH for
only 99e

405 - page Appliance Servicing Library

Small Appliance

Repair Guide- Vol. 2

THE HOME
AP PII1ANCEeCLINIC

lllerS

Wiring R Repair

 405 pages
 Over 150 illustrations

 Handsome, hardbound volumes

Partial List of Contents
SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR GUIDE

Functions and Basic Techniques: Electric
Current; Electrical Measurements; Trans-
formers; Using an Appliance on Foreign
Current; Converting Ac to Dc; Motors; Dc
Motors, Ac Motors; Universal Motors; Motor
Controls; Thermostats; Fuses; Solid -State
Devices. Test Equipment for the Home Ap-
pliance Workshop: Continuity Checkers;
Line -Voltage Checks; Power Supplies; Ac
Wattmeter; Shock Hazard; Battery Checkers;
Radio Interference; Capacitor, Relay, and
Solid -State Motor Control Testers; Cleaning
and Lubrication. Personal -Care Appliance:
Professional Hair Dryers; Portable Hair Dry-
er; Hand -Held Hair Dryer; Electric Hair Clip-
pers; Electric Wrinkle Remover; Home Mani-
cure Kit; Hair Curlers. Kitchen and Home -
Care Appliances: Heating Appliances; Me-
chanical Kitchen Aids; Floor -Care Appli-
ances; Cordless Appliances. Air Processing
and Heating Equipment: Fans; Window Fans;
Electric Heaters; Humidifiers; Dehumidifiers;
Air Purifiers. Case Histories. Appendix:
Safety Index.

THE HOME APPLIANCE CLINIC
Home Appliance Electronics; Varispeed Thy
ristor Control Devices; Time -Constant Cir-
cuits; Electrostatic Air Cleaner; Failsafe De-
vices; Grounds and Safety; Photocircuits:
Light -Operated Control; When Wiring Acts
Up; DC Small -Appliance Motors; Electrical
Interference; The Ground -Fault Interrupter;
Solid -State Speed Controls; Is the Ground
Grounded or Ungrounded; Something Old,
Something New; Inside the Clothes Dryer;
Use Your Electrical Appliances When Abroad;
Interlocks and Mental Blocks; Intermittents:
How to Locate Them; All About Timers;
Clean Up the Cleaners; Electric Heaters and
Safety Devices; Reversing AC Motors; Floor
Polishers and Carpet Scrubbers; Hardware
Noise; A Type of TVI; Electric Carving
Knives; Electronic Matches; Solid -State Ig-
nition for Lawnmowers; Limit Switches;
Modular Appliances; Plug -In "Refrigerator
Analyzer"; Transistor Testing; Test Instru-
ment Tricks; Phono Amplifier Totem Pole;
The SCR Battery Charger; Ignition Problems
in Small Engines; Automatic Light Switches;
Automatic Coffee Maker; Getting Replace-
ment Parts; Multiple Speed Electric Fans;
Exhaust Fans; Small Motors; The Vom
Around the Car; Appendix: Multimeters;
Index.

By Leo Sands

the Home App/lance (link:

(ontrols, (ycle Timers,

Wiring & Repair
By Jack Darr

This great 2 -for -1 value gives you complete and up-to-
the-minute servicing data on literally scores of new and
unique appliances-many not covered elsewhere!

This truly practical guide to small ap-
pliance repair is geared to the needs of
those in electronics who are more com-
fortable around a transistor than a bi-
metal thermostat. It shows how really
easy small appliances are to repair if you
know how they work, how they come
apart, and how they go back together .. .
and how to test them quickly and effi-
ciently.

This new volume covers all these bases
and more, beginning with a review of
electrical basics, followed by a descrip-
tion of many test equipment items (con-
tinuity checkers, power supplies, AC
watt meter, battery checkers, etc.) that
can be put together quickly and inexpen-
sively.

Easy -to -understand text and clear, de-
tailed diagrams show how to troubleshoot
and repair personal -care appliances (pro-
fessional and portable hair dryers, mani-
cure kits, hair clippers, wrinkle -removers)
air processing and heating equipment
(heaters, fans, humidifiers, and air puri-
fiers), kitchen and home -care units, floor
care appliances and even cordless -devices.
The last Chapter consists of true -life
case histories to enable you to repair ap-
pliances just like a pro.

Here's a meaty one -volume treasure
trove of hard -to -come -by info on wiring
and appliance repair, with emphasis on
some traditionally hard -to -fix items that
aren't covered in other appliance repair
texts.

This isn't the sort of book that re-
quires straight -through reading. Each
Chapter is complete in itself, and when
you need data on a particular repair job,
the index will locate the specific data
you need. Data is included for swimming -
pool ground fault indicators, motor speed
controllers, clothes dryers, floor scrub-
bers and polishers, electric carving knives,
air cleaners, refrigerator control sys-
tems, electronic cigarette lighters, bat-
tery chargers, small gas engine ignition
systems, furnace control systems and
failsafe devices, etc.

Text tells how to determine if wiring
problems exist and how to assess wiring
requirements according to power needs,
wire diameters, lengths of runs, etc.,
plus how to use the indispensable multi -
meter.

Over 180 crystal-clear cutaway diagrams, schematics, and drawings put the
info in this 2 -volume library to immediate use.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
...for more details circle 142 on Reader Service Card



Part 2 of this chapter for type acceptance.

MODULATION REQUIREMENTS (Subpart C, 95.51)

(a) When double sideband, amplitude modulation
is used for telephony, the modulation percentage
shall be sufficient to provide efficient communication
and shall not exceed 100 percent.

(b) Each transmitter for use in Class D stations,
other than single sideband, suppressed carrier, or
controlled carrier, for which type acceptance is re-
quested after May 24, 1974, having more than 2.5
watts maximum output power shall be equipped with
a device which automatically prevents modulation in
excess of 100 percent on positive and negative peaks.

(c) The maximum audio frequency required for
satisfactory radiotelephone intelligibility for use in
this service is considered to be 3000 Hz.

OPERATOR LICENSE NOT REQUIRED (Subpart C, 95.97)

(a) No operator license is required for the operation
of a citizens radio station except that stations manu-
ally transmitting Morse Code* shall be operated by
the holders of a third or higher class radiotelegraph
operator license.

Class D CB may be operated radiotelephony only.

OPERATING PRACTICES

Permitted Communications (Subpart C, 95.81)-
Stations licensed in the citizens radio service are

authorized to transmit the following types of com-
munications:

(a) Communications to facilitate the personal or
business activity of the licensee.

(b) Communications relating to:
1(1) The immediate safety of life or the immediate

protection of property in accordance with 95.85.
(2) The lending of assistance to a motorist, mariner,

or other traveler.
(3) Civil defense activities in accordance with

95.12.
(4) Other activities only as specifically authorized

pursuant to 95.87.
(c) Communications with other stations authorized

in other radio services except as prohibited by 95.83
(a) (3).
Prohibited Communications (Subpart C, 95.83)-

(a) A citizens radio station shall not be used:
(1) For any purpose or in connection with any activ-

ity which is contrary to federal, state, or local law.
(2) For the transmission of communications con-

taining obscene, indecent, or profane words, lan-
guage, or meaning.

(3) To communicate with an amateur station, an
unlicensed station, or foreign stations (other than
provided in Subpart E) except for communications
pursuant to 95.85 (b) and 95.121.

(4) To convey program material for retransmission
live or delayed on a broadcast facility.

(5) To intentionally interfere with the communica-
tions of another station.

(6) For the direct transmission of any material to
the public through a public address system or similar
means.

(7) For the transmission of music, whistling, sound
effects, or any material for amusement or entertain-
ment purposes or solely to attract attention.

(8) To transmit the word "MAYDAY" or other in-
ternational distress signals, except when the station
is located in a ship, aircraft, or other vehicle which is
threatened by grave and imminent danger and re-
quests immediate assistance.

(9) For advertising or soliciting the sale of any
goods or services.

(10) For transmitting messages in other than plain
language. Abbreviations, including nationally or in-
ternationally recognized operating signals, may be
used only if a list of all such abbreviations and their
meaning is kept in the station records and made
available to any commission representative on de-
mand.

(11) To carry on communications for hire whether
the remuneration or benefit received is direct or indi-
rect.

(b) A Class D station may not be used to communi-
cate with, or attempt to communicate with, any unit
of the same or another station over a distance of more
than 150 miles.

(c) A licensee of a Citizens radio station who is
engaged in the business of selling Citizens radio
transmitting equipment shall not allow a customer to
operate under his station license. In addition, all
communications by the licensee for the purpose of
demonstrating such equipment shall consist only of
brief messages addressed to other units of the same
station.
Station Identification (Subpart C, 95.95)-

(a) The call sign of a citizens radio station shall
consist of three letters followed by four digits.

(b) Each transmission of the station call sign shall
be made in the English language by each unit, shall
be complete, and each letter and digit shall be sepa-
rately and distinctly transmitted. Only standard
phonetic alphabets, nationally or internationally
recognized, may be used in lieu of pronunciation of
letters for voice transmission of call signs. A unit
designator or special identification may be used in
addition to the station call sign but not as a substitute
therefor.

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion, all transmissions from each unit of a citizens
radio station shall be identified by the transmission
of its assigned call at the beginning and end of each
transmission or series of transmissions, but at least
at intervals not to exceed 10 minutes.

(d) Unless specifically required by the station au-
thorization, the transmissions of a citizens radio sta-
tion need not be identified when the station (1) is a
Class A station which automatically retransmits the
information received by radio from another station
which is properly identified or (2) is not being used for
telephony emission.
Duration Of Transmissions (Subpart C, 95.91)-

(a) All communications or signals, regardless of
their nature, shall be restricted to the minimum
practicable transmission time. The radiation of
energy shall be limited to transmissions modulated
or keyed for actual permissible communications,
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The counter system
that stays on top of your needs

and under your budget.
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The heart of HP's versatile
5300 Measurement System is
a sophisticated mainframe
which contains counting
circuitry and display. Snap it
onto the bottom module you
need and it instantly becomes
one of eight feature -loaded
instruments. The 5300 basic
modules include:

 six and eight digit mainframes
 frequency counters to 1100 MHz
 universal counter/timers with

time interval averaging to 1 nsec.
a high resolution counter
that reads 60.0000 Hz in 1 sec.
digital multimeter/counter for
ac -dc volts, ohms and frequency
snap -between capability can
be added at any time, including:
-battery pack for portable

operation
-D to A converter for analog

outputs
-HP-IB interface for flexible

data acquisition systems.

Once you have the main-
frame, it's the low cost way to
build a complete workshop of
first -line instruments, the one
system that really does stay
on top of your needs - and
under your budget. Prices start
at $460* for a mainframe;
$225` for a module.

Send for a free detailed
brochure on HP's 5300 Series
Counters.
'Domestic USA prices only.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page Mill Road. Palo Alto. California 94304

02504A

.for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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tests, or control signals. Continuous or uninterrupted
transmissions from a single station or between a
number of communicating stations is prohibited, ex-
cept for communications involving the immediate
safety of life or property.

(b) All communications between Class D stations
(interstation) shall be restricted to not longer than 5
continuous minutes. At the conclusion of this
5 -minute period, or the exchange of less than 5 min-
utes, the participating station shall remain silent for
at least 1 minute.

(c) All communication between units of the same
Class D station (instrastation) shall be restricted to
the minimum practicable transmission.
Operation By Other Than Licensee (Subpart C,
95.87)-

(a) Transmitters authorized in this service must be
under the control of the licensee at all times. A licens-
ee shall not transfer, assign, or dispose of, in any
manner, directly or indirectly, the operating author-
ity under his station license, and shall be responsible
for the proper operation of all units of the station.

(b) Citizens radio stations may be operated only by
the following persons, except as provided in para-
graph (c) of this section:

(1) The licensee;
(2) Members of the licensee's immediate family

living in the same household;
(3) The partners, if the licensee is a partnership,

provided the communications relate to the business
of the partnership;

(4) The members, if the licensee is an unincorpo-
rated association, provided the communications re-
late to the business of the association;

(5) Employees of the licensee only while acting
within the scope of their employment;

(6) Any person under the control or supervision of
the licensee when the station is used solely for the
control of remote objects or devices, other than de-
vices used only as a means of attracting attention;
and

(7) Other persons, upon specific prior approval of
the Commission shown on or attached to the station
license, under the following circumstances:

(i) Licensee is a corporation and proposes to provide
private radiocommunication facilities for the trans-
mission of messages or signals by or on behalf of its
parent corporation, another subsidiary of the parent
corporation, or its own subsidiary. Any remuneration
or compensation received by the licensee for the use of
the radiocommunication facilities shall be governed
by a contract entered into by the parties concerned
and the total of the compensation shall not exceed the
cost of providing the facilities. Records which show
the cost of service and its nonprofit or cost -sharing
basis shall be maintained by the licensee.

(iii) Other cases where there is a need for other
persons to operate a unit of licensee's radio station.
Requests for authority may be made either at the
time of the filing of the application for station license
or thereafter by letter. In either case, the licensee
must show the nature of the proposed use and that it
relates to an activity of the licensee, how he proposes

to maintain control over the transmitters at all times,
and why it is not appropriate for such other person to
obtain a station license in his own name. The author-
ity, if granted, may be specific with respect tothe
names of the persons who are permitted to operate, or
may authorize operation by unnamed persons for
specific purposes. This authority may be revoked by
the Commission in its discretion, at any time.

(c) An individual who was formerly a citizens radio
station licensee shall not be permitted to operate any
citizens radio station of the same class licensed to
another person until such time as he again has been
issued a valid radio station license of that class, when
his license has been:

(1) Revoked by the Commission.
(2) Surrendered for cancellation after the institu-

tion of revocation proceedings by the Commission.
(3) Surrendered for cancellation after a notice of

apparent liability to forfeiture has been served by the
Commission.
Priority Must Be Given To Emergency Communica-
tions (Subpart C, 95.85)-

(a) All Citizens radio stations shall give priority to
the emergency communications of other stations
which involve the immediate safety of life of indi-
viduals or the immediate protection of property.

POSTING OF STATION LICENSE & TRANSMITTER ID (Subpart C,
95.101)

(a) The current authorization, or a clearly legible
photocopy thereof, for each station (including units of
a Class C or Class D station) operated at a fixed
location shall be posted at a conspicuous place at the
principal fixed location from which such station is
controlled, and a photocopy of such authorization
shall also be posted at all other fixed locations from
which the station is controlled. If a photocopy of the
authorization is posted at the principal control point,
the location of the original shall be stated on that
photocopy. In addition, an executed Transmitter
Identification Card (FCC Form 452-C) or a plate of
metal or other durable substance, legibly indicating
the call sign and the licensee's name and address,
shall be affixed, readily visible for inspection, to each
transmitter operated at a fixed location when such
transmitter is not in view of, or is not readily accessi-
ble to, the operator of at least one of the locations at
which the station authorization or a photocopy
thereof is required to be posted.

(b) The current authorization for each station oper-
ated as a mobile station shall be retained as a perma-
nent part of the station records, but need not be
posted. In addition, an executed Transmitter Iden-
tification Card (FCC Form 452-C) or a plate of metal
or other durable substance, legibly indicating the call
sign and the licensee's name and address, shall be
affixed, readily visible for inspection, to each of such
transmitters: Provided, That, if the transmitter is not
in view of the location from which it is controlled, or is
not readily accessible for inspection, then such card
or plate shall be affixed to the control equipment at
the transmitter operating position or posted adjacent
thereto.
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POWER LEVELS (Transmitter Output) PERMITTED (Subpart C,
95.43)

(a) Transmitter power is the power at the transmit-
ter output terminals and delivered to the antenna,
antenna transmission line or any other impedance -
matched, radio frequency load.

(1) For single sideband transmitters and other
transmitters employing a reduced carrier, a sup-
pressed carrier or a controlled carrier, used at Class D
stations, transmitter power is the peak envelope
power.

(2) For all transmitters other than those covered by
paragraph (a) (1) of this section, the transmitter
power is the carrier power.

(b) The transmitter power of a station shall not
exceed the following values under any condition of
modulation or other circumstances.

Class of station: Transmitter
power in watts

D-Carrier (where applicable) 4
D-Peak envelope power (where applicable) ....12

REMOTE CONTROL PROHIBITIONS (Subpart C, 95.119)-

(c) Remote control of a citizens radio station means
the control of the transmitting equipment of that
station from any place other than the location of the
transmitting equipment, except that direct mechani-

cal control or direct electrical control by wired con-
nections of transmitting equipment from some other
point on the same premises, craft, or vehicle shall not
be considered remote control.

(d) Operation of any Class C or Class D station by
remote control is prohibited except remote control by
wire upon specific authorization by the Commission
when satisfactory need is shown.

STATION LICENSING REQUIREMENTS & PROCEDURES

All CB Stations Must Be Licensed (Subpart B, 95.11) -
No radio station shall be operated in the Citizens

Radio Service except under and in accordance with an
authorization granted by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.
Term of License (Subpart B, 95.33) -

Licenses for stations in the Citizens Radio Service
will normally be issued for a term of 5 years from the
date of original issuance, major modification, or re-
newal.
Citizenship Restrictions (Subpart A, 95.7)-

A station license may not be granted to or held by:
(a) Any alien or the representative of any alien;
(b) Any foreign government or the representative

thereof;
(c) Any corporation organized under the laws of any

foreign government;
(d) Any corporation of which any officer or director

is an alien;

How to stock 300 instead of 112,000. All it
takes is RCA's "Top of the Line" SK Series
1976 Replacement Guide. Our most
comprehensive list to date of transistors,
rectifiers, thyristors and integrated cir-
cuits - 300 RCA types to replace 112,000
in entertainment or industrial equipment.
Excellent Product. Excellent Catalog. As
a product, RCA SK replacement semicon-
ductors measure up to strict AQL stand-
ards. As a catalog, our 1976 Replacement
Guide is a thorough, accurate informa-
tional source, representing thousands of
engineering man-hours.
Get the "top of the line" now. With RCA's
SK Series and RCA's SK Replacement
Guide. Contact your RCA Distributor. Or
send $1.00 (check or money order) to
RCA Distributor and Special Products
Division, P.O. Box 85, Runnemede,
N.J. 08078.

RonSK Replacement
Semiconductors
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(e) Any corporation of which more than one -fifth of
the capital stock is owned of record or voted by: Aliens
or their representatives; a foreign government or
representative thereof; or any corporation organized
under the laws of a foreign country;

(f) Any corporation directly or indirectly controlled
by any other corporation of which any officer or more
than one-fourth of the directors are aliens, if the
Commission finds that the public interest will be
served by the refusal or revocation of such license; or

(g) Any corporation directly or indirectly controlled
by any other corporation of which more than one-
fourth of the capital stock is owned of record or voted
by: Aliens or their representatives; a foreign gov-
ernment or representatives thereof; or any corpora-
tion organized under the laws of a foreign govern-
ment, if the Commission finds that the public interest
will be served by the refusal or revocation of such
license.
Eligibility Criteria (Subpart B, 95.13)-

(a) Subject to the general restrictions of §95.7, any
person is eligible to hold an authorization to operate a
station in the Citizens Radio Service: Provided, That
if an applicant for a Class A or Class D station au-
thorization is an individual or partnership, such in-
dividual or each partner is eighteen or more years of
age; or if an applicant for a Class C station authoriza-
tion is an individual or partnership, such individual
or each partner is twelve or more years of age. An
unincorporated association, when licensed under the
provisions of this paragraph, may upon specific prior
approval of the Commission provide radiocommuni-
cations for its members.

(c) No person shall hold more than one Class C and
one Class D station license.
Filing Procedures (Subpart B, 95.15)-

(b) All formal applications for Class C or Class D
new, modified, or renewal station authorizations
shall be submitted to the Commission's office at 334
York Street, Gettysburg, Pa 17325. Applications for
Class A station authorizations, applications for con-
sent to transfer of control of a corporation holding any
citizens radio station authorization, requests for spe-
cial temporary authority or other special requests,
and correspondence relating to an application for any
class citizens radio station authorization shall be
submitted to the Commission's Office at Washington,
D.C. 20554, and should be directed to the attention of
the Secretary .... Applications involving Class A or
Class D station equipment which is neither type ap-
proved nor crystal controlled, whether of commercial
or home construction, shall be accompanied by sup-
plemental data describing in detail the design and
construction of the transmitter and methods
employed in testing it to determine compliance with
the technical requirements set forth in Subpart C of
this part.

(c) Unless otherwise specified, an application shall
be filed at least 60 days prior to the date on which it is
desired that Commission action thereon be com-
pleted. In any case where the applicant has made
timely and sufficient application for renewal of
license, in accordance with the Commission's rules,

no license with reference to any activity of a continu-
ing nature shall expire until such application shall
have been finally determined.
Forms To Be Used (Subpart B, 95.19)-

(a) FCC Form 505, Application for Class C or D
Station License in the Citizens Radio Service. This
form shall be used when:

(1) Application is made for a new Class C or Class D
authorization. A separate application shall be sub-
mitted for each proposed class of station.

(2) Application is made for modification of any
existing Class C or Class D station authorization in
those cases where prior Commission approval of cer-
tain changes is required (see §95.35).

(3) Application is made for renewal of an existing
Class C or Class D station authorization, or for
reinstatement of such an expired authorization.

(c) FCC Form 703, Application for Consent to
Transfer of Control of Corporation Holding Construc-
tion Permit or Station License. This form shall be used
when application is made for consent to transfer con-
trol of a corporation holding any citizens radio station
authorization.
Who May Sign Application (Subpart B, 95.17)-

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion, applications, amendments thereto, and related
statements of fact required by the Commission shall
be personally signed by the applicant, if the applicant
is an individual; by one of the partners, if the appli-
cant is a partnership; by an officer, if the applicant is
a corporation; or by a member who is an officer, if the
applicant is an unincorporated association. Applica-
tions, amendments, and related statements of fact
filed on behalf of eligible government entities, such
as states and territories of the United States and
political subdivisions thereof, the District of Colum-
bia, and units of local government, including incor-
porated municipalities, shall be signed by such duly
elected or appointed officials as may be competent to
do so under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction.

(b) Applications, amendments thereto, and related
statements of fact required by the Commission may
be signed by the applicant's attorney in case of the
applicant's physical disability or of his absence from
the United States. The attorney shall in that event
separately set forth the reason why the application is
not signed by the applicant. In addition, if any matter
is stated on the basis of the attorney's belief only
(rather than his knowledge), he shall separately set
forth his reasons for believing that such statements
are true.

(c) Only the original of applications, amendments,
or related statements of fact need be signed; copies
may be conformed.

(d) Applications, amendments, and related state-
ments of fact need not be signed under oath. Willful
false statements made therein, however, are punish-
able by fine and imprisonment. U.S. Code, Title 18,
section 1001, and by appropriate administrative
sanctions, including revocation of station license
pursuant to section 312 (a) (1) of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended.
Transfer of License Prohibited (Subpart B, 95.27)-
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John Buckner, independent installer says:

Winegard Chroinstar
has proved it does
abeautiful Job!'

WINEGARD

E9LhiP1?JLP MIDGE

"... quality of Winegard products,
... far surpasses other brands ..."

"We depend on the Winegard Chromstar
Antenna for quality color reception."

... tremendously pleased with the
reception the Winegard Chromstar
antenna gets in our area."

Get all the facts from your Winegard Distributor.
Free Spec Charts on all models.

These statements are from John A. Buckner,
President of Buckner Co., Lyndon, Kentucky, who
adds in his letter, * "We have a unique situation
in the Louisville area, with all television signals
coming from a ridge west of town, and their power
output varying greatly. We have two VHF stations
- Ch. 3 and 11- and four UHF stations- Ch. 15,
32, 41, and 68. We must cover a broad range of
signals, and an even wider variation of power out-
put levels from these stations. The Winegard
Chromstar antenna has proved to us and our cus-
tomers that it does a beautiful job."
*A copy of Mr. Buckner's letter will be sent to you on request.

LOOK TO CHROMSTAR FOR QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

CH -7080
VHF -UHF -FM

CH -9085
UHF only

WINEGARLYCOMPANY
3000 Kirkwood  Burlington, Iowa 52601

CH -8096
VHF -UHF -FM

TV ANTENNAS MORE PEOPLE LOOK UP TO.
...tor more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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A station authorization in the Citizens Radio Ser-
vice may not be transferred or assigned. In lieu of
such transfer or assignment, an application for new
station authorization shall be filed in each case, and
the previous authorization shall be forwarded to the
Commission for cancellation.
Changes in Transmitters & Stations (Subpart B,
95.35)-

Authority for certain changes in transmitters and
authorized stations must be obtained from the Com-
mission before the changes are made, while other
changes do not require prior Commission approval.
The following paragraphs of this section describe the
conditions under which prior Commission approval is
or is not necessary.

(a) Proposed changes which will result in operation
inconsistent with any of the terms of the current
authorization require that an application for modifi-
cation of license be submitted to the Commission.
Application for modification shall be submitted in the
same manner as an application for a new station
license, and the licensee shall forward his existing
authorization to the Commission for cancellation
immediately upon receipt of the superseding authori-
zation. Any of the following changes to authorized
stations may be made only upon approval by the
Commission:

(1) Increase the overall number of transmitters
authorized.

(b) When the name of a licensee is changed (with-
out changes in the ownership, control, or corporate
structure), or when the mailing address of the licens-
ee is changed (without changing the authorized loca-
tion of the base or fixed Class A station) a formal
application for modification of the license is not re-
quired. However, the licensee shall notify the Com-
mission promptly of these changes. The notice, which
may be in letter form, shall contain the name and
address of the licensee as they appear in the Commis-
sion's records, the new name and/or address, as the
case may be, and the call signs and classes of all radio
stations authorized to the licensee under this part.
The notice concerning Class C or D radio stations
shall be sent to Federal Communications Commis-
sion, Gettysburg, Pa. 17325, and a copy shall be
maintained with the records of the station.

(c) Proposed changes which will not depart from
any of the terms of the outstanding authorization for
the station may be made without prior Commission
approval. Included in such changes is the substitu-
tion of transmitting equipment at any station, pro-
vided that the equipment employed is included in the
Commission's "Radio Equipment List," and is listed
as acceptable for use in the appropriate class of sta-
tion in this service.

(d) Transmitting equipment type accepted for use
in Class D stations shall not be modified by the user.

STATION RECORDS

General Requirements (Subpart C, 95.103)-
All stations and records of stations in the Citizens

Radio Service shall be made available for inspection

upon the request of an authorized representative of
the Commission made to the licensee or to his rep-
resentative (see § 1.6 of this chapter). Unless other-
wise stated in this part, all required station records
shall be maintained for a period of at least 1 year.
Current Copy Of Rules Required (Subpart C, 95.105)-

Each licensee in this service shall maintain as a
part of his station records a current copy of Part 95,
Citizens Radio Service, of this chapter.

TEST PROCEDURES & RELATED LICENSE REQUIREMENTS

Specified Procedures (Subpart C, 95.93)-
All tests or adjustments of citizens radio transmit-

ting equipment involving an external connection to
the radio frequency output circuit shall be made
using a nonradiating dummy antenna. However, a
brief test signal, either with or without modulation,
as appropriate, may be transmitted when it is neces-
sary to adjust a transmitter to an antenna for a new
station installation or for an existing installation
involving a change of antenna or change of transmit-
ters, or when necessary for the detection, measure-
ment, and suppression of harmonic or other spurious
radiation. Test transmissions using a radiating an-
tenna shall not exceed a total of 1 minute during any
5 -minute period, shall not interfere with communica-
tions already in progress on the operating frequency,
and shall be properly identified as required by 95.95,
but may otherwise be unmodulated as appropriate.
License Requirements For Testing & Adjusting (Sub-
part C, 95.97)-

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion, all transmitter adjustments or tests while
radiating energy during or coincident with the con-
struction, installation, servicing, or maintenance of a
radio station in this service, which may affect the
proper operation of such stations, shall be made by or
under the immediate supervision and responsibility
of a person holding a first- or second-class commercial
radio operator license, either radiotelephone or radio
telegraph, as may be appropriate for the type of emis-
sion employed, and such person shall be responsible
for the proper functioning of the station equipment at
the conclusion of such adjustments or tests. Further,
in any case where a transmitter adjustment which
may affect the proper operation of the transmitter
has been made while not radiating energy by a person
not the holder of the required commercial radio
operator license or not under the supervision of such
licensed operator, other than the factory assembling
or repair of equipment, the transmitter shall be
checked for compliance with the technical require-
ments of the rules by a commercial radio operator of
the proper grade before it is placed on the air.

(c) Except as provided in §95.53 and in paragraph
(d) of this section, no commercial radio operator
license is required to be held by the person perform-
ing transmitter adjustments or tests during or coin-
cident with the construction, installation, servicing,
or maintenance of Class C transmitters, or Class D
transmitters used at stations authorized prior to May
24, 1974: Provided, That there is compliance with all
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of the following conditions:
(1) The transmitting equipment shall be crystal -

controlled with a crystal capable of maintaining the
station frequency within the prescribed tolerance;

(2) The transmitting equipment either shall have
been factory assembled or shall have been provided in
kit form by a manufacturer who provided all compo-
nents together with full and detailed instructions for
their assembly by nonfactory personnel;

(3) The frequency determining elements of the
transmitter, including the crystal(s) and all other
components of the crystal oscillator circuit, shall
have been preassembled by the manufacturer, pre -
tuned to a specific available frequency, and sealed by
the manufacturer so that replacement of any compo-
nent or any adjustment which might cause off -
frequency operation cannot be made without break-
ing such seal and thereby voiding the certification of
the manufacturer required by this paragraph;

(4) The transmitting equipment shall have been so
designed that none of the transmitter adjustments or
tests normally performed during or coincident with
the installation, servicing, or maintenance of the sta-
tion, or during the normal rendition of the service of
the station, or during the final assembly of kits or
partially preassembled units, may reasonably be ex-
pected to result in off -frequency operation, excessive
input power, overmodulation, or excessive harmonics
or other spurious emissions; and

(5) The manufacturer of the transmitting equip-
ment or of the kit from which the transmitting
equipment is assembled shall have certified in writ-
ing to the purchaser of the equipment (and to the
Commission upon request) that the equipment has
been designed, manufactured, and furnished in ac-
cordance with the specifications contained in the
foregoing subparagraphs of this paragraph. The
manufacturer's certification concerning design and
construction features of Class C or Class D station
transmitting equipment, as required if the provisions
of this paragraph are invoked, may be specific as to a
particular unit of transmitting equipment or general
as to a group or model of such equipment, and may be
in any form adequate to assure the purchaser of the
equipment or the Commission that the conditions
described in this paragraph have been fulfilled.

(d) Any tests and adjustments necessary to correct
any deviation of a transmitter of any Class of station
in this service from the technical requirements of the
rules in this part shall be made by, or under the
immediate supervision of, a person holding a first- or
second-class commercial operator license, either
radiotelephone or radiotelegraph, as may be appro-
priate for the type of emission employed.

TYPE ACCEPTANCE REQUIREMENTS

General Requirements (Subpart C, 95.55 & 95.58)-
Transmitters type approved or type accepted for

use under this part are included in the Commission's
Radio Equipment List. Copies of this list are avail-
able for public reference at the Commission's
Washington, D.C., offices and field offices. The re -

repaiyou

r foreign
electronics...

...the GE foreign
Exchange Kit

is basic.
 24 types crossover 15,000 JEDEC

numbers.

 Covers about 75% of Japanese
JEDEC list for audio, TV, and CB
equipment popular in the U.S.

 Lets you handle foreign units easily,
quickly, and profitably.

 Handy drawer storage.
 Includes cross-reference list.

 See your authorized GE distributor
for kits, individual replacements,
and full details.

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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quirements for transmitters which may be operated
under a license in this service are set forth in the
following paragraphs.

(c) Class D Stations:
(1) All transmitters first licensed, or marketed as

specified in § 2.805 of this chapter, prior to November
22, 1974, shall be type accepted or crystal controlled.

(2) All transmitters first licensed, or marketed as
specificed in § 2.803 of this chapter, on or after
November 22, 1974, shall be type accepted.

(3) Effective November 23, 1978, all transmitters
shall be type accepted.

(4) Transmitters which are equipped to operate on
any frequency not included in § 95.41 (d) (1) may not
be installed at, or used by, any Class D station unless
there is a station license posted at the transmitter
location, or a transmitter identification card (FCC
Form 452-C) attached to the transmitter, which indi-
cates that operation of the transmitter on such fre-
quency has been authorized by the Commission.

(d) With the exception of equipment type approved
for use at a Class C station, all transmitting equip-
ment authorized in this service shall be crystal con-
trolled.

(e) No controls, switches or other functions which
can cause operation in violation of the technical regu-
lations of this part shall be accessible from the operat-
ing panel or exterior to the cabinet enclosing a
transmitter authorized in this service.
Specific Design Requirements (Subpart C, 95.55)-

(a) All transmitters shall be crystal controlled.
(b) Except for transmitters type accepted for use at

Class A stations, transmitters shall not include any
provisions for increasing power to levels in excess of
the pertinent limits specified in Section 95.43.

(c) In addition to all other applicable technical re-
quirements set forth in this part, transmitters for
which type acceptance is requested after May 24,
1974, for use at Class D stations shall comply with the
following:

(1) Single sideband transmitters and other trans-
mitters employing reduced, suppressed or controlled
carrier shall include a means for automatically pre-
venting the transmitter power from exceeding either
the maximum permissible peak envelope power or
the rated peak envelope power of the transmitter,
whichever is lower.

(2) Multi -frequency transmitters shall not provide
more than 23 transmitting frequencies, and the fre-
quency selector shall be limited to a single control.

(3) Other than the channel selector switch, all
transmitting frequency determining circuitry, in-
cluding crystals, employed in Class D station equip-
ment shall be internal to the equipment and shall not
be accessible from the exterior of the equipment
cabinet or operating panel.

(4) Single sideband transmitters shall be capable of
transmitting on the upper sideband. Capability for
transmission also on the lower sideband is permissi-
ble.

(5) The total dissipation ratings, established by the
manufacturer of the electron tubes or semiconductors
which supply radio frequency power to the antenna

terminals of the transmitter, shall not exceed 10
watts. For electron tubes, the rating shall be the
Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service
(ICAS plate dissipation value if established. For
semiconductors, the rating shall be the collector or
device dissipation value, whichever is greater, which
may be temperature de -rated to not more than 50°C.

(d) Only the following external transmitter con-
trols, connections or devices will normally be permit-
ted in transmitters for which type acceptance is re-
quested after May 24, 1974 for use at Class D sta-
tions. Approval of additional controls, connections or
devices may be given after consideration of the func-
tion to be performed by such additions.

(1) Primary power connection. (Circuitry or devices
such as rectifiers, transformers, or inverters which
provide the nominal rated transmitter primary sup-
ply voltage may be used without voiding the trans-
mitter type acceptance.)

(2) Microphone connection.
(3) Radio frequency output power connection.
(4) Audio frequency power amplifier output con-

nector and selector switch.
(5) On -off switch for primary power to transmitter.

May be combined with receiver controls such as the
receiver on -off switch and volume control.

(6) Upper -lower sideband selector; for single
sideband transmitters only.

(7) Selector for choice of carrier level; for single
sideband transmitters only. May be combined with
sideband selector.

(8) Transmitting frequency selector switch.
(9) Transmit -receive switch.
(10) Meter(s) and selector switch for monitoring

transmitter performance.
(11) Pilot lamp or meter to indicate the presence of

radio frequency output power or that transmitter
control circuits are activated to transmit.

(e) An instruction book for the user shall be fur-
nished with each transmitter sold and one copy (a
draft or preliminary copy is acceptable providing a
final copy is furnished when completed) shall be for-
warded to the Commission with each request for type
acceptance or type approval. The book shall contain
all information necessary for the proper installation
and operation of the transmitter including:

(1) Instructions concerning all controls, adjust-
ments and switches which may be operated or ad-
justed without causing violation of technical regula-
tions of this part;

(2) Warnings concerning any adjustment which,
according to the rules of this part, may be made only
by, or under the immediate supervision of, a person
holding a commercial first or second class radio
operator license;

(3) Warnings concerning the replacement or sub-
stitution of crystals, tubes or other components which
could cause violation of the technical regulations of
this part and of the type acceptance or type approval
requirements of Part 2 of this chapter.

(4) Warnings concerning licensing requirements
and details concerning the application procedures for
licensing.
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We planned to do a hard-hitting,
gutsy comparison ad. Their specs
versus ours. Sort of a "High Noon"
for signal generators.

Then we began checking out the
competition, if you can call it that.
Our new Model 3000 signal gener-
ator sells for $2,265.

Among other things, it features
0.001% accuracy, phase -lock stability,
AM and FM modulation, 20 milliwatts
leveled output power, and pro-

grammable frequency capability
(at no added cost).

There are other signal generators
in the 1 to 520 MHz frequency range
that match our accuracy. But the
cheapest one is $4,300. Hardly
competition.

And although you can pay up to
$6,400 for other VHF signal
generators, none of them
offers programmable
frequency.

How can we do a comparison
ad when we're stuck with a product
this good? Not possible. So we'll just
have to be content with running non -
comparison ads. And taking orders.
WAVETEK Indiana, Incorporated,
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue,
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107, Phone
(317) 783-3221, TWX 810-341-3226.

WAVET I®

We'll compare our
signal generator with
the competition.

Justas soon as
there is any

....IM Illa Ell MI
1

'

...for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card



TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

For more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card.

CB SERVICING SYSTEM
B&K-Precision's Model 1040

CB Servicemaster, shown next to
the technician's left hand in the
accompanying illustration, is the
heart of a new CB servicing sys-
tem introduced recently by
B&K-Precision.

The Model 1040 incorporates in
one instrument the functions of an
AM modulation meter, an RF
wattmeter/dummy load, an audio
wattmeter, an audio generator
and a distortion meter.

When interconnected with an
oscilloscope (2MHz or greater
bandwidth), a stable RF signal
generator and a frequency
counter, the CB Servicemaster se-
quentially measures transmitter
RF power output, AM and SSB
modulation, antenna SWR, re-
ceiver sensitivity (signal-to-noise
ratio), receiver audio output and
distortion, and checks receiver
frequency response, AGC, squelch
action and adjacent channel
rejection-all without changing
the initial test setup and intercon-
nections.

The CB Servicemaster also can
be operated from a 12 VDC power
source, for mobile antenna system
measurements.

In addition to programmed test-
ing of CB transmitter and receiver
performance characteristics, the
Model 1040 also can be used as an
analyst to pinpoint the specific
transceiver circuit(s) responsible
for subnormal operation. Price is
$250.

RE POWER METER

Leader's Model LPM-880 RF
Power Meter is a direct -reading
type capable of measuring RF

power levels up to and including
120W over a frequency range of
1.8 MHz to 500 MHz.

The Model LPM-880 has a
built-in load impedance of 50 ohms
and a measuring accuracy of ± 10
percent of the full-scale reading.

For more precise readout, the
120 -watt measuring range of the
LPM-880 is divided into three
pushbutton -selected ranges -5W,
20W and 120W-with correspond-
ing scales on the meter.

Transmitter output connection
to the LPM-880 is via a type M
(UHF) connector.

The unit is 5 inches high, 4-3/4
inches wide, 9 inches deep and
weighs approximately 4 pounds.
Price is $149.95.

For more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card.

ATC COLOR BAR PATTERN
GENERATOR MODEL ATC-10

American Technology Corpora-
tion's Color Bar Pattern Genera-
tor Model ATC-10, not only per-
forms all of the functions of a de-
luxe instrument, but has addi-
tional functions which can be
employed as an analyst and a
tuner subber.

The instrument now produces a
RED RASTER pattern to simplify
purity adjustments and a 3.58
MONITOR pattern for the check-
ing and adjusting of the free -

running frequency of the 3.58
MHz oscillator without time wast-
ing requirement for grounding the
input to the 3.58 MHz oscillator.

The primary function of the
generator is for troubleshooting
color TV sets, but is very useful in
the servicing of B -W TV receivers,

For more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card.

closed circuit TV monitors, video
tape apparatus and cable TV/
community antenna systems.

The compact, lightweight porta-
ble instrument is built for bench
or in -home service applications.
Its flex handle allows the unit to
be carried together with a tube
caddy or other instruments. The
test leads and accessories can be
stored quickly and neatly in their
special compartment and are held
in place by the inherent spring
tension in the cords.

Controls

There are only four versatile
controls used to place the instru-
ment into operation: 1) Pattern
Selector-All eleven test patterns
and power off are selected by the
use of a single rotary selector
switch. 2)RF/IF Control-To
select RF operation, push -in, to
select IF operation, pull-out on
this knob. The power level of the
RF or IF output is adjusted by
rotating this same knob. 3)
Chroma/Interlace Control-A
single push-pull rotating knob
controls the chroma level and
selects INTERLACE on non -

interlace. The chroma level can be
adjusted over the range of 0 to ap-
proximately 200 percent. Pull out
on the knob to select INTERLACE
or push in for non -interlace. 4)
Video AmplitudelPolarity Con-
trol-A push-pull rotating knob
controls the video output polarity
and amplitude. Push the control in
for video with negative sync polar-
ity or pull it out for video with
positive sync polarity. Rotate the
control clockwise to increase the
amplitude of the video output.

Outputs

Video Output-The video out-
put is obtained through a front
panel mounted BNC jack. The
high amplitude and low imped-
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ance of the signal makes it suita-
ble for injecting video between
stages without disconnecting the
previous stage and for driving the
inputs of video tape recorders, TV
monitors, etc. A unique "fuseless"
protective circuit is employed to
protect the output from damage if
connected to any DC voltage be-
tween minus 50 and plus 250
volts. Either negative or positive
polarity is available. The video
amplitude is adjustable from 0 to
1.6 volts p -p into a 75 -ohm coaxial
load or 3.0 volts p -p open circuit.

RF Output-The crystal -
controlled RF output signal can be
employed on either Channel 2 or
Channel 3 (no extra cost option).
The 75 -ohm type F connector can
be fed directly into TV sets with
75 -ohm coaxial inputs or with
matching transformer for TV sets
with 300 -ohm inputs.

IF Output-A 45.75 MHz output
signal is provided. This signal
substitutes for the tuner output as
an aid in determining whether a
receiver's problem is in the tuner
or the IF amplifier. It can also be
used for signal injection in isolat-
ing a defective IF stage.

Horizontal/Vertical Trigger
Output-Horizontal and vertical
trigger outputs are available for
externally synchronizing an oscil-
loscope to the color pattern
generator. Select (-) sync polarity
on the oscilloscope to view the
events which occur during the re-
spective horizontal or vertical
blanking interval. Select (+) sync
polarity to display events which
occur during the scanning inter-
val.

Test Patterns

Red Raster-Check and adjust
purity at the flip of a switch with-
out disabling the blue and green
electron gun or resetting the
screen controls. 3.5MHz Monitor
-A gated rainbow with color
burst or luminance pedestal.
Color Bars-A gated rainbow
pattern for checking hue centering
and range, demodulation angle,
etc. Vector-A gated rainbow with
a unique chroma-to-sweep fre-
quency/phase relationship. Gray
Quad-Provides a panoramic
view of high, medium, and low
lights for checking and adjusting

gray scale tracking. The pattern
can be used in conjunction with
calibrated RF output signal for
checking receivers sensitivity and
60 Hz video response.
Hatchdot-Composite (single dot
plus crosshatch) pattern.
Hatchdots-A composite con-
vergence pattern with the
panoramic advantages of a single
dot, a crosshatch and a 10 x 10 dots
pattern. Dots-A center -marked
convergence pattern which serves
as both a single dot and a 10 x 10
dots pattern.

The instrument measures 8.25
inches wide by 2.60 inches high by
8.25 inches deep and weighs 4 lbs 5
oz. Price is $299.95

i J
For more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card.

THREE -DIGIT PORTABLE DVM

Sencore's Model DVM 35 digital
multimeter provides three -digit
readout of DC voltages from lmv
to 999 volts with an accuracy of 1
percent and an input impedance of
15 megohms. In addition, pressing
a "TIMES TWO" button on the
probe expands the maximum DC
voltage measuring capability to
1998 volts and increases the input
impedance to 30 megohms. (Op-
tional High -Voltage Probe HP200
extends the maximum DC mea-
surement capability to 50Kv.)

The resistance measuring capa-
bility of the DVM35 covers the
range from .1 ohm to 9.99 K ohms
in the "Lo -Power" mode and from
99.9 K ohms to 9.99 megohms in
the "Hi -Power" mode.

The range of currents measur-
able with the DVM35 extends
from .1 µA to .999 mA.

The Model DVM35 is powered
by AA batteries. A "TOUCH ON"
button on the probe eliminates
battery current drain between
measurements, thereby signifi-
cantly increasing the life of the
batteries. (Optional Power
Adaptor/Recharger PA202 per-
mits AC line operation of the
DVM35.)

A replaceable fuse in the probe
of the DVM35 provides "burn -out"
protection up to 2KvDC.

The price of Model DVM35 is
$124.

OSCILLOSCOPE COURSE

A new slide -illustrated educa-
tional course called Oscillo-
scopes-Dual-Channel and Delayed
Sweep is announced by Philips
Test & Measuring Instruments,
Inc.

The course is a sequel to
Oscilloscopes -Series 1-Basic Prin-
ciples, announced earlier this
year.

The aim of this more advanced
37 -slide course is to explain to the
student how oscilloscopes display
more than one vertical input sig-
nal, the advantages and disadvan-
tages of dual -beam and dual -trace
oscilloscopes, the principles of
chopped and alternate time -base
modes, and how a delayed time -
base is derived and the advantages
to be gained from it.

Supplied with Oscilloscopes-
Dual Channel and Delayed Sweep
is a comprehensive 18 -page book-
let which explains dual -channel
and delayed -sweep oscilloscopes
step by step in conjunction with
the slide course.

Both oscilloscope courses-Part
1, consisting of 34 slides and a 14 -
page booklet, and Part 11,
Oscilloscopes -Dual Channel and
Delayed Sweep -are each available
for $25.00 

For more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card.
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis K10-Hum In The Sound

A symptom of hum in the sound which is objectionable at
low volume or with volume off, can be possibly caused by
the TH2 line filter being placed too close to the audio
transformer. Redress TH2 away from the audio trans-
former. Listen while carefully moving the filter choke to
the position which gives the least hum. Keep in mind that
TH2 is at line potential.
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The Money Generator
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'w.u. r.c ...,
4400011400

GENERATES
MONEY FOR YOU!

It's a DOG FIGHTER, TOO!
The Model ATC-10 is much more than a color bar pattern generator. It
should be called a portable multi -purpose TV diagnostic and servicing aid,
but that's too much of a mouthful. We would have nicknamed it the Dog
Fighter (instead of the Money Generator), but that might be misinterpreted
to mean that it's only useful in the shop. The versatile ATC-10, a portable,
moderately -priced instrument, combines the most essential features of a
color bar pattern generator, a TV "analyzer," and a substitute tuner plus
several brand new "dog fighting" and timesaving innovations. With all this
extra versatility, however, the ATC-10 is human engineered with only four
simple -to -master controls.

Two illustrated brochures describe the ATC-10. The first brochure describes
the many unique and unusual features which make the ATC-10 a "dog
fighter" and a time-saver. The second brochure compares the money -making
potential of the ATC-10 with 18 competitive models. It includes a compre-
hensive chart which compares the features of 19 makes and models, lists
the estimated timesaving potential of these 33 respective. performance fea-
tures, and then calculates the money making potential of the various
models. We think you are in for some surprises, such as the potential of
the ATC-10 for returning its $299.95 purchase price in as little as three
or four months.

These brochures are yours for the asking - write direct for immediate reply.

American Technology Corporation
225 Main, Dept. 3B, Canon City, CO 81212

Color TV Chassis M10, M20, M24, M25, M30 1M30-Service Hint

When servicing any of the above chassis for a 'No sound'
condition, keep in mind that the Volume control does not
have an AC audio signal applied to it. The control varies a
DC voltage within IC5OO which, in turn, controls the AC
signal level.

Color TV Chassis K20, M20, M25 -84A28-10 Fuse Replacement

The 84A28-10 (3.0 Ampere) fuse used in the K2O, M2O
and M25 chassis is no longer available. However, Admiral
has obtained engineering approval to substitute the
84A28-11(3.1 Ampere) fuse for this application. The -11 is
mechanically identical to the -10 except for the case color
(tan) and will plug directly into the (red) socket on the
chassis.

Admiral will automatically substitute the -11 on all or-
ders for the 84A28-10 fuse.

Color TV Chassis 3M20-Failure Of Sound IC

Failure of the Sound IC (56A3-1) during an electrical
storm can be prevented from occurring again by making
the following corrections.

Remove resistor R148 from the tuner cluster and ground
the wiper of the volume control R147. Cut the foil between
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Pin 3 of P5OO and terminal 6 of the IC on the A8911-1 sound
board (M50O). Add a 3.3K resistor across the gap you have
created. Capacitor C5O4 is to be placed on the terminal 6
side of the added resistor. Keep the resistor leads short.
Make good mechanical and electrical solder connections.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis MC-Repeated Failure Of Y1141 On Buffer Module

Check pins 7 and 8 of the high voltage transformer. If a
.005 pf capacitor is found there, remove it and install a .01
if, 1 kv capacitor in its place. If there is no capacitor on the
pins, install a .01 µf, 1 kv capacitor. The catalog number is
EU22X89. Be sure the solder connections are smooth with
no sharp points.

To improve reliability and help prevent callbacks, check
for this capacitor whenever you replace a buffer module in
an MC chassis.

...for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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"I wouldn't trade myTradesman
for all thewood ¡nWoodstock'

And hereare 5 good reasons why:

1. Dodge Tradesman:
Best gas mileage.

4.t", \4 j/s}.

104.y

Trade my
Tradesman? No way.
Not when it got the best gas
mileage of any van on the road. In
the latest EPA tests, Tradesman-
powered by a 225/6 with a manual
transmission-turned in an esti-

mated mileage of 26 miles per gallon on the high-
way. And 18 in the city. Of course, the mileage you
get will depend on your own driving habits, road
conditions and your van's equipment. See your
Dodge Dealer for California estimates.

2. Dodge Tradesman: Carries more.
Dodge Tradesman
weighs less and can
carry more than
any other van. On
comparable models,
it weighs 524 pounds
less than Ford. And
140 pounds less than Chevy. A lot less weight that can
add up to a lot more cargo. And the more cargo you
carry in one trip, the less trips you have to make.

3. Dodge Tradesman:
Better maneuverability.

When you've got a narrow loading dock
staring you in the face, you'll be darn
glad you've got a Dodge. Curb to curb,
Tradesman's turning circle is shorter
than either Ford's or Chevy's. So even
in the tightest spots, it's a cinch to do

your business a good turn.

4. Dodge Maxivan:
Biggest van there is.
For extra -big jobs, Dodge Maxivan gives you 18 extra
inches of load length to work with. And that makes
it the biggest van in the business. Got a big bundle of
12 -foot two-by-fours? Maxivan can swallow 'em whole.

4 CHRYSLERV4 CORPORATION

Itt.

5. Dodge Tradesman:
Single rear door.
Looking for a van with a view? Tradesman's new
optional single rear door has a single rear window
that's wide enough
to take in the
world. Plus a door
opening that's
wide enough to
take on a load of
cargo. And only
Dodge has it. As
for getting in and
out on the side, you can go
with our swing -out doors. Or opt for one that slides.

Dodge Tradesman:
A whole lot more.
Dodge has made Tradesman even more untradable
with other great features like: Small 6 and V8
engines (225/6 and 318 V8). A standard gas tank
that's 22 gallons big. Large side -door opening for
easier side loading. Short 109 -inch wheelbase on
B 300 model. In -cab hood release. Automatic speed
control. Proven electronic ignition. Glove box.
Auxiliary rear heater. Lower overall vehicle height
and shorter length for garageability. And a
standard two -stage front door check.

Fleet Purchase Allowance.
If you own as few as ten vehicles (cars or trucks),
you can qualify for an allowance direct from
Chrysler Corporation. It'll be well worth your
time to find out about this program. For com-
plete information on how you can qualify for our
Fleet Purchase Program, see your Dodge Dealer.

DODGE
Dodge TRADESMAN

VANDodge Trucks

...tor more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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There is only

one

2 -WAY
RADIO
HOME
STUDY

COURSE

exclusively devoted

to professional FM radio equipment

We don't know how many
TV repairman or

other people there are
in electronics

who would like to move up to
professional FM two-way radio.

Nor do we know how many
servicemen and installers

there are
already in the field
who want to expand

and upgrade their knowledge.

But we do know how many
home study schools

cater exclusively
to both these groups.

ONE!

Please send me more information.

Name

Address

Code

 I am a former MTI student.
 I am presently in the military.
 I am a veteran.

V 9

MT/
Formerly

MOTOROLA
TRAINING INSTITUTE

Summerdale, PA 17093
(717) 732-3636

...for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

SWR POWER METER 143

Measuring the transmitter power
output in the L8 to 54 MHz frequency
band and the SWR of transmission
lines in one principle feature of the
Model LPM-885, inline type power
meter now offered by Leader Instru-
ments Corp., Communications Div. It
facilitates adjustment of transmitter
and antenna systems in communica-
tion rigs so that the highest efficiency
may be obtained. The unit may be left

in circuit for continuous power output
monitoring from 1 to 1000 w. Another
useful feature is the separation capa-
bility of the detecting circuit assembly
for remote measurements. The wide
scale meter assures easy reading of all
power and SWR indications. A
forward -to -reverse power ratio is
utilized to assure accurate SWR mea-
surements. The instrument also fea-
tures feed through power metering to
eliminate any power loss. Compact,
lightweight, the meter is part of the
company's new "Performance Test
Center" product grouping which is
being made available to Ham and CB
enthusiasts as well as other com-
municators. Price is $99.95.

CB ANTENNA 144

The "INDEPENDENCE" Model
10-245 low profile, 27 MHz antenna
introduced by Breaker Corp., is simple
to install on any vehicle rain gutter.
Only 28 inches long, the top whip is a
soft luster stainless steel and the base
is chrome -plated brass. The antenna
may be mounted quickly with the
chrome -plated steel bracket designed

for long wear and ample door clear-
ance. The whip includes a static arres-
tor for ultra -quiet reception and has a
pre -tuned heavy-duty ABS encapsu-
lated center load coil for optimum effi-
ciency over the entire Class "D" band.
An auto -flex stainless steel spring re-
lieves whip shock. An Allen wrench
for fine tuning the antenna, plus a 10
foot coax cable with a PL -259 plug that
mates with any standard SO -239
transceiver antenna receptacle is in-
cluded with the antenna. The price is
$22.95.

CB RADIO CONNECTORS 145

A new simple -to -install device to
help prevent theft of citizen band
radios, stereos, tape decks, speakers,
and other accessories from vehicles, is
being marketed by Har-Cor Interna-
tional. When installed, the accessory
can be removed in seconds. The Quick
Disconnect Connector not only dis-
connects easily for fast removal but
connects equally fast. It provides the
user with the flexibility of quick in-
stallation and fast removal of expen-



sive electronic accessories from the
vehicle. Installation to the power
source leads is simple. The molded
connector is completely insulated and
polarized, which prevents misconnec-
tions. Positive locking is provided and
accidental disengagement with the
"open and close" clasp feature of the
connector. To splice the power supply
leads to the male portion of the con-
nector and the female end of the con-
nector to the accessory, four small
molded quick splice connectors are
used. Metal contacts molded in the
small splicers shear into the connect-
ing wires making positive, electrical
contact under pressure applied by or-
dinary pliers. The two -section, quick
disconnect connector with connecting
leads, four quick splice connectors is
bubble packed on an attractive display
card. Price is $2.45.

SWR BRIDGE/RF
OUTPUT METER 146

An output meter that measures up
to 100 watts output power and VSWR
from 1:1 to infinity is now available
from Siltronix, a division of Cubic
Corp. Designated Model SWR-2, the
unit incorporates two meters-one in-
dicating RF output and the other
standing wave ration (SWR). With
this arrangement, no switching is
needed to obtain RF output and SWR
measurements. The compactness of
the unit and the availability of con-

tinuous readout of both power and
SWR, without affecting normal opera-
tion, make it feasible to leave the
meter in the transmission line at all
times to monitor transmitter power
and antenna operation. Frequency
coverage of the new unit is 3.5 to 150
MHz. Good sensitivity is achieved by
using two of the 100 microampmeter
movements. The Model SWR-2 is the
first in a line of equipment to be intro-
duced by Siltronix that will provide a
complete meter accessory series for
the Citizen Band radio operator. Price
is $21.95.

BASE STATION FILTER 147

Cornell-Dubilier Electric, has added a
Model CBBS-1 base station filter to
their line of noise filter products. The
unit is designed to remove interfering
power line signals entering base sta-
tion receptacles. These interfering
signals originate from many sources
such as home appliances, office

MEET
OUR JAMILy

oF SI11ELdEd
"black
bOXES"

Almost 10 years ago (1966 to be

exact) we introduced our first

two series of shielded electronic

enclosures. They became an

overnight success. Since then

the demand for different sizes,

shapes and applications has

increased our family to ten

series of models, each with a

noise rejection greater than 70db.

Sizes range from 1.50" x 1.13" x

0.88" to 4.13" x 2.68" x 6.0";

in blank versions or with a

complete choice of coaxial

connectors; painted or un-

painted; with or without printed

circuit card guides; with mount-

ing flanges or bottom mounting

plates. All models supplied

with aluminum covers and

mounting screws.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR

FAVORITE ELECTRONIC

PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

ITT POMONA ELECTRONICS
1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766

Telephone (714) 623-3463, TWX: 910-581-3822 RE
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T & T VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON, I.C.C., RCA, SYLVANIA

FAMOUS MAKE JOBBER -BOXED TUBES
NOW WITH NEW ONE (1) YEAR GUARANTEE

80% Off LIST

 1 V2 5 for $3.20
 2AV2 5 for $4.20 9A3 5 for $5.35
 3AT2 5 for $5.20
 9GK5 5 for $5.15
 9HA5 5 for $5.10
 3HM5 5 for $5.10
 5GH8 5 for $6.25
 8BK4 5 for $9.95
 6003 5 for $5.25 8CJ3 5 for $5.00
 8DW4 5 for $5.00
o SEAS 5 for $5.25

86EH7 5 for $
EJ7 5 for $$4.75 6FQ7 5 for 4.055.10

 6GF7 5 for $7.05
 OOHS 5 for $4.20
 60J7 5 for $3.70
 80U7 5 for $g5.55
 8HA5 6 for 55.10 0 38HK7 5 for 9.55

Unadvertised tubes also at 80% OFF LIST
 *SPECIAL -100 60 H8 $89.00*

SYLVANIA TUBES - NEW FACTORY BOXED
70% & 10% Off LIST ON ENTIRE LINE 3A3 5 for $7.22  6LQ6 5 for 15.05

 6BK4 5 for 13.43  6LR6 5 for 13.84 8CJ3 5 for $6.75 0 17JZ8 5 for $6.41 6F07 5 for $5.47  21LÚ85 for $8.37
 OOHS 5 for $5.67  23Z9 5 for $8.57
 8HA5 5 for $6.89  35LR85 for 13.84

6LB8 6 for 14.51 0 42K N65 for 12.36
 *SPECIAL -100 OOHS tubes 5105.00'
'FREE WELLER SOLDERING GUN KIT
=8200PK REG. $13.95 with any order of
100 tubes or more excluding 6GH8 SPECIALS.

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACEMENT
UP TO 90% OFF LIST

EC121

108
124
152
155
196
222
185
196
167
159
165
123A

13 3ÓÓ9
o 9018
O 9021 -.
O 3041
O 3052 3054 9065
o SÓ84 31033 14
O 911 5 9124
O 3132

 6H05 5 for $6.75
 6HV5 5 for 11.80 8JC6 6 for $5.95 8JE6 5 for 11.15 6JS6 5 for $9.90 8JU8 5 for $5.90
 6K AS 5 for $6.50

8K 58 5 for $8.15
 6KT8 5 for $7.25
 6KZ8 5 for $5.25
 6LB8 5 for 10.75
 6LQ6 5 for 11.15
 8FQ7 5 for $4.05
 12BY75 for $7.00
 12GN7 5 for $7.40
 17JZ8 5 for $4.75
 23Z9 5 for $6.35
 33GY7 6 for $8.05
 36MC8 5 for 11.40
 38HE7 5for 9.75

10 for $5.85
10 for $3.38
10 for $4.73
10 for $6.30
10 for $5.85
10 for $8.75

5 for $6.90
10 for $6.30
10 for $4.60
10 for $4.50
10 for $3.60
10 for 15.00
10 for 3.15
10 for 3.90 Hep 707  Hep 740 10 for 6.00 221-42; 221-45; 221-46; 221-48; 221-62;

500182; 708. 708; 712; 713; 714. 718;722; 723; 725; 731; 740; 790 ANY (6)
for $5.00

YOKES Y130  Y94  Y105
O 95-2779 ea. $5.95 5 for $25.00

Y110  Y182/Y132  Y137 Y147  DY92C ea. $9.95 5 for $40.00
DIODES. RECTIFIERS EQUIV.

RCA Damper Diode Equiv. to:
 RCA 120818 $1.00  RCA 135932 $2.00
 8500 PIV Color Focus Rect. 10 for $5.00
 2.5 Amp 1000 PIV IR -170 100 for $8.95
 Syl. Volt. Triple, Repl. 32-29778-3 ea. $9.95
AUDIO - CARTRIDGES -NEEDLES - SPEAKERS REPL. N44  N75  N77 N91  V15 ea. $2.95 10 for $25.00
 N3 -7D Needle 10 for $10.00
 Astatic Cart. 142 8 for $10.00 Tetrad SN-4  8N-1 Asst. 5 for $10.00
O GE 650 Cart. 3 for $10.00 EV5015 5 for $10.00

ANTENNAS
72 ohm to 300 ohm Matching

Transformer 10 for $7.50
58U F" Connectors 100 for 10.00
300 ohm 2 set Coupler C012 6 for $7.50
72 ohm to 300 ohm Signal

Splitters 5 for $8.50
72 ohm 2 set Coupler 10 for 10.00
72 ohm 3 set Coupler 10 for 20.00

GENERAL
18" & 25"  21"

Color Boosters 3 for 511.95
O 4 Asst. Tuners New Incl. Tubes $15.00
 4 Asst. New Color Tuners Incl. Tubes $25.00
 20 Asst. Belts (Dealer Price Net

$70.00) Your Cost $7.00
26 ft. Stereo Extension Cord 10 for $14.95
80 minute Irish cassette tapes 12 for $4.00

 90 minute Norelco boxed type 12 for $10.00
84 minute Irish 8 -track tape 6 for $6.00
84 minute Shamrock 8 -track tape 7 for $6.00

(] 40 minute Shamrock 8 -track tape 6 for $4.00 5 x 7 Speaker Kit $2.95 8 x 9 Grills 10 for $6.00 21" Speaker Enclosures $29.95 pair
LETTERS OF CREDIT & ALL CHECKS
PLACED ON DEPOSIT WITH MANUFAC-
TURERS HANOVER TRUST RANK, N. Y. C.
MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
Minimum Orders $60-F.O.B. Brooklyn, N.Y.

Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order
C.O.D.'s 50% deposit -CASH ONLY

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS TO:

(T & T SALES CO)
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940
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machines, industrial equipment, etc.,
which find their way into the power
lines and conduct along the lines to the
receptacle when the base station line
cord is connected. This filter is applied
at the base station.

PANEL METER SERIES 148

A new series of slim -profile, taut -
band panel meters equipped with a
Ring -Lock mounting system which
eliminates the need for mounting
bolts and associated holes has been in-
troduced by Weston Instruments, Inc.
Called the Mustang series, the new
panel meters are available in 11/2 -
through 6 -inch sizes, with clear or
painted fronts and a choice of front or
rear panel mounting. In addition to
the new bolt -less mounting system
and the slim profile -which reduces

meter bulge, saves space and makes
possible a smaller insert hole -the
new panel meter series also features a
translucent scale back, which
simplifies backlighting, and a choice
of easily inserted, snap -lock, light -
diffusing scales. Models available in
the series include DC microammeters,
DC milliammeters, DC ammeters, DC
voltmeters and rectifier type AC volt-
meters.

CB ANTENNA 149

The Turner Division of Conrac
Corp., is adding two magnetic mount
antennas to its Signal Kicker citizens'
band antenna line. The antennas use a
magnet with a specification strength

of 90 pounds of direct pull. The SK900
Series antennas are provided with 18
feet of coaxial cable. They are factory
pretuned for a low VSWR and will
take up to 500 watts of power, radiat-

ing from a 46 -inch stainless steel
whip. The SK900, supplied without
shock spring, will list for $25; while
the SK910 will include a stainless
steel shock spring and list for $28.

CABLE INSTALLATION TOOL
SYSTEM 150

By combining a long flexible
spring -steel shaft with high -quality
drill bits, Blonder -Tongue is market-
ing the D'versiBit tool system that re-
duces the time required for frustrating
and time-consuming in -wall cable in-
stallations. The tools can be used for
rapid installation of coaxial and elec-
trical cable within all types of building
walls. A standard quarter -inch drill is

~I»
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DELUXE DIGITAL COLOR

CONVERGENCE GENERATOR
10 ROCK SOLID PATTERNS

ALL IC COUNTDOWN CIRCUITS

QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

2 FULL YEARS' WARRANTY

OmGmTAt CONVERGENCE
GENERATOR

.a ~
WiS

---""7,77.AOSG

MODEL SG -150 $7595

Elenco Electronics Inc.

I.

1

MODEL

SG -100

ONLY

$5995

2 Patterns: 20 x 16 Crosshatch, 320
Dots, weight only 17 oz.

WRITE OR CALL FOR DETAILS

ELENCO ELECTRONICS INC.
1928 Raymond Dr., Northbrook, IL 60062

1312) 564-0919
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SEND FOR OUR BIG

FREE WHOLESALE
CATALOG

FOR DEALERS ONLY!
We do not sell the consumer!

I
I
I

Save on
thousands of audio,

and electronic parts,
test equipment and accessories.

IEC - MULLARD

88c
MINIMUM 10

POPULAR 6GH8
ORDER No. X 114

SEND CHECK WITH
ORDER - WE PAY
SHIPPING CHARGE

QUALITONE INDUSTRIES, INC.
17 Columbus Avenue, Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707
Please send FREE Catalog to:

Name

Company

Address

City State/Zip
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used to drive the tools. The various
items making up the system include: a
half -inch auger bit with a 54 -in. flexi-
ble shaft for easy starting and a clean
entrance hold; a half -inch carbide -
tipped masonry bit with a 54 -inch flex-
ible shaft for general-purpose use.
Also available is a special alignment
tool to guide and hold steady the
D'versaBit flexible shafts; a line -
recovery pulling -grip attachment for
drawing RG-59 and RG-6 coax cable
through the drilled holes; and a 54 -
inch extension attachment.

CB MICROPHONE CONNECTORS 151

A line of CB microphone connectors
are being packaged individually in
blister -cards with a cross-reference
chart that shows which connectors to
use on various transceivers is an-
nounced by Mara Corp. The chart

makes it easy to select the proper con-
nector to adapt a microphone to any of
the most popular rigs in use today. The
connectors in 3, 4 and 5 -pin configura-
tions are designated PD -3, PD -4, PD -5
and PY-4 and range in price from .88¢
to $1.85 each.

HIDE -AWAY MOBILE
CB ANTENNA 152

Two new 39 -inch mobile CB anten-
nas offered by Breaker Corp. have a
magnetic base which permits quick at-
tachment and removal and eliminates
the need for mounting holes and
brackets.

Because the presence of an antenna
alerts a thief that the vehicle is
equipped with a CB transceiver, the
probability of theft is reduced by the
quick -removal -and -hide -away feature
of the Liberty antenna series.

Both models in the Liberty series
are equipped with a 40 -pound -holding -
power base magnet which prevents
crawling or accidental dislodgment of
the antenna. To prevent scratching of
the surface of the vehicle, the base
magnet is encapsulated in ABS plas-
tic. (The Liberty series is not recom-
mended for vehicles with soft vinyl
tops.)

avantYs
CB

mobile
antennas
offer:

 Quality construction
 Long range
 Mounting versatility

This is the Avanti Racer
27 mobile antenna. A
first quality instrument,
it is one of the most pop-
ular antennas in the en-
tire CB field. That's
because experienced

CBers appreciate the

benefits of a good, de-
pendable long-range
antenna that offers
quiet performance.

The Racer 27 is readily
adaptable to a wide variety
of mounting assemblies:

a fold -over mount for
campers and vans

 a no -hole trunk mount
(no drilling into your car)

a mirror bracket mount
for trucks

a dual assembly for
increased performance

on all vehicles

Avanti makes the famous
MOONRAKER CB BASE
ANTENNA

The Racer 27 is Avanti
Model AV -327. Suggest-
ed retail $23.95

This is only one of many
Avanti antennas for car,
boat or home. Send to-
day for FREE full -color
catalog.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, INC.
340 Stewart Ave., Addison, Illinois 60101
...for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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346 Ways
To Save On
Instruments!
EICO's Test Instruments line
is the industry's most
comprehensive because each
instrument serves a specific
group of professional needs.
You name the requirement-
from a resistance box to a
VTVM, from a signal tracer to
a scope, from a tube tester to
a color TV generator, etc., you
can depend on EICO to give
you the best professional
value. Compare our latest
solid state instruments at your
local EICO Electronics
Distributor, he knows your
needs best -and serves your
requirements with the best
values!

"Build -it -Yourself" and save
up to 50% with our famous
electronic kits.

For latest EICO Catalog on Test
Instruments, Automotive and Hobby
Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits,
Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and name
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader
service card or send 500 for fast first
class mail service.

EICO-283 Malta Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
30 years of service to the Professional
Serviceman.

...for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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The Liberty I (Model I0-275) has a
fiberglass whip and the Liberty II
( Model I0-285) has a stainless steel
whip.

Both models are equipped with a
base -load coil and stainless steel whip
spring and include 16 feet of coaxial
cable with a PL -259 plug and a
capacitive impedance match which
eliminates the need for matching
transformers. Price of either model is
$27.95.

SOLDERING GUN 153

The Weller Model GT 150 -watt solder-
ing gun accepts both the 6 B pow-
erhead with 1/8 -inch cone point tip
and the 7A 3/16 -inch chisel point, with
controlled outputs of 600 and 700 de-

grees F., respectively. Designed for
solid state electronic work without
damage to sensitive components, the 7
oz. gun features a slim, long reach bar-
rel in both two and three -wire cord
models. The double -coated tips are
operation -tested for 30,000 connec-
tions.

REPLACEMENT COLOR
TV MODULES 154

Same -day service is now offered by
PTS Electronics, Inc., on replace-
ment/repair of Zenith, RCA, Quasar
and GE color TV modules.

After repair and alignment, each
module is given stringent operational
and temperature cycling tests to in-

I.C.C.-NEW-BOXED
BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE

80% Oft List

1V2 5 for $3.00 6HA5 5 for $4.80
2AV2 5 for $3.95 6H05 5 for $6.35
3A3 5 for $5.05 6HV5 5 for 11.80
3AT2 5 for $4.90 6JC6 5 for $5.65
3GK5 5 for $4.85 6JE6 5 for 11.15
3HA5 5 for $4.80 6JS6 5 for $9.30
3HM5 5 for $4.80 6JU8 5 for $5.55
5GH8 5 for $5.90 6KA8 5 for $6.15
6AY3 5 for $5.05 6KE8 5 for $7.65
6BK4 5 for $9.35 6KT8 5 for $6.85
6CG3 5 for $4.95 6KZ8 5 for $5.15
6CG8 5 for $5.40 6LB6 5 for 10.75
6CJ3 5 for $4.70 6L06 5 for 11.15
6DW4 5 for $4.70 8F07 5 for $3.75
6EA8 5 for $4.95 12BY7 5 for $4.50
6EH7 5 for $4.80 12GN7 5 for $7.00
6EJ7 5 for $4.50 17JZ8 5 for $4.50
6F07 5 for $3.75 23Z9 5 for $6.00
6GF7 5 for $6.65 33GY7 5 for $8.05
6GH8 5 for $3.95 36MC6 5 for 11.40
6GJ7 5 for $3.40 38HE7 5 for $9.20
6GM6 5 for $5.25 38HK7 5 for 9.00
6GU7 5 for $5.25 42KN6 5 for 9.15
100-2.5 A 1000 PIV (I.R.) DIODES $9.95
10-15KV FOCUS RECTIFIERS $4.50
RCA DAMPER DIODES (2 PR.) $5.00
25-1 N34A CRYSTAL DIODES $2.00
4-3.58 Mhz COLOR CRYSTALS $2.59
4-8000 PIV FOCUS RECT. $2.00
4 ASST'D STEREO CART. $5.00
MONO TONEARMS TURNOVER CART. $1.69

COLOR IC CHIPS.
REPL. ZENITH 221-62 4 for $5.00
REPL ZENITH 221-46 221-51 4 for $5.00
6 ASST'D UHF TRANS TUNERS $3.00
UHF LOOP ANT. -18" LEAD 4 for $1.00
200 Asst'd. Resist. (CUT LEADS) $1.98
200 Asst'd. Disc. Cond. $1.98
25 Asst'd Cond. Axial Leads $3.95
25 Asst'd Cond. (CANS) $3.95
50 Asst'd Cond. (TRANS. WORK) $3.95
50 Assorted Controls (Stackpole) $2.00
50 Asst'd. W.W. Resistors $2.59
80 Mfd. 450 Volts (CANS) 3 for $1.69
SLIDE SWITCHES ASST'D 20 for $1.00
50 ASST'D BYPASS COND. $2.00
53 MEG. HV Resistors 4 for $1.75
66 MEG. HV Resistors 4 for $1.75
70%-(21" CRT ROUND) YOKE $3.50
2-2 SET COUPLER $3.00
2-4 SET COUPLER $4.50
6 ANTANNA CLOTHESPINS $1.19
25 ASST'D PLATE CAPS $1.00
CRT HARNESS COLOR 25" CRT ....5 for $1.19
10 HV ANODE LEADS SMALL CUP 10 for $1.00
CONV. ASSEMBLY 21" CRT $1.00
CONV. ASSEMBLY 25" CRT $1.00

BLACK & WHITE YOKES
REPL. Y-105 MANY CHASSIS $7.25 Ea.
Y-94-PHILCO & OTHERS $7.25 Ea.
Y-130 ZENITH SEVERAL CHASSIS $7.25 Ea.
G.E. ES 76x6 $1.75 Ea.
ES 76x10 $1.75 Ea.
ES76x11 $1.75 Ea.
ES76x48 $1.75 Ea.
RCA -906193-502 $5.95 Ea.

COLOR YOKES
MAGNAVOX 361350-2 $5.25 Ea.
MAGNAVOX 361450-3 $5.25 E.
PHILCO 76-14302-4 $5.25
PHILCO 76-14328-1-2 $5.25 Ea.
SILVERTONE 80-59-4E-REPL DY 95 AC
Y 109 (TEST JIGS) LESS COVER $5.95 Ea.

COLOR FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS
MAGNAVOX 361374-1 $5.95
SILVERTONE 80 -93 -3 -(FLY 359) $5.95
SILVERTONE 80-36-3F (FLY 441) $5.95
RCA 136640 $5.95
RCA 137545 $5.95

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

TUBES UP TO 80% off
MINIMUM ORDER $35.00

SEND CHECK OR M.O.

TV TECH SPECIALS
P.O. BOX 603

KINGS PARK, L.I., NEW YORK 11754
PHONE 516-269-0805

...for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card
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sure optimum operation within origi-
nal design parameters.

All modules are covered by a one-
year warranty. Price is $5.95 to
$12.50, depending on type of module.

CB LOW-PASS FILTER 155

A compact low-pass filter from Sil-
tronix installs on the rear of a CB
transceiver to reduce television inter-

ference. Designated Model LP -7, the
unit features sharp cut-off above 30
MHz. Harmonic attenuation is 32 dB
at 50 MHz, 40 dB at 60 MHz. Power
rating is 150 watts. The unit weighs
six ounces in a package 41/4 inches by
1% inches by 2'/4 inches. The price is
$7.95.

CB HOOK-UP CABLES 156

Coaxial cables for interconnection of
CB transceivers, CB antennas and
other CB -related equipment are now
being marketed by RMS Electronics,
Inc.

The cables are equipped either with
full-size PL -259 connectors at both
ends or with PL -259 connectors at one
end and a lug connection at the other,
have all sections of the ground sol-
dered onto the connectors instead of
crimped, and are available in various
lengths.

FREE ALARM CATALOG
Huge selection of burglar & fire sys-
tems. supplies. Motion detectors, in-
frared beams; controls, door switches.
bells, sirens. 500 items. 99 pp packed
with technical details, notes.

(Outside U.S.. send $1.00.)
mountain west alarm ^
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016

APPLIANCE
REPAIR
BOOKS

Written in easy -to -understand language by
experts in the service field with illustrations
and diagrams! Acclaimed by instructors
and professionals alike! How to diagnose
and repair refrigerators, air conditioners,
washers, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, vacu-
um cleaners, motors, water heaters, cof fee -
makers, hair dryers, food mixers, can open-
ers, steam irons, floor polishers, lawn care
appliances, electric knives, electric and dig-
ital clocks, fans and many others. Also,
fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test equipment and a lot more.
Only $2.65 to $4.90 each.

SEND FOR FREE
DESCRIPTIVE PR/CE l /ST

C & N, Dept. ET
5841 W. Montrose Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60634

...for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card ...for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

Three years ago we took
a chance and she turned out to be

one of our best investments.
When Maggie applied for the job,

we had reservations about hiring her.
That was three years ago and she has
long since proved herself one of the
most energetic and successful em-
ployees we have.

The President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped

SOLDERING +
DESOLDE RING +/ RESOLDERING =

SOLDERH I
g ELEMENTARY TO ELITE

#11.

fig OPOS

MOST PRODUCTS COVERED
BY U.S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
AND PENDING APPLICATIONS

144 PAGE TRAINING MANUAL

,.N :úz7iv"zz :iz;i:»-s9
CABLE EpSVNEA VAN TEIEYA51N
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: 400 per word: 500 per word Bold Face
Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. Minimum
$10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed
$43.00 per inch, 1 inch minimum. Remittance must
accompany order. Mail ad copy to: Roz Markhouse,
ET/D, 757 3rd Ave., N.Y. 10017.

Business Opportunities

CALIFORNIA BOUND? Established,
modern TV/Hi-Fi repair shop, near Stan-
ford, available on easy terms. Nets over
$20,000 annually. Box 157, Palo Alto, Ca.
94301. (415) 327-5320. 12/76

TV SHOPS: Qualify for my telephone assis-
tance to solve your "Tough Dog" TV repairs
that waste bench space. Send resume and
credit references: Melvin Cohen, Televi-
sion Broadcast Engineer, May Company
Building, 3651 Prospect Avenue, Riviera
Beach, Fla. 33404. Enclose 134 addressed
envelope. Be patient for my reply. 4/76

TV Repair Shop on Wheels franchise
available. We supply 1V2 ton step van, fully
equipped. Low investment. Excellent in-
come. Technicians must have at least 5
years field and 2 years formal training.
Write to M.R.S. Electronics, 1616 Hinckley
Road, Orlando, FL 32808. 3/76

TV BUSINESS FOR SALE
Profitable, well established, respected
business grossing $175,000 plus, annual
average. Zenith and RCA sales, large
volume service. Small community, low
overhead, very little competition. Owner
wishes to retire soon. $40,000 cash. Good
technician with $15,000 down can buy
over 5 year period on temporary partner-
ship basis.

E.W. Clark, Clark's TV Service
114 Market St., P.O. Box 3
Waverly, OH 45690 947-4927

EXPERIENCED TV TECHNICIAN:
$250.00 per week, paid hospital insurance
and vacation. RCA Sales-top store in
area. Good clean town, excellent public and
parochial schools, parks, low crime. Send
resume and salary requirements to: Tom's
TV, 215 E. State, Algona, Iowa 50511. 3/76

PICTURE TUBE PLANT: Arizona com-
pany grossing approximately $100,000 per
year. Fully equipped plant includes two au-
tomated 4 place ovens. Contact Krones Re-
alty, 711 N. Swan, Tucson, Arizona 85711.
(602) 327-7424. 3/76

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITIES. Report on jobs
now open. Details FREE. Aviation
Employment Information Service. Box 240
Y, Northport, New York 11768. 3/76

REBUILD PICTURE TUBES: Save 50 to
75% by rebuilding your own picture tubes.
You can purchase a plant from us to rebuild
from one to 50 tubes per day with one week
of schooling and follow up instructions in
your plant. Factory Outlet, 951 E. Hudson
St., Columbus, OH 43211, 614-263-0645.TF

TV SHOPS needed to repair and update
master antenna systems with new
patented method. I will train you. No com-
petition. You will be one of a select number
directly under my technical assistance by
WATS telephone. Send resume and credit
references: Melvin Cohen, Television
Broadcast Engineer, May Company Build-
ing, 3651 Prospect Avenue, Riviera Beach,
Fla. 33404. Enclose 134 addressed en-
velope. Be patient for my reply. 3-76

For Lease in Sunny Arizona, T.V. Sales
& Service Business. Established in
1964-Fast Growing Area-Great
Opportunity-Zenith & Sylvania Au-
thorized. Write E. R. Curl, 9901 E. Apache
Trail, Mesa, Arizona 85208. 3/76

Catalogs

CANADIANS SAVE BIG MONEY!
SURPLUS, CLEAROUTS AND BANK-
RUPTCY INVENTORIES. HIFI AND
PARTS. CATALOGS $1.00. ETCO-D
ELECTRONICS. Box 741, MONTREAL
H3C 2V2.

r send a message...
...write here.

1. Number of insertions: (circle) 1 2 3 6 12
2. Start with (month) issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)
3. Amount enclosed: $
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS NO AGENCY COMMISSION

NAME COMPANY
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CITY STATE ZÍP
MAIL COPY FOR AD(S) TO ROZ MARKHOUSE, Electronic Technician/Dealer, 757 Third Ave , New York, N Y 10017

L
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JAPANESE TRANSISTORS -All Transis-
tors Original Factory Made. Free Catalog.
West Pacific Electronics, Box 25837, W.
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 12/76

TV & RADIO TUBES .360 EA!! Send for
free color parts catalog Your order free if
not shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Elec-
tronics 4215-17 University San Diego
California 92105

Manuals and Periodicals

REPAIR TV TUNERS -High earnings,
Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks,
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $2. Re-
fundable. Frank Bocek, Box 3236, Ent.,
Redding, CA 96001. TF

Convert any transistorized T.V. tuner to a
tuner substituter. Plans $2.00. New acel-
erated Radio & T.V. course, RADIO
TELEVISION TRAINING, Box 279,
ET -36, Syracuse. N.Y. 13206.

For Sale

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE. Reconditioned or repairable,
from Aerospace Industry and DOD. $0.50
for catalog. James Walter Test Equipment,
2697 Nickel Street, San Pablo, CA 94806.
8/76

DEALER INQUIRIES invited. Add color
telephones and accessories to your sales.
Send for additional information on
ness letterhead. Telectra Sales, Box 9218 -

ET, Richmond, VA 23227. 4/76

CONVERT YOUR B & K 465 OR 466
REJUVENATOR TO A POWERFUL
C.R.T. RESTORER SYSTEM. Step by
step detailed plans with pictures, parts -list
and operating instructions $25.00. James
Chancellor, 1708 Edgerly Ave., Albany,
Georgia 31707. 4/76.

TELEVISION
PICTURE TUBES

STOP...
Don't junk that television set. ASE manufac-
tures the world's most complete line of tele-
vision picture tubes. No other company offers:

Over 1700 types of television picture tubes.
Most types immediate delivery.
Transportation in the Midwest-paid; 1/2

transportation paid in other states.
Tubes for Old or New Models.
Complete line of both black & white and

color.
Full 2 -year factory warranty.
Lowest prices anywhere.
Finest quality.

Write today for more information.

Allied Sales & Engineering, Inc.
Dept. 21, Pimento, Ind. 47866

Telephone 812.495-6555

DIALING UNIT
This Dialing Unit is for use with a simple tape recorder to
automatically make telephone calls for emergency or other
use. The Unit includes both programmer and dialer, so all

you need is a simple tape recorder to complete the system.

$29.95 SIGHT &SOUNDSYSTEMS Model 672
Ph. 816 483-4612 Free literature.

5619 St. John Avenue (Dept.5) Kansas City, Mo. 60123

FOR SALE: Telequipment, TLD67 dual
trace triggered oscilloscope brand new
w/probes...$925.00. Pickett, log slide rule
Model 800-ES...$10.00. William Shevtchuk
(201) 471-3798. 4/76

PRESSURE sensitive miniature cable for
burglar alarm systems. Place under carpet
in any contour for intrusion detection or
secret switching. $4.95 for twenty feet.
Cable Switch Corp. Box 72 -ET. West Long
Beach, N.J. 07764. TF

COLOR TELEPHONES New American
made with one year warranty. Free infor-
mation or send $1.00 for color digest and
prices. Telectra Sales, Box 9218 -ET,
Richmond, VA 23227. 4/76

TV Owners: Automatic, diagnostic, dial -a -
fix, guaranteed to save you on your TV re-
pairs, ($3.00) refundable. Tayo Paul, 980
Green Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11221. 4/76

DYNACO-A-R-TRANSISTORS, REPAIR
BOARDS & UNITS SPEAKER SERVICE.
SEND FOR PRICES AND DETAILS:
BEAR ELECTRONICS -177 -E -HILL -
CREST ROAD, MT. VERNON, N.Y.
10552. 5/76

Test equipment: Capacitor tester, Square
wave generator, Transistor tester, Vari-
able power supply. Build each for less than
$5.00. Send $2.00 for plans to Bill Bostick,
P.O. Box 712-A Springfield, Tenn. 37172.

3/76
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is not responsible for
for any of the
items, plans,
courses or quality
of products offered
through our
classified section.

A Pudic Serowe of
TIM Magazine a
The Advertising Counc1

How would
you like
to sign

the work
you do?

Maybe it's a shame that most
of us will never get to sign our
work. Because as good as we are,
it might make us better. And we
can afford to be. No matter what
kind of work we do, we'd have

more to show
Cooked by for it.

qateker More
money,

for one
thing.

Because we'd
be giving each

other our
money's worth for

the products, the services and
even the government we pay for.

For another thing, we'll be
giving America better ammuni-
tion to slug it out with our foreign
competitors. That should help
bring the lopsided balance of pay-
ments back onto our side. And
help make your dollars worth
more.

Best of all, as we hit our stride
we'll be protecting our jobs here
at home. And we'll get more sat-
isfaction out of the jobs we've got.

You don't have to sign your
work to see all these things hap-
pen. And more.

Just do the kind of work you'd
be proud to have carry your name.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

The National Commission on /oductivity, Washington, D.C.

This ad is the work of Gale Frutkin and Gavino sanea.
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We carry
B&K, EICO,
RCA, FLUKE,
SEN CORE,
SIMPSON 9

HICKOK and
LEADER.
We sell them
at *%off.

`Our prices are so low the manu-
facturers forbid us to advertise
them. Write and find out how
much you can save

Complete line of tubes,
tools and electronic supplies

F7tEECATNgG

FORDHAM
RADIO SUPPLY CO., INC.

Si; Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 1045>1
Tel: (2121 585-0330

...for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

INCREASE

YOUR
PROFITS
OWN and OPERATE

A COLOR TUBE
CENTER

Our Complete Program
Is Designed to

Build Your Profits
1. Complete Plant and Training

.. you rebuild all types of
CRTS.

2. Ongoing Engineering and
Management Assistance.

3. Sales and Marketing
Programs.

4. Financing Plans Available.

For more information write or phone:

Color Tube Centers
P.O. Box 14, South Holland, Illinois 60473

(312) 877-9380 Cable CUSALECT

...for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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SOLDERING
IRONS

----------
Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats - 20w and
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords.

Pencil style. Safety light. Some operate at 40w, idle
at 20w. 8 tip sizes 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING

KITS

Everything needed
to solder or de -

solder or both. All
in a handy lifetime metal

box with hasp.

See your distributor or write...

Enterprise Development Corp.
5127 E 65th St Indianapolis IN 46220

PHONE 1317) 251-1231

...for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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silence
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áUIETROE
RRM RR

SPRAY -PACK
LURRI-CLEANER

TV TUNERS, SWITCHES,

ROES. POTS., RELAYS.1%

CAUTION

NET W"I

Put the hush on scratchy,
raspy, whiney controls with
Quietrole electronic cleaners
and lubricants. You'll have
happy customers that you'll
see again next time their
equipment needs servicing.

Quietrole aerosol and eye-
dropper lubricants are easy
to use, extremely effective.
Harmless to plastics and
metals. Non-conductive,
non -inflammable, non-
corrosive. With zero effects
on capacity and resistance.

Quietrole lubricants - for
tuners, switches, controls,
relays, slides, etc. Carried
by leading jobbers and dis-
tributors everywhere.

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina

...for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

ADMIRAL 1632 SYLVANIA 1635
Color TV Chassis 1M3OB TV Chassis A19-3

ADMIRAL 1631 SYLVANIA 1634
TV Chassis T21 K8 Color TV Chassis E20-2

MAGNAVOX 1633
Color TV Chassis T985/T986
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ADMIRAL
TV Chassis
T21K8
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MODEL CHART

MODEL FINISH CRT VHF UHF CHASSIS CURRENT

SK19B667
1

White 19VBXP4 94A526-1 94A523-1 T21K8-1B .70 Amps

120VACSK 196667M White 19VBXP4 94A434-1 94A522-1 T21K8-2B

SAFETY NOTICE
THE DESIGN OF THIS RECEIVER CONTAINS MANY CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
INCLUDED SPECIFICALLY FOR SAFETY PURPOSES. FOR CONTINUOUS PROTECTION
NO CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN. REPLACEMENT PARTS
MUST BE IDENTICAL TO THOSE USED IN THE ORIGINAL CIRCUIT. SERVICE SHOULD
BE PERFORMED BY QUALIFIES PERSONNEL ONLY.
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BLANKER 5713159-12

0700WI

313

1201

3% 10 1500 4

560

9

576208-8
GREEN VIDEO

OUT PUT..0106

12 Cll

2112 121/.

3/11,11

GREEN

DRIVE

111

no

210
514,111

171

0709
300

578208-8
RED VIDEO 24

ODTPLII 0707

9726 cr,
273/

1734.8

RED

DRIVE
11

11
2 50 21

1174

10,51

fly 4

0708

576208-8
BLUE VIDEO

05:71 2 -C."31,

41041-,

II% 1100 11 04

7 576136-2120u,

"" 571313612
Rm.-, BRIGHT LIMIT

6/35.56

BLUE

DRIVE

54.

6726
560

111

500 10 04 G1

1106 lt2 1100

ro,Ple /1

ro F445 Of ./701

10 fat
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A

mxo/
9113

Ir4'
' ' ^-1 M800 HORIZ. OSC.o

1601 0101

C113

220

R1L17
561

0901

93059- 1

- R 16

1`5121 154
5 Zia 503

n
7'100
54,4
391

(Sr

1f15.1.90.5 C919. 741

6121
110

C.320

254

11
1300

I I 6 5

10101 5102 R1OP 6IE1

1 4

CO 5. 01 1.109,

ÓÓÚ T 56ósa4T

ell"1

5511
AIIO 1

e e4 ur HOAR

` is HOLD

-rtas rn01 9521
410

4300 93961 3,

511193.5
R 511716 II

Y/ 0000

R171

130

5 ra 3 t 1 11100

70/Y 1.018t--

0121 0103 4JI5

1

1910

17/ Y 55091

70.800 3EE '111

III) 9:3'
I1-

{ Ó8125 Ó
CWU01 1.21
0341510 41003 03011401.

0180r gis403!
1123310103

5
91161 2 rR

0101 0109
0107

930- 357 .17il--9--

1200

i

i

0311

11.15

9

I  <
50313
ROO

5

Ixl/C9I 7 '
13

I,vin --.-/
Rx1411u 7

rtl/R90

rt9

/0031r10/1r01 -

19l/05x, 6 6 ~~
ÍO /14701 p0( I C

Ulm -
r/07/04{( .9511 -

191/6íe
I9 IA

rL !/170/ 1!0(11

Ilu 12 ~
0 /14 1 01 1,00

1RR. 1 ~ < rr0 r/11 011100 I I I

1 130-8007

5 J00 -Oar

I e J00-8007

sor

5003

40 ! ~ 3 50r
pnlr0lflag 11

SPAR161P

111.1 .- PICIURE rum 5001E1 xÉC

e(/14(( 03/11481 1//81
I/7x JAW (r/( I0e!/

41 0I/(/4.6!

0101
T .001

Ito
10011,

'2700 9166010

219 DAMPER

r-)
C1o6

50925. UCH
?OOOPr, 5%. 161r

,51! 4011

R420

01507 4.i
1101

BLUE SCREEN

Í10I
mx

576198-11
HORIZ OUTPUT
0102

CASI
omT
144

8121

1 55(5

CREEN SCREE

0116I 5111

I FI IIIFI1
1

n < In1 ,,..ox

94100 1--- -4
FOCUS9vr

30560

1004

RED

00,1 9173

Ir
155FC

CIO
000--., SIFCI
IIY

1403
x08it 0u1PUl MI5 oyl,p/1

11
x01(

41

4

1131

A111 150

200 18 03,

38 1 01
1013160 1

-1--'--13_, 1-.- .3~ 1111

0113 1009 1r0

01 911 M
SPAAR 7 9.2

01P

10//I)
011100

37

411

4 9

14

4/1048111 /0Y4//lil5 1l81044( (4(5
ON 03010104141 04r/4í 184451011103
~MI 80480

6119

1106
9117 80 150Y

93160-11
14 4" 4t

'.01
021 r-- ic112

-Y- - 1.01

L J 'S/611 L --' 169A11

1S4I 4

r 4;
s_

004
9190
120

rSI03

II

/If 134

C101
*Off 11041 CV/ Of

/40 O1 7/01
Ct1I

,417_

4100

L

402110E 4A1PIER

93194-1

1.011 our

1n1
140

SI

11003

10íp)

/01101//I1

101100 nI1.--r1<

I, 1JY.-r.{

1101 101E

MORA 9(171 CAES'
COILS -

III
L --

i

4[( 000013 0100/ 14034 001
481 11841.r

M1000 CONVERGENCE

TOP R -C 1400I2

51014100 01130j1
1006

91019

010
001 R -C HORIZ

©A134'

01006 01001

0/ 1ro1s, lo

TOP R -C VERT.

(D2210.1010.10

R7009 B0T R -C VERT,
3.9
15

4 1 7

'- - E 711006 - 1 j 'L1005 .-' -- '11001
- CIt9x - - - - R90 - - - - I,49

19n On C011S , 19n 400 [01L1 19n 10n 0011S

+ + © o . 6 ,, PR

MIp11 7- 7 -- 7 3 9

10221/0

07010

N o1Q

01049

ROT

BLUE

HOAIO

WWI5 nu.9q

R10M 90

0100, 01007

Iso--:CLLUMPC7TLAAM}P 81001

9200' 1Rv x0'1 11001

6loT Teso eo

LEFT R -C
RáR

HORIZ O [003 [roo?

C 1007 11006

5.8

TOP BLUE NORIO

11012 9t1O

00 10

81011
120.5.0.

1102
170.5%

44019
11021

114 717.1R

Cmn

11007 511

RooRoo

PIN . Rü to TOP-BOT Pí1

PHASE 1

'loot

00

07001
410

--00-
Sl003

CLAMP

35 RIp51

crone n sR

;et 11003.170.3

LEFT BLUE 00RI1

NT

BLUE LT R -C VERT
91oos © Howl©
100'ooP 71001'T7

RT R -C UOOS
7n7ou, -  1!

"9,4N.91H0RI1.uoot u4o1 lcúoó60 on
A1076 ML NCERT H~
3º0.í i-1jcmlr.saur 71011

SIDE PIN II II

1 is

I ec

I
DOW

n'

RIO

MIXER BASE (TP4)
8+

AGC (TPI)

UHF
ADJ
(ON REAR)

TUNER TOP VIEWS

o p 0

4)/W-
01E ~aim

IF OUTPUT

MIXER COIL

TP8
MIXER
COLLECTOR

AFC

UHF INPUT UHF 8+

Top View 94A492 VHF Tuner

AFC VOLTAGE AFC +25V +25V

Top View, UHF Tuner 94A509-2

MODEL CHART

ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis
1M3OB

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ADMIRAL PART NO.

T500 - xformer, 4.5MHz 72A318-6
10500 - integ circuit, sound IF and detect 56A3-1
R314 - 400 ohm, AGC adj 75A101-53
R331 - 10K, AGC delay 75A101-25
R719 - 200K, brite limiter 75A101-28
R733, 734
735 -3 section, 8K, red, blue & green drive 75A95-14
R817 - 5K, horiz hold 75A101-64
1C800 - integ circuit, countdown 56A24-1
1C801 - integ circuit, horiz osc & APC 56A23-1

+25V AFC+25V AFC VOLTAGE

Top View, UHF Tuner 94A515-2

MODEL FINISH CRT
TUNER

CLUSTER VHF UHF CHASSIS CURRENT

25VCZP22 94A509-2 1.8 Amp
SK25C671 Walnut or NC2810-5 94A492-4 or 1M3OB

25VCNP22 94A515-2 120V

25VCZP22 94A509-2 1.8 Amp
SK25C673 Oak or NC2810-5 94A492-4 or 1M3OB

25VCNP22 94A515-2 120V

25VCZP22 94A509-2 1 .8 Amp
SK25C676 Pine or NC2810-5 94A492-4 or - 1M3OB

25VCNP22 94A515-2 120V

94A509-2 1.8 Amp
23C668 Pecan 23VCEP22 NC2824-1 94A492-4 or 1M3OB

94A515-2 120V
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1633
MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis
T985/T986

MARCH  1976

T 968-002 B
T986-02 VERSIONS

j//
7/

p--__r.::in/
j///*BP.-9 º4108 VE.KIOF9,¡/j/j i

/.. .

i////l/

VOLUME
R301

ELECTRONIC /i=TECHNICIAN/DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

VERSIONS WITHOUT
EARPHONE JACK

16 OHM
SPEAKER )._#>}r-

LJ
RJOI

T
016

ALTERNATE AFT
SWITCH (USED ON

S304 NON-VIDEOMATIC SETS)

OFF

CSFOT3 --

SWITCH Jo

ON

Iz
SWITCH 5 3 TO S302 1

ION REAR OF
TUNER) OFF ON

R322
68K

/// 1 jLKH
/: fJBO 41.4.1,4E4///37;1

_'_!

r----_1 r
I .I

UHF
PL2

L

R323
75KI

ON REAR OF
VHF TUNER

RJI02

VHF
PLI

R324

5%
112W

75K

TU

TO WIB
MOTHER
BOARD

R RF AGC

ALTERNATE SECONDARY CONTROL BOARD FOR NON-VIDEOMATIC

38 TINT
R303
OK

R S1

53'a

20K I

9100 ® TO WIT rT

VERSIONS ONLY

TA

BFITE

500Ó

MOTHER WIN W713

TO WI404/ BOARD TD wig DR TO WI6 CAI TO Wr ON
MOTHER BOARD MOTHER 92 MOTHER BD MOTHER BD

COLOR I O
R310

K)K

CONTRAST
R000

Cw

CW WIO VIDEO OUT TO
WO ON MOTHER

BOARD

33 TO wll ON
MOTHER BOARD I

39.TO WI3 ON L
MOTHER BOARD

SECONDARY 4 TkZT BOARD FOR VIDEOMATIC
VERSIONS ONLY

FC 3d 1 1500,5%

37

W44
1

W43

W5

IW8 5.2V 19 13
I6

W9_
\ TD 24V

OV 5
AUDIO

0 (4

R102
3.3

18W

62 VAC

PM6

C215 SOURCE
.001

WI

5.64V /
 6.2V\ 2

6.78V

3

W20A TO 250V
SOURCE

MI03
SOUND MODULE

703639

NLPIJT 0I1ÁÓ

R203

22.6V M
IC2a

330

SOS
.64V

SOUND IF

AFT IF

6
M O2

AFT MODULE
703637

AFT ly 1r

CROSSOVER

P107

TI 4.2

MI01
120V REG MODULE

703660

HIGH
RIO

VOLTAGE
ADJ

á

5
41

3 4

9.9V

B13

VERT
OUTPUT

0101
195N1

VERT
OUTPUT

I95P2

7

TO 24V
SOURCE\ TO 24V
© SOURCE

0214
1330 MFD

- TP2
6105

IF MOGULE
703636

IF

INPUT

2 9

cnn n v
> -

TOO
O 24V
SOURCE IC

6 MIDA
SYNC.'AGC MODULE

703638
1...22R7 } R1I

ADC j SET
DELAY LEVEL

330001

3

6808205

5%

34

r-

'6 TINT
1303
106

W38

R314 R
6301
2200
5%

FSIN

5%

R312
9100
5%

5%

0303

GRITE

5008309

CW

R320

S%

W39 W7

CONTRAST
R306
150

R30B

7%

32

VIDEO

18321

390 6311
10K

- 5% W41 -
I

7 W14 R302 6304 dr --o- IOK 2200
- 5% 5%

W33

I I

1

COLOR c``'831

ION

~~o 07
C203 527R20

22 MFD 5%
2SV

2

A8.4V A 7.5V

10 8

VIDEO 3.IV

JU

TO 1209
PULSE SOURCE

089

2V

© 14.3V

14V

-.879

V

NOT S:
UNLESS OTHERW SE SPECIFIED.

1 CAPACITANCE VALUES OF I OR GREATER ARE IN PICOFARADS, 10%. 500V
2 CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN I ARE IN MICROFARADS, 10%, 500V
3 RESISTORS ARE 1/4 WATT. 10%.
4 DC VOLTAGES TAKEN IN A NO SIGNAL CONDITION WITH AFT SWITCH ON, VIDEOMATIC SWITCH OFF

AND VOLUME SET ON MINIMUM
5 DC VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH A VTVM. LINE VOLTAGE MAINTAINED AT 120 VAC.
6  0101 & 0102 ARE MOUNTED ON A HEAT SINK ON THE BASIC CHASSIS THEY ARE NOT INCLUDED

WITH A REPLACEMENT VERTICAL OSCILLATOR DRIVER MODULE.

7. AI VOLTAGES TAKEN WITH VIDEOMATIC SWITCH ON THESE VOLTAGES WILL VARY WITH THE
SETTINGS OF THE SECONDARY CONTROLS& THE VIDEOMATIC PRE SETS
0 THESE VOLTAGES WILL VARY WITH THE SETTINGS OF THE SECONDARY CONTROLS AND THE

VIDEOMATIC PRE-SETS
B. VOLTAGES TAKEN WITH AFT SWITCH OFF

9

T
-R20O9

ñl /1

12

MI06
VERT OSC/DRIVER

MODULE
703667

R7 RI4
t VERT VERT

^I} HST HOLD

RA R15
VERT VERT
CENT LIN

R201
8.2 MEG
1/2W

6.BMEG

TO .1209
149 -4 PULSE SOURCE

-.149 TO -120V
5 13 PULSE SOURCE

DV
6211
47
2W

6109
CHROMA PROCESSOR

MODULE
703664 TP3

CS R7
¶3.58 3 COLOR

AADJ TKILLELER

R219
q 10 2

6.7V A 74VQ

9 3.58 101 21 p,

6 OV ® 4

I

TO 2SV
SOURCE

9 TO.24V
SOURCE

4i12 113 I I4z 6 10

122áK >
5%

U2W

TO 120V
SOURCE

TO 1209 9
SOURCE

1209 I 2
SOURCE iT'

4

c

7

R 210
470

132W

3 III

e\ \ TO 24V
TO SOURCE

-120V

SOURCE

P/1104

12'

Ii 10'

TO PING L -J
VID DELAY MO

09

0

6107
HORIZONTAL DRIVE

MODULE

3703668
Ti

HOLD

TO 120V

SOÚRCE

W29

w5
// oa/O

1.2NVj

TO 240 A74V

9
SOURCEit A6.7V

M 110
DEMODULATOR MOD

703663

JI LI
3PEAKING

6 i7 B

>® ©
Y K1.8V ®

IR TOPM12SX
- - .

VERT OSC/rrrrJlll 12W 16
DRNER MO J

TO VERT
9 1 7 B OSC DRIVE MOD

PIN 4

12

IB

9

13.

6108J 300

«3.
4:

9I
_y..( I

JP/J1041

5302 e
VIDEOMATIC

SWITCH

C-.

OFF

3 ON

51- -1--
RJI01

PIN B

Al2.2V A 24

A 7.14V
A 6.7V

br16.8V 4.79

MITI
RG8 MODULE

..T`
1 R12RI5 1818

RED GREEN BLUE
DRIVE DRIVE DRIVE

2

02149 05V \
1.49 A 2 A4.7V TO .249

5 I 4 3 SOURCE

M112

KI VIDEO DELAY MODULE
703662

9

21.8V
19

VIDEOMATK: MOLE
703669DU

-{
RI .. RS

`PRESET` ÑIESET

COL
R2 R4

OER-
RANVIDPREST GE

RED VIDEO A

2
GREEN VIDEO

PM K)5

TO 230V
SOURCE

wil ////////%/

LOCATED OFF BOARD

Hoag ',j fr1k/ /
M3500i7///
//////~//'/// //i/////////////////////

6.3V 13Cy'

T0 24V
9DIlorF

5

W28 120.SV /,174, //7/42

(E)W12® Wp I3

BLUE VIDEO

C210 1R2M

5003ÓV 121

- //TZa //,y ó33 c2í3
HORIZ OUTPUT 300V c .02

1600KV

®
%/Gi /,/ii j ia ///,/F%'.

:/.72,//%//e / y/ / TO -2509 2SVÍj///%//////////y// j R1L]E////:-Lsou.

GE
PU SE SOURCEjj i P/J_5 li // ///9/ryl'T7 /

/ /j/HHppR0R2QQ /// j I j j %ro% / " ' -Ej / ClHTEIIRiB / /
6

7 /C211/ /E24/25VSUP.LY/j OPTpNAL / /aI ,q //  j//////////
fOR OZNTER //.IKV / /10Z3661j//33D///ai/W36j

óJU! Tp.120V1/////// itj/ / / ///// /
Z

FFFF`

2W¡,,/,// ///7//':I. SOVRCE/L/////tl/ /
T202I,// j/j"0212¡ - _ TPULSV 120V -

% PINCU9NION 1.25MFD ! wr6 SOUICEV////KFMR//////j%i!°cv  ///////////j;,---1:...,),I-1-4
I,

p,:////////72.
II//NOMZONTAL YOKEC /IL-...?., 91////

® USED ON T965 CHASSIS ONLY

10. *USED ON VIDEOMATIC SETS ONLY.

VDR101, used on Early Production T985 -07 -BB Chassis Only, P 2302251.

24V
SOURCE

r IB

B

C

D

 PART SHOULD BE ELEVATED 1/4 INCH ABOVE BOARD
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Ni WW1! NNMhW INM1

Si

10

4.5V P/P

28V P/P

20 250V P/P

30 1.5V P/P

H

V

H

H

40 .5V P/P

B

C

D

TO W42

;DI

H

IYM nwMrM ttMllNfi 1M

/ I I

2 2V PI) H

11 22V P/P

u"NB(

3 28V P/P

.,Ri,,
, ., ,

th IWM11q IItNt11y IK

H 12 25VPP

o

21 .4V P/P H

31 2.41, P1P H

41

w23

39V

W24

1350

W25
159V

.4V P/P

RED
BACxGND B7

sw

f  RI R4
1006 336

GREEN +
5%

BACKGND
566

1 1,2w

TIOÓ6 rj3K
5%
Iw

BLUE
BAC6GN0

 1006

7
1/52w

CI

4OÓV'

22 8VPJP

V

H

H

32 300V P/P H

VIE F4i44'rKkl4'i4t 4S

H 42

.,
7-r-r-/7' " tI'rf

LRIO 
1

FW 1200 626

TO
T101

.9V P/P

R17
2706
I /2W

RIB

S2W

C2 R16
476

200V I/2W

TO w6 w60
200

SOURCE
W22B CRT SOCKET BOARD 703666-1

H

RIS
'2700

1/2W

MASTER
SCREEN

R19
1.5 MEG C3

02
 R20 1KV

270K
IN

EF

10003

WARNING

4 23V P H

\i`\,11\i"

13 18V P/P V

 yI

23 2.5V P/P

33 275V P/P

H

H

Magnavox Consumer Electronics Company it committed to natkrting
sfe products which meet or exceed applicable safety etan arils of
industry, government agencies and independent laboratories. It therefore
use pens In its products designed for maximum safety, reliability end
performance.

For continued safety of the product, parts shown in the shaded areas
of OW. rMmerir w..... Ae .rprie-«i with Only then Identifier in the
Parts List of this manual. Use of wrbetitut. replacement parts which do
not have the sane safety characteristics as specified, may create ehod,,
fire or other hazards.

For maximum reliability and performance, all other parts must
replaced by those having identical specifications.

Under no circumstances may the origin l design be modfiad or eherad
without permision from The Megrarox Company, Otherwise the
consumer may be exposed to fire and/or shock hazards.

5

14

30V P P

20V P/P

V 6

H

ll'r sib" ''ILI
I I I

24 9 5V P'P

90V P1

H

2.5V P/P V

15 900V P/P H

. uis.11Hlhel/AMMIIAAI
II .

r
.. 14

25 4.5V P/P

35 40V PiP

H

H

7 7V P/P V 8 28VPP

16 17V P/P

*OM MIM1MN11111

26 2 6V P P

rr-, rf, Ir

I

36 100V P P

H 17 150V P H

7I
'11 II !1

11 11 1

27 10C1V P P

?7 C' I

V 9 28VPP

18 120V P/P

V

H

...,

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis
T985/T986

19 120V P/P

28 50V P/P H 29 130V P/P

.. ,,.....I. Y1.e. Y_

.O

38 .5V P/P

T985/T986 CHASSIS LAYOUT
(FROM REAR OF SET)

H 39

Y e e

.8V P/P

H

H

H

9

tNO

o
h-

r-
tmO

0
6

o

24 V I

-
RED
DRIVE

IO

-i3
I

3j0-'.
O

PEAKER

10

WI
L3 AFT

L2- A.
ADJ.

KILLER

35BFRE0 -eró
ADJ. Jv,

RF A@C 
DELAY o

10 - 1tr TP 3

PRESETS
TP

VIDÉO
VIOEOMATI

DET 703669 O

9

to 120V REG
MODULE

o (LOCATED
r.. oa REAR or

eVr CNA.TB61

HI -VOLT
.. ADJ.

;703660 '

 PIJI4

W

- GREEN
8 DRIVE

e
BLUE

- DRIVE

C

VERNTT.

e
VERT
LIN.

HEIGHT'

HOLD

o
C .BRKR.

T985,T986 /

/SERVICE STITCH:
IN-NDRIIAL
U0-110RIZ. SET UP
OUT -SERVICE

1

A VIDEOMATIC RANGE PRESET
(MDT USED ON SOME MODELS)

fe GROUND TP3 TO ADJUST 3.58

CRT BOARD
703666

Pr 0101
11\610195NI

VERT.
OUTPUTS

0102
f.yr6I0195P2

MHZ

W20A
+250 V

HI -VOLT TRIPLER

MASTER
BLUE GREEN RED SCREEN

® ® ® ®
BACKGROUND

AC

HORIZ
PLUG CENTL.120V

O 0

HORIZ.
OSC.

HORIZ. OSC./ DRIVER

703762
703668

24 V
ADJ.
o

OR

10 8 2só v/
I SUPPLY

703661
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1634
SYLVANIA
Color TV Chassis
E20-2

MARCH  1976

r

ELECTRONIC 7I-7 pi=4X
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

3
11 VPP
Horst,

3.5 VPP
15

40 VPP
Hor1Her.,Horiz.

iiii Ili NI WM! :4!!!! RE
O 2.2 VPP O .. 1.3 VPP O 11 VPP

Morle.
2 lorie. 3 Horiz.

-I / 9/

r

11 VPP ..18 VPP
Vert.

5 Hum

. .2 VPP .08 VPP .. .2 VPP 1.1 VPP 1.2 VPP

2 Hor1t.
8 3.58MHz 9 Hour10 3.58MHz 11 3.58MHz

L _

5%'2

éiT:
%

;IOU01 OLU3TER

nTe
Or. 1

ON

13C

R217 .1-274.74f 1
2B

Ef

Tev 2r '
wo of

u
o

cn+

TSOP
IT13u CO 021

r TUNER
54-590.-1
ADC 1.40

JaeX

O. .28 VPP 19
Horlr.

3.1 VPP
Hone 25

4 VPP 16 VPP
Vert Horl,.

OVert.
25 VPP
Vert.

35 VPP
Hon,.

21 16 VPP 2.6 VPP OVert. Horiz.

27
1.6 VPP
Vert 28

3 VPP
Vert.

44 VPP
Hone.

1.5 VPP
Vert.

O 2 VPP
Ven

24

20 VPP
Ven.

6.2 VPP
Vert

4.6 VPP 90 VPP O 19 VPP
Hon,. Mori, Vert.

37
3 VPP 38
Hour.

salm t
150 VPP

39Hour

tai
35VerP O VertPP

440 VPP 420 VPP
Horlr. Hur12.

41
220 VPP
Honz.

FilEEMINal
.. 28 V'P 03 . 62 VPP 95 VPP

45 8 VPP
4G

1.5 VPP 4] .. 28 VPPO Vert. Ven. O Hone. O Vert. O Hor1t. O Vert.

7 u.0

jt

PLa00
Le00
21,1.034
C01L

TÚN 4104.5T 4--)ESIo
wro.rarz cebo 0

5511

12ÓN4

AC

IR,uLOC

LI T11a CO 04 [2100.04201

ziói 1

ICO%LI

L202-1

I4001Lr
100041

TO

101.11.1

Rº36

voucEs 0204 e 0206 TAKEN R1T1 ARC swnaN ON

LNETIC

/CO:PtIN4\

0204
AFC IF

AMP
á)'23N 1

Is;°^ T o1131

302

sin 1.202 00

Lí06
.1125

TRAP

C205 -I

Itp0.1

012,6

Iañ óáA.

MTa3T

*-*

4° Roar

Reox s%

COLO

43w0

tiii-ovD

;an

®o

Lc

PO f,O)r .

5C212
OP

0210
AGC

DETECTOR
-2º033.3

09 01 JwPP

(MI"

14

SSar

Rxef
5C2
.3,7596 .0

1311

rfYóóñ

0205
AGC BUFFER

12º033 3

756

2ror

WAN.
15-53102-3

óºsa . ió
lifiv/ SCºes

.3--)T124
111

vzR.a%
co oa

4,1.1 PP)
0206

A]
39170-1FC

RlIO
43xon
e%
I/2R

uF
IC0 031

11.264

To .PIv

/23 4vl
Iotavl

E:.17:=

1.230

STAGE

V1020 IM01 [ Or 02021

0100
SOUND IF DET

'3.23524 .1

17
511 .011

ó 6

ON Tux. CLUSTER 1

úi2i
No

2I

1111 l

III
o o

1CIDD
o o

son,IF
DETECTOR

IC202
COW LEVEL DETECTOR

-39060

RTC

NP 0ET

4

L24.2

:1711Ere1

)1 5%

23,I'
!0v T

OOeA,..

05(- ,.névi

0202 23/v
VIDEOn34V

B iºúii 3

0104
1132 °i 9°: á
3N WS OW

le

2AD/vJ'
I,vn.<nN[

R101
220/1

1.1.401.
)

óü
100v

Nov I

0212
AGE

3éiáiER

11 1 11e0 coxe2

I xiv -Ir--------
0 ,C4) TUNER'

ILN/5ar CLU

1

(nn

/MOFOrI /f/CW/  1A570aJ I ::P« II
0500 s 41122 2 00E5 I ',;'°.{ lvt

23T RES. DmBVG u3-a1w0.11 B REO. C504111

13a43074-1 I 13o31u-:5is,
411/

L T0

óñ

17.11C400
MORIZ. OSC.
SYNC SER.
1-3,700,

iY-T,6-10
02436 RI _

)I*

c+oa
2zOPr

miD

02:
oór

.4143

100 VPP
Horv

Cí12

ER

eC41T
1a-17an-10

4

oo. tcaon

F--
0N CN451S

0  or 090

B

C
D

SC SL , IUTERI
'3-32.0

10614rvnrTT
^ Miu1d

R5013-1

_l L)

R4.
to3
:ó17r

40412
3-:fN7.

8516

01m6

eliw

122E rylTlL
MIL
VOLT..OR

'

 DC VOLT 1 I F a3

101OP
,2/0.0000)

ÍC° 041

.524 0ió
wI o:1L l7/ióv9 '5°

x0áv

OH
0500

REG DRIVER ji11lt2
tie -0110-1

/Ma

.>_ --.111111111111111/

0,0000
n/07.ev1

50+60RE0.

3-3510-2 X tOÓv

Cw
0/326

io0n5R
5%

!t.
ii:n o[

01450
N

SfR

.32
To 2/070'

4ISR
21-ltN

120V 221CR
u-vn7-1

C430_1.521 :It'
001 5a

ºév
n

15404/1
s1u«C[

 DONN
ineºº.A

L

E
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- IC VOLTAGE CHART -
(ALL IN VOLTS)

PIN
NO.

IC100 IC200 IC202 IC300
(-3 CH.)

IC302
(-3 CH.)

IC400
(-3 CH.)

IC302
(-2 CH.)

IC400
(-2 CH.)

IC600 IC602

1 +16.5 +6.9 +1.6 +1.7 +3 +4.3 +3 +5.4
(+1.85) (+16.3) 1+6.7) (+1.6) (+1.7) (+3.3) (+1.7) (+3.3) 1+5.36)

2 +13 +8.5 +4.1 +2.4 +.04 +2.4 +,04 +7.6
(+1.85) (+12.2) (+8.5) 1+4.1) (+2.4) (+.4) (+2.4) (+.4) (+8)

3 +2 +8.5 +4.3 +11.4 +1.75 +11.4 +1.75 +6.8 +3.6

(0) (+1.9) (+8.5) (+4.3) (+11.4) (+1.75) (+11.4) (+1.75) (+6.4) (+3.6)

4 +2.7 +4.1 +1.45 0 +11 0 +11 +.52 +3.6
(0) (+2.6) (+4.4) (+1.4) (0) (+9.5) (0) (+9.5) 1+.521 (+3.6)

A

B

C

F

G

5

(+11.5)
+5

1+4.6)

+17.2
(+17.2)

+2.8

(+.5)
+2.8

1+2.8)
-2

(-1)
+2.8

(+2.8)
-2

(-11

+.7
1+.71

6 +2.8 +17.2 0 +1.06 +15.6 +1.06 +15.6 +2 +6.4
(0) (+2.7) (+17.2) (0) (+1.06) (+15.8) (+1.06) 1+15.8) (+1.8) (+6.4)

7 0 +4.1 +2.4 +10 +4.8 +10 +4.8 0 +6.4
(+6) (0) (+4.1) (+2.35) (+10) (+4.6) (+10) )+4.6) (0) (+6.4)

8 +16.6 0 +.65 +1.1 +-75 +1.1 +.75 +4.2 +24
(+5.3) (+17) (0) I+.65) (+1.0) (+.75) 1+1.0) (+.751 (+4.4) (+24)

9 +4.1 +24.2 +5 +24.2 +5 +2.8 +14.4
(+3.7) (+4.1) (+24) (+4.6) (+24) (+4.6) (+1.8) (+14.2)

10 +-03 +26 0 +26 0 +7.4
(+3.7) (+2.6) (+25.6) (0) (+25.8) (0) (+8.2)

11 +,20
(+3.6)

+13.2
(+13.2)

+10.2
(+10.4)

+13.2
(+13.2)

+10.2
(+10.4)

+8.4
(+8.4)

+14.4
(+14.2)

12 +.8 +26.9 +18.6 +26.9 +18.6 +8.4
(+5.1) (+.8) (+26.8) (+18.6) (+26.8) (+18.6) (+8.4)

13 +1.4 +12 +18.2 +12 +18.2 +8 +14.5

(+5.8) (+4.2) (+12) (+18.5) (+12) (+18.5) (+8) (+14.3)

14 +3.5 +12 +3.3 +12 +3.3 +9.4 0

(+1.71 (+1.8) (+12) (+3.3) (+121 1+3.3) (+9.41 (0)

15 +.02 +1.6 +19 +4.2
(+.01) (+1.6) (+19) (+4.3)

16 +1.4 +20 +5 +20
(+1.4) (+20) (+5) (+20)

P.rP4
I

O O
I I

TO 226

/516'. óz 2996

I 0900
IRLK. CLAMP AMPP

BC WI'
/.Y N1

1 I 2275n

/rP aJvl

TO Rot

ZIT `

116p0 '610 C662

`)~ ñ
16632"

14

T4r.r

C624 tr
26v I

D

iá34

ióóiL

1E626 ICóó' 56Órt

Ti-T,So

Tu 2.4v

TO 2

00

'%uN !Y1111

606 `!

166
 1751

COLOR

RROCE1aIN0

SUPS

si neae
IC

6

161c..
co

r só

o

.645
20600 '

C HROMA
PROCESSING

IS -3907S u

6º`ó5 1116

/228.11, i
17127
NMYI/6J

séw°. .

°N á
L 1YP2

éwr 1 iü2i

mm

6646

óE0

0604
358MHz

AP
9MT6 3

OY

s,
w1

`éó.2
1125V

TO rNv

i:iaravi
0902

v1D AMP

(Í,Ív1

ICO 041671.

9201 ~
WIN

00

6 ^

A sC914

92B

3%4
TNPU Co 04P

33092 T

Zú9.éº610

1, 636

0904
VIDEO

DR
naIVEmsR l

NOPo2 11L.62160

m m

1% `

60.12 61661266

üié

ceno

l! JY.
0800N

PINCUSHION
AMP

J 29053 ]

217V

17

IC502
9 VERT.
" DRIVER

1l -39600-

20 224 NT CL eLN,1NG

#113 1[119
1E1 3"

1.11'

C344 2 OA SCl
Ov IFAE.

t,;11 /
IIL20

936,8º.0 //zw, I

00VSY6

N08yaER

N24v 16M20 r9-} 42 5 [116 SW

l 1.340

T C326 47U.

cuó `l:
}i iYóv.-.

9626;1JV 9,
f01.1 lJV1

rv 4ió11
r,IY 10LRO,
fOueC(

, . calo

U2000 I uN [
T10009w aav

PV 4,1712
IOW /227111

0504
1.270 CURRENT

LIMITER
13-2726-2

2532

S6Ó.

0J
«avl

236

0400
90912 DRIVER

.7Sv
7562

CR7

7075;

R332 .34
!2W 1i]í

YOOv

LOSO

R 54

0500
BOT. VERT.

1º

©
w

/4 SS 7YMav,
I

,:;r01:1111(J
r H,.JVfn,JVl
IITNRU j 5122.2
I[00l, IILl566011

slot
470.2

ION C2.55151 ---0402
2/102

HOR12 OUT .*14317
G. 3Pb.! \

SC1M

Í1.41122-2la]9M011

I6( 3W

+MJYYI
Y/«,J

11.36

(O.PJY,

0502
TOP VERT. OUT

!-3969.

1'.%.2

711,3

0404
40612. BLANKER/BURST GATE SHAPER

.uV/14DY1 i90D' 3

9452 O
50

17, =SC4I4º6o

24 2
66

200V

16a., WI/ r,,[,1O
I o6

3 12002
!%

ziáñ'
I0 Ó4I0

V635

m
o

O F-

.9006
RVICE

w0«=..VNº vICE

1611--i

rrHRU CO 031-1

!_I_CvJ%i1,
éó:

C 61i` %
"7.C9)-1 Aróear 1193

ICO061

3%3

TO

169110.1

100 041

0pov
«61w/ 0906

REO OUT. AMP.

li!-!éÍ11 -Í)

944

óéon
DRIVE

.950

945 =Z'6

%«17.,
0900

GRN. OUT. AMP.
IS -19146-1

11l-SJ114-II

1ro 3v
aVl

46

2 "4

.962 /+d32,

ICOOe)

1
R9rY-1

Lit,-I (0ow, I

J
1

.73 I139:22

6%n
1

LITMPU COOS J

13966111960

1COá1

0910
BLU. OUT. AMP

113.11170-11
01a.JV
1a.aY)

-r2

1/2

=wwb
PANELWP.

SYLVANIA
Color TV Chassis
E20-2

.HOY/+,JOVI
css

13'CAB MODELS
13VA H P22

IS"CAB MODELS
IS VAGP22

70 I,P.a/Y

9.
/2

VOLTAGES GE.[NG ON
SC,. SETTING

(..1[Óv1

300

o_0_ é
T42i1 4n_26

FNoxl
222T Or 2,10000

G.

córriv /
70"[

-lJ EIRN

n0Y

110ER . 3EML7
F. a5N Nó

óíeléñi:i°óN1

eL,

111 1112,1,

L

C506C
00

.4 -:ac;

CS1

1
016LUE

a`:-r[R11nE eu0_#`oe

lsoo:Mi SOOUN

V}}
11E2

os
[RTB 100v ^ Cbt

11,0E -1
IOO;

(LATER/

04 j1 .°7570-E
óo1

11604

iw

VERT

.04

t0.

.i6.

14-
( :-41-18122-6N0 -I

v TRVL[11

`00 NOT ATTEM97
2011 É Y[ASURE

b1 b
C99E 1

sc

3óv T uiºssr1

11.62

C. o
NOr[ l01IrER[NT C0M61NA' IOCu3

T1oM5 01 2 51N5 4800E

#AR11 i.1
OAP

ITMHIR :-T.I
(ON C44.46411 M014rt5D1 {

0 6111667

1W6`FO

CIRCu1T

Out

I9J4iv°TO luv1

---J
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1635
SYLVANIA
TV Chassis
A19-3

MARCH  1976

7EELECTRONIC 7
fry=

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

* IC100 VOLTAGE CHART

PIN NO. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

IC CHIP +2V +2V OV OV +12V OV +6.8V +62V +4.2V +4.2V N.C. +3.4V N.L. +I.8V
INSERTED (+2V) (+2.1V /WV) (OV) (+12V) (OV)(+6.8V) (+6.2V)(+4.2VM+4.2V) N.C. (+3.4V) N.C. (+1.8V)
IC CHIP OV OV OV OV +27V OV OV OV OV OV N.C. OV N.C. OV
REMOVED (0V) (0V) (OV)(OV1(+27V)(0V) (0V) (0V) (0V) (OV) N.C. IOV) N.C. (0V)

'MODEL MT60RORG-I MONOPOLE
ONLY R503ANTENNA

 7MEG /9

1320.

TO ONO. TO ANTENNA
_ON TUNER_ 3008 INPUT

30014 IMP
ANT.INPUT

0 0

GNO.

31,

RSIO
6111

243

RK512

I

TUNE

Re.

I

USC

UHF
B.

C510
.05

us e

 UHr
TUNED

}20

r-

.
.ICI00
SOUND IF

AMP
IS -35059-1

V- SEE
OLTAGE

FNART
OR ALL

VOLTAGE
REKINGS

L100
OUR D.
DET.

e -

e

9
FM
DETECTOR

10 111 T12 113 -.14

[AUDIO DRIV I

IF AMP.
LIMITER

2

0100
01

AML
AL

r.z

39.75L201

MHZ
TRAP

C203
MP!

1.201
1.2N

C205I
eAPF
_.25

LOSSS

MHZ
TRAP

*8.8V
(03.4V)

Sw502
ON/OFr
SWITCH

120 VAC
110112
Wee -
LOCH

F500
I.S AMP
SLO-520

L201
P201 IF

N0OPF INPUT
.001514

IC202' f

,T,IorF cOOPI20e

L200 5X I- .-.

Lilt 5%
COIL C200 L2021 C206 "200IOPi 7.25 IOPr R202

5%
M*2"AP S% yyn 5¡5

RÍ00
_07n

wiC106
 25v

6--
R102R102 V

2700
I W ` C106

.OS

i I00V

Ce I Cl2
470FFI .0

1 3V
5% .-

100V

L 1 .1

L102
SOUND
INPUT

BOTTOM VIEW -TRANSISTOR BASINGS

``II

E k_ METAL

0100
INSERT

ALTERNATE BASINGS

 W)C W
0200, 0202. 0204

ALTERNATE BASING5

0206,0206,0212,0214,0300,
0302.0304.0305 0402

071.7->

1I

E 5 C\

ALTERNATE 0210

11

0306 0306

It C E l
1

METAL
0310, 0312

ALTERNATE MUSINGS

S
O S G P ROA

0400

COLLECTORE ON
CAS

0404

r

.J

7 6 5 4

C114
12PF

T100
MOTIOM LUG

EW

TO
4/001

0120
.Ole

600V

0100
RIGA AUDIO OUTPUT
4700 .15.

113.35251-4352511.2

2.61,71.2 610

PITO
1001
5%

T100
AUD'O
OUT Pu'

/OV
/7l/OVI

}2v
({201

2Íz
5%
/xw

R113

I/2W

.C122
IDO

ISv

R21

I I

sfis/2W

1100
R2JT

R204

1C2
T .00I

C214
5PF T(

+3.51,50%5V).51,50%5V)Sx t

5V)

P005
loon
5%

C215

TSOV

.0202OC THRESHOLD
13-17596-10 It

0216

C251
T.001

¡PART OF
1T402

0212O
AGC AMP
I3-3º8SI-I

f2/V /{2/VI 7141
IOW

FROM *0H12.
TRANS. SOURCE
120V COMMON
B+ SOURCE

9211
tlK,1/2W

SC200
= 13-17596-10

8LOCKING

0214
AGC GATE
IS -23525-1
27V(-54v) x

R26º 1 C255

+ PF

ó5on
R2ae

`,
6RK
R2T0

. CI252

SOV

C501Lr
30
t75v

%,21z

1-1191
6n
OW

R500

5 pS2
I ]9550

II50V

POWER
RECTIFIER

CO50
.0
1500

R272
4,7K
AGC

3274
].3K

f39V
/VS SU)

TOUR

L206
ST. IF

0200
1ST. VIDEO IF

t3.23622-1
74.2V
}4.211

CI21T ASK3

(30V 5%

R210
5321 4.76
5% 5%

2w

N
C220
4.7PF
!,25

8220
12021
1/2W

FROM HORIZ

\
TRANS. SOURCE

201 COMMON
8. SOURCE

SPEAKER
3.2 n

R2l8
I50n

02,8 *66V
.001 (76.81/ 1

0202 i/7rVJ1
2ND. VIDEO

IF 75.60
13-23824-1 (76 2Vl

R211
1e.SR

5X
L209
2ND

icz2
1201

C227
T.00l

R222
6.65
Sx

I2/V
22V)

8216

C22A N_8V
21PF 14q,/f6VI

5%

1C225 7.JV
33Pf /7.6511 0VT5%

11218

.001 2 7

zú üüv
0229

zzrr

R224
ve.2K

5%

RISE
(7661/

RS16 I

0231
U TIePF

0224 0206.I0OPr IST VIDEO AMP
3-29033-2

11)29033.3)
0204

POWER DEL
513-23824.3
113.2]924-1)

R230

/iJV
/RV)

73.81'
(#9.92')

Rt2S
4700
1/2WT

R232
1.7K
5%

C232
470PF

F5.6V
6/#!.611

C256
22oPF

_025
1ev

T

}/40V NOM/M.IC SOEMCE
TO VEBT. OR. 0306 8
/OEO OUTPUTOE/O

100504
20

V160 I]OV

R502
470/2
IW

5276
3.30

8302
4.20

C300
.0065

(TOv
20%

-.60(731)

0300
SYNC. SEP.
13-27432-2

7 /COV MOM/NAL SOURCE ~
O AUDIO OUTPUT

TRANS. T100

R501
IK
OW

10505
T.0047

04 C306

50V 309

C3I1
.0027

8312
10

f.25V,-
SC300

C307 Is,. ZK 1341596-10 N 047T07 =N
T16pV

ISDT JEC710N I 

0125V NOMINAL SOURCE

}85Y NOMMML SOURCE

8120
4700.
1/2W

PART OF CHAS,

71,
/{_BV)

8313
3.3K

0302
VERT. OSC.
13.29033.2

(13-29033-31

316
2705
5%

SC302
13-17596-10 R
PROTECT ION

92Ke
5%

C3I2
.01

1250
5%

-471/-ESV) 4'
CD +L

I+ 62''

0304
VERT. OSC.

3-39951-1

SOURCE

.Rá05

I30%

/ R504
i1n

0 5W+  465oe
]00

a

e04A T 150V

Oo0I175V

R506
.07001

35

CACO

W400 1 SCI01

215
C112 I! -]31e7-15

W
100 ROR.OSC./2

T 25V REGULATOR

68PF^ -
55.

N
SC400 . IC406
13-17596-10 .0022
110RIZ. AFL R"4 --

16
+1MEG

R41{
5%MEG

1/2W

5300
-2.9V
(-8.2VI

}/4.JV
(7/4V) R428

0400 3.3
1101112. OSC.

13.28654-5

18I MEO102 .

N
50402 5

3.17596-10 ^ 402
*0512. AFC .01

4750 410
C40é 290
22 5x

j i00V

1C40
33PF
5%

R408
eeK

L400
*0512.
TOLD

1C405
R405
27K

....117

al 1 7!2'
3! /fJV.

C416-.01
"'UV

5%

5404

SC404
13-17596-10 .
eLOCRING

R422
1.8K
5%

R23.
000

29

(#J.

O 2

Vert. O VenPP
5 VPP 1.8 VPP 3.5 VPP 60 VPP
+0112. 4 Ven. 6 Vert. 6 Vert.

O 60 VPP
Vert.~

O .7 VPP O 2 VPP
IQ

9 VPP 11 35 VPP
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NOTES:
I. ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN UFO. 5000 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

2. ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/4WATT. 10% UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

3. ARROWS ON CONTROLS INDICATE DIRECTION OF CLOCSwISE ROTATION.

. SQUARE WIRE PINS H ARE TEST POINTS AND WIRE WRAP CONNECTIONS.

5. SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS 2'a-- ARE TEST POINTS.
6. R - REFER TO REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST ON PAGE I6
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LEADER

5"O(JALITY SCOPES
COST LESS

THEM EVER !

LBO -506
5" Dual Trace/Dual
Channel
Automatic Triggered
Scope

Sync's to 35VIHz
automatically! An
outstanding value .. with
auto hztl sweep, auto vert'l
input gain and auto trigger
(TV -V and TV -H) to reduce
errors. Has sep./simul.
sweep mode display; X5
mag; X -Y display; direct RF
input; vectorscopic display
for color phase adj.; with
100Hz b'width; 10mV to
20Vp-p/cm vert'l sensitivity
in 11 calib. steps. PC board
construction assures high
reliability. Complete with 2
probes, 2 adapters, lead,
plug & clips.
A TREND SETTER $569.95

LBO -505
5" Triggered Dual
Trace/Dual Chan.
Scope
15MHz Bandwidth.

Outduals them all! With
automatic & triggered
sweep; AC or DC coupling
per channel; 100 nsec/cm
max. speed (X10mag).
Offers separate or simult.
sweep mode display of ch 1
& 2, alternating; chopped;
algebraicly added, and
vector (x -y). Trig. Sweep
Range is lµsec/cm to
0.5sec/cm, 17 steps calib.
Use it to compare, control
& trouble shoot ... check
gain, loss, distortion,
phase shift and frequency!
Complete with probes,
leads, adapters.
OUTSTANDING $669.95

LBO -502
5" Triggered Scope
w/Graded Scale

Solid state dependability
lets you put this versatile
scope to use for most
every electronic purpose.
Has automatic and
triggered sweep, 17 steps
calibrated, from 112.sec/cm
to 0.2sec/cm, plus X5 mag
at 0.2µsec/cm; 15MHz
b'width; 10mV to 20mVp-
p/cm vert'l sensitivity
w/1-2-5 graded scale
readings. Lab grade
accuracy and push button
ease of use make it a real
winner. Complete with
probe, leads and adapter.
SAVE $80.00 NOW 5449.95

"Put Us To The Test"

LEADER
Instruments Corp.

LBO -511
5" Solid State
General Service
Scope

State-of-the-art design for
lasting quality and
performance. Features
recurrent sweep with
automatic sync and
calibrated vert'l input;
0-140° phase control; TV -V
and TV -H inclusive with 4
sweep ranges to 100KHz;
10MHz b'width. FET input
stages, DC coupling and
push-pull amplifiers
account for distortion -free
displays and rock-I'ke
stability for every use.
Complete with probe, leads
and adapter.
SAVE $50.00 NOW $299.95

151 DUPONT STREET, PLAINVIEW, N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300
In Canada Onrn,t ornx Ltd Montreal. Quebec

...for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card



Triplett
310 miniVOM's
tít your hand
and your
wallet...

onlys51
The high quality Triplett 310 is a little all -in -one VOM. This made in
the U.S.A. VOM gets around a lot for half fare. It packs most of the
features you'd expect to fend only on a meter twice the size and price.
It fits in your shirtpocket easily. The small size and its versatility is a
boon to field servicemen as well as circuit designers, technicians,
electrical maintenance engineers, and the price is right for vocational
and hobbyist use.
A newly designed high impact, drop resistant case makes it practi-
cally indestructible ... 20K ohms/volt DC and 5K ohms/volt AC
ranges provide plenty of sensitivity for most applications ... and,
there's diode overload protection with a fused R X 1 ohm range. The
single range selector switch is a real time saver for reading 0 - 1200
DC or AC volts, 0 - 20 megohms, and 0 - 600 micro -amps or 0- 600
milliamps at 250 millivolts.
Comes complete with 42" leads, alligator clips, batteries and instruc-
tion manual. Accessories triple the versatility of a 310. Adding the
Model 10 clamp -on ammeter allows you to measure AC currents
easily with one hand.
Visit your local distributor or Mod Center and shake hands with a
real bargain.

THE MARK OF

11T
QUALITY

...tor more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card

TRIPLETT
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817

Triplett.The easy readers


